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bwLRW I PR0CEEDINGS

2 MR. FRAMPTON: On the record.,,

!
'" 3 This is a deposition being conducted by the NRC Special

4 Inquiry Group on September 11 at Three Mile Island of

5 Mr. Bill Zewe, Mr. Fred Scheimann, Mr. Ed Frederick and

6 Mr. Craig Faust.

7 Gentlemen, we have given you to read a one-page witness

e notification which states the purpose and authori ty of our

9 group anc certain ma tters about the confidentiali ty of this

10 deposition and the Privacy Ac t.

11 Have you reaa that one-page s ta te me n t?

12 MR. FAUST: Yes.
.

() 13 MR. FREDERI CK : Yes.
v

14 MR. SCHEIMANN: Yes.

10 MR. ZEW E Yes.

lo MR. FRAMPTON: Lo yoJ understand it?

17 MR. FAUST: Yes.

le MR. FREDERICK: Yes.

IV MR. SCHEIMANN: 'r e s .

20 MR. ZEWE: Yes.

21 MR. FRAMPTON: kon, could you swear each of the

22 witne sses indivioually?

C '. 23
L. _)

'

24
!

20

- - - - - - - - _ - - - - - - _ - - -
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RW l Whe reu pon ,

2 CRAIG FAUST

3 ED FREDERICK

O 4 FRED SCHEIMANN

5 WILLIAM ZEWE

o were called as wi tne sses and, having been first duly sworn,

7 were examined and testified as follows:
6 MR. FRAMPTON: Mr. Zewe, can you tell us as best

9 you recall what hours you were on and off, beginning with

10 March 26 and going through until Sunday af ter the accident,

.11 so we can get those times down?

12 WITNESS ZEWE On the 28th, I was there from

13 midnight until about 6:00 p.m. that evening. I had arrived

(]} 14 at about 10:30 on the previous evening, on the 27th. I came

15 back on site about a quarter af ter 3:00 in the morning on

lo the 29th, and I lef t about 2:00 p.m. in the afternoon.

17 On the 30th -- well, I came back about 10:30 that night

16 again and worked until around noon or 1 00 o' clock in the

IV af ternoon on the 30th.

20 Tne next couple of days, Saturday, I just worked a normal

21 11 : 00 p.m. until 7:00 a.m. the next morning. Sunday, I was

22 off, but I was on the site for most of the day, ei ther at

! 23 the observation center or the plant itself on Sunday.

24 Anywnere f rom aoout 9:00 in the morning until about 5:00 in

25 the af ternoon, but I didn- have the duty responsibility.

! )
.

|

!

1

_. -_ ._ _- ._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ .
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b"I,R W - I MR. FRAMPTON: Mr. Scheimann, as best you can

b
2 recall, can you go through the same?

3 WITNESS SCHEIMANN: Okay. March 28, actually it

O 4 was the 27th, I started 11 :00 p.m. Actually, I got here

5 about 10:30. I was here until about 5:00 o' clock, 5:30, the

6 next afternoon. The 29th, due to an unfor tunate

7 misunderstanding as to the time of scheduling, I wasn't even

6 out. The 30th, I am having a hard time remembering when I

9 was here , bu t I was probably here f rom 11 :00 p.m. , to 11:00

10 a.m. And that is all I can really remember as f ar as

il timewise.

12 MR. FRAMPTON: That would have be from 11: 00

13 p.m. on Friday through until Saturday morning?

(]) 14 WITNESS SCHEIMANN: Yes. Other than that, I

15 couldn't really remember an exact time, being six months

lo from the time now.

17 MR. FRAMPTON: Thank you. Mr. Frederick?

16 WITNESS FREDERI Cr : I arrived at 2245 cn the 27th

19 of Marc h. I 1cf t at 1607 on the 28th. I arrived again at

20 about 2230 and lef t about 1000 on the 29th. I believe the

21 next day I worked the same thing. I am not sure. Was it

22 Sunday we were here together? So I worked probaoly noon to

23 5:00 or something on Sunday.

j{]) 24 MR. FRAMPTON: Let me go back and make sure about

2b t ha t again. You came back on at 10:30 p.m. on tne 29th, on

O
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.

-' H W l Thur sday?P -

2 WITNESS FREDERICK: 28th.

3 MR. FRAMPTON: I am sorry. On the 28th. Tha t i s

4 Wedneday. You were on again beginning at 10:30 p.m.

5 WITNESS FREDERICK: I was not on the panel. I was

o not on the control room as operator. I was controlling the

7 auxiliary operators that night.

8 MR. FRAMPTON: That was until Thursday morning?

9 WITNESS FREDERICK: Yes, until about 7:00

10 or 8:00. I was tied up with something else until about

.11 10: 00 in the morning. I don' t remember wha t.

12 MR. FRAMPTON: Okay. Then were you on again at

13 all during Tnursday or Friday?

() 14 WITNESS FREDERI CK: Thursday night I should have

15 been back out on the 11:00 to 7:00.

Io MR. FRAMPTON: 11:00 to 7:00 Thursday night over

17 into Friday morning?

18 MITNESS FREDERI CK: 2300 at night until 7:00 in*

19 the morning on Friday. I believe I stayed over a little bit

20 Friday morning too. Sa tu rday, I don't know, I know I was on

21 site sometime during the cay, but I don't know what time. I

22 was back again. Both off-scheduled days, but I was here.

23 Like I say, Sunday, I think, it was something like noon to

24 ~5:00 or o:00, some thing like thct.
[}

25 MR. FRAMPT0H On Thursday night-Friday morning,

OG
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b"!,R W I were you in the control room or were you controlling

L) -

2 auxiliary operators at that time too?

3 WITNESS FREDERICK: I don't remember.

O~ 4 MR. FRAMPTON: Mr. Faust, do you recall your

5 hours?

o MR. FAUST: Well, Ed and I go hand in hand on the

7 26th, 29th and 30th, abou t. The weekend, I think I was off..

d MR. FRAMPTON : All right. Le t me begin asking you

v some questions about the venting of the makeup tank on

10 Thursday and Friday.

11 Mr. Zewe, do you recall when that began to occur during

12 the morning or early af ternoon of Thursday the 29th? Was

13 the pressure beginning to build up in the makeup tank before

(]) 14 you lef t around 2:00 p.m. on Thursday?

15 FITNESS ZEWE I really don't recall when it was,

lo but I am sure tha t we had the higher pressure build up in

17 the makeup tank that had started to occur bef ore I left.

IS Exactly what time -- I believe it was earlier on Thursday

19 the we cegan to vent the makeup tank more than what we owuld

.20 normally do.

21 MR. FHAMPTON: When you say "more than what you

22 would normally co " would any venting normally be required

23 at full power operation, let's say?

t'T 24 WITNESS ZEWE Really, the only time we would vent
V)

25 the makeup tank is if we filled up the makeup tank a

.O

!

. - - _ . .__
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F~%RW l abnormally and it just got a higher than normal pressure in

d
2 the makeup tank or if we had a low hydrogen atmosphere in

3 the makeup tank to where we would vent it off and reapply
. O.

4 the nitrogen overpressure. Normally, there was very little

5 venting done in the makeup tank normally.

o MR. FRAMPTON: During normal operation, had there

7 been any indication at all of any leake in the system going

6 f rom the vent header onto the compressor and waste gas decay

V tanks?

10 WITNESS ZEWE I really don't recall, because

.11 prior to the accident, .a!1 right, the vaste gas header

12 really wasn't very hot radioactively and really the only way
~

13 we could detect leakage from any part of the system header

.({} 14 is basically thorugh our RMS system, or if we run the waste

Ib gas compressors anc if they don't build up pressure in the

lo waste gas decay tanks themselves.

17 We did have some problem with the waste gas compressors

16 and the cross-connect leakage tha t we had be tween two waste

19 gas' tanks, and we had had previous leakage from some of the

20 instruments on the waste gas tanks that had been repaired.

21 So . a t . thi s poi n t , on the 28 th, I am not certain of

22 exac tly ' that we knew that there existed a leak tnat existed

23 af ter tne accident.

24 MR. . FRA14PT0!J I understand if you don't have a

25 lot of activity in 'the normal waste gas, you would not find

O
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RW I it as easy to detect any small leaks that might exist, but

2 you said there had been some problems in the pa st in the

3 cross-connect between the waste gas decay tanks, but you
,

)
'' 4 think that had been fixed?

5 WITNESS ZEWE: Well, I am going back to where we

o did t he start-up te sting on it all right. Like all systems,

7 there were some leaks that existed and that were repaired,

6 and other ones appeared af ter this period. All right?

9 So af ter the 28th, I had no reason to believe that our

10 waste gas vent header system had any leaker.

11 MR. FRAMPTON: Do you recall whether prior to the

'

12 time you lef t on the af ternoon of Thursday the 29th, there

13 weas any awarene ss tha t the build-up of gas in the makeup

(' 'j 14 tank might become an increasingly serious problem? That it

15 might tena to substantially impair makeup and let-down flow?

Io In other words, was this perceived as a problem that was

17 going to potentially ge t grea ter as time went along?

le WITNESS ZEWE he were still trying to evaluate

lv the f ull accident ano the controllability of the plant at

20 this point. Yes, we knew if you have a higher pressure in

21 the makeup tank tnat you would reduce your let-down

22 c a pacili ty. Certainly, we were having a lot more gas come

23 back in the le t-cown system than what we were normally

(') 24 a ccustomeo' to. We knew et this time we had a leak in the
'

25 vent header, because each time we did try to vent off the

,
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P~yRW I makeup tank pressure, we did have a release that was
t
\_/

2 noticeable in the auxiliary building. We knew we would be

.
3 venting more and more, because the gas builo-up seemed to

' 4 increase, so that the f requency between venting was

5 increasing all the day of the 29th, as I remember, but we

6 were trying to minimize the venting, so we would minimize

7 .the release of the radioactive gases to the building.

O MR. FRAMPTON: Do you recall then that during the

9 day on Thursday people had made a connection between the

10 venting of the tank and the activity levels in the aux'

il building or in the f uel handing building?

12 WITNESS ZEWE As I recall, yes. I might have,

13 you know, the 29th early morning versus late at night, you

(} 14 know, a little out of context the re , bu t, yes, I believe we

15 did know it on the 29th, yes.

Io MR. FRAMPTON: Do you know whether anybody was

17 drawing a direct correlation between venting the makeup tank

lo and any off-sites levels of activity?

19 WITNESS ZEWE Every activity that you vent from

20 the makeup tank went into the auxiliary building, and it

21 woula ultimately go to the a tmosphere, yes.

'22 f.$ . _ FA A !.'.PTON : I understand, but the question I am

23 asking is whether anyoody was drawing a connection be tween

~s 24 venting the makeup tank and actual readings taken by
(d

25 moni toring teams someplace of f-site or was the correlation

I

n
LJ
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bw!.P W I that was observed the correlation between the activity in

O
2 the building --

3 WITNESS ZEWE We could see it off-site. Every
;

4 time we would vent, there would be about 30 minutes to 40'-

5 minutes of a delay between the opening of the vent to where

o we could actually monitor external to the plcnt.

7 MR. FRAMPTON: Okay. Do you recall whether

6 anybody was saying on Thursday, " Gee, the gas will continue

v to build up. This will be an increasing proolem we will

10 have to aeal with down the road in 12 or 24 hours." Do you

11 "emember any consciousness of the fact it would be a bigger

12 prool er. the next day?

13 WITNESS ZEWE: We were discussing the present

14 problems that we had. I don't believe that we discussed how' ~ '
_

15 mucn greater it may become at some po in t in the f uture,

lo MR. FRAMPTON: ao you recall what your awareness

17 was on Thursday of how mucn hydrogen gas was probably in the

lo primary system? Can you recall anything about what you knew

19 or were told about tnat on Tnursday?

20 WITNESS ZEWE: On Thursday was the first time tha t

21 I had received the inforc.ation that the pre ssure spike that

22 we had the previous day was due to hydrogen burn in the

23 reactor building. Knowing that that would have to be a

~x 24 considerable amount of hydrogen in order to have the
-

25 burn in the reactor building, we were certain that we had a

()
i /
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I considerable. amount of hydrogen in the reactor coolant
[*$RW'd '

But I really didn't have a f eel f or what2 . system i tself .

3 .that concentration actually was other than we had a lot of

O 4 hydrogen.

5 MR. FRAMPTON: Well, did you think that most of

.the gas that was coming off into the let-down lines waso

7 hydrogen, or did you think -- did you . reach any view about

b . t ha t ? What did you. tnink the gas was as of Thursday that
,

V was ouilding up in the makeup tank?

10 WITNESS ZEWE I really didn't know, other than

.11 f i ssion-produced gases. Xenon, krypton, and so forch, along

12 witn some hydrogen and all the other fission-produced gases

13 we might ha ve . I really didn't try to encompass it with a
i

({}
'

-14 quantitative type, you know, half of the gas is hydrogen, or

15 so many ces per kg or something of this nature. We were

lo still concerned with trying to control the plant in ' the

'

17 situation we were in, more so than trying to do analytical

16 evaluations of it.

IV MR. FRAMPT0d Do you recall while you were there

20 during the morning and early af ternoon of Thursday the 29th

21 what the command and control line was with respect to the

.22 Unit 2 control room?
!

-23 WITNESS ZdWE Most definitely, yes.
;

24 MR. FRAMPTON: Who were you reporting to and who

25 was your immediate superior reporting to. Can you recall-

'l

F (21 !

i

|

|

- , - _ . .- . . .. . . . _ .-, - _ , . _
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!

|

b RW l t ha t for us?

2 WITNESS ZEWE: Yes. My immediate superior was

3 James Floyd on the 29th. He was the supervisor of
,-
; 4

~' 4 operations. And then above him was a unit su pe rin t end en t ,

5 Joe Logan or Gary Miller or Jim Seelinger, de pending on who

o was there at that point in time.

7 MR. FRAMPTON: Do you recall who was there on

o Trarsday?

Y WITNESS ZEWE: Thursday morning?

10 MR. FRAMPTON: Yes.

11 WITNESS ZEWE Jim Floyd was my immediate

12 supervisor, and I can't remember who the unit

13 superintendent wa s, though I believe it wees Joe Logan, but

/~ }
14 I don't call exactly, because they were not changing at the

Cr/ 15 same time as we were, ano we had several of them there at

lo any one time, and I aon't recall at that point exac tly,

17 because in the late morning hours of the 11:00 to 7:00, when

le we en terec the makeup tank, it was right around where you

IV have a normal snif t change.

20 MR. FRAMPT0ii Friday morning?

21 ":ITNESS ZEWE: he are still talking about Thursday

22 morninc.

23

(~') 24

20

, - ,
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I MR. FRAMPTON: Let's go to Thursday night when you
frLRW
. \.

2 came back on. What was your understanding then of the

- 3 supervisory chain of command in .the control room? Do you

'# 4 recall f rom 10:30 p.m. to noon on Friday who was your

5 immediate supervisor and what other management people were

o in the control room in charge?

7 WITNESS ZEWE: I t wa s the same. Jim Floyd.

6 MR. FRAMPTON: Did he come back on around 10:30 or

Y. 11 :00 Inursday night?

10 WITNESS ZEWE I am not sure of Jim's exact time,

11 but he was working opposite Mike Ro ss, the Unit I supervisor

12 of operations and Jim and Mike were on and they relieved

13 each other.

(} 14 I at not sure of what hour they relieved each other that

15 particular cay, but in the morning hours of the 30th, Jim

lo Floyd wcs the supervisor of operations and my immediate

17 suprevisor.

16 MR. FRAMPTON: Sometime early morning of the 30th,
i

IV Mike Ross went off anc Jim Floyd came on? |

|

29 W1. JESS ZEWE: I think around midnight, but I am l
i

21 not sure on that.

22 MR. FRAVPTON: Was it your understanding that

23 Floyd and Ross were trading of f on the 12 on-12 off basis?

24 WITNESS ZEWE: As I remember, they were, y9s.
'

25 MR. FRA U.PTO.4 8 Above them, Gary Kill er and |

A
L)

i
1
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gn LRd- 1 Joe Logan.s

~U
2 WITNESS-ZEWE And Jim Seelinger. Well, they

3 weren't strictly on 12 to 12, I don't believe. They,3-

~

4 overlapped a considerable amount of time. For certain

.5 periods 'of time, we would have two superintendents there at

c one time.

7 MR. FRAMPTON: But the three of them -- Miller,

6 Seelinger and Logan -- were trading off at one level -- in

9 effect, su perin te nden t -- and below them, Floyd and Ross

10 were trading off. Is that your perception?

11 WITNESS ZEWE: Yes.

12 MR. FRAMPTON: All right. On Friday morning, the

13 30th, Jim Floyd was your immediate supervisor?

^
14 WITNESS ZEWE Yes.

t, v )

15 MR. FRAMPTON: Lo you recall whether Joe Logan was

10 there at, say, 6:00 or 7:00 a.m. on Friday morning?

17 WITNESS ZEWE I couldn't say with much assurance

lo because at that time I really didn't keeo track of what time

IV one c oe and what time one lef t. Some of them changed

20 shifts at like 4: 00 in the morning and I get the days for

21 the ensuing two weeks pre tty much conf used on who was there

22 a t any one point.

23 At the par ticular time , tnere was no question what the

24 chain of command was at any particular period.
. V(I~T '

.25 MR. FRAMPTON: Now, I think in previous

. (D.v
s
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LRW 1- testimony, you have said that during the early morning

2 hours, the makeup tank was being burped in the sense that

.

the valve was just being cycled until it hit open and then3

4 it would be cycled back closeds is that correct?

5 WITNESS ZEWE: That is true.

o MR. FRAMPTON: I think some of the reactime ter
1

i 7 data or strip charts we have show a couple of venting

8 periods that are a little longer than that at about 2:00
9 o' clock and 3:00 o' clock a.m. on Friday morning. 20 or

10 25-minute time periods when the valve was lef t open and then

11 closed again.

12 Does that ring a bell with you?

13 WITNESS ZEWE: No.

({') 14 MR. FRAMPION: Does tha t seem right?-

lb WITNESS ZEWE No. All tha t morning on our shift,

lo I recall no instances at all that it was open longer than
4

17 cycle only.

le WITNESS FAUST: Tha t would nave been me.

19 MR. FHAMPTON: Do you recall whether that sounds

20 accurate?

21 WITNESS FAUST: It doesn't to me, because we

when we maae the major release, so to speak, we ere22 were --

23 under the guidelines just to cycle it short durations and

24 si.ut off the valve and wait.Dv
25 We were senoing a guy in the building. Be right back to

,

V

_

w m e - w -- 1 y , ,~w ., y- -
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rn LRW -1- star t the waste gas compressors at the time of venting, so3
;

'4
~ '

2 we could hopefully hold the pressure down to pt it right

3 into the waste gas tanks.

~ .4 MR. FRAMPTON: The individual who was being sent

5 to start up the waste gas compressor had to be suited up?

o WITNESS FAUST: Yes. It took him a good deal of

7 time to get in there and get back out. They weren't

8 spending much time in the building 'at that period.

9 WITNESS FREDERICK: Can I asked a question? What

10 piece of reactime ter is giving you the valve position?

11 MR. FRAMPTON: Apparently there is a gentleman

12 name. serry who was at some point assigned to keep a log to

13 make notes in the control room and his notes, I am to l d , are

I4 what inoicate the longer periods of opening 'the valve.(}
15 WITNESS FREDERI CK: Tha t is not reactimeter data,

lo MR. FRAMPTON: That is correct.

17 WITNESS FREDERICK: We are going by what a man

16 wrote in a log.
I

19 WITNESS. FAUST: Whether he knew -- he mignt ha ve

20 mi ssed -- go tten _the information wrong on what we were doing

21- at the time.

22 MR. FRAMPTON: That is correct. Tha t i s why I am

23 asking you what your understanding of it was.

24 NITNESS FAUST I don't remember going through
)

|25 anything longer than just cycling the valve.

(v3
.

$
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pd LRW l MR. FRAMPTON: Fine.
s >
'''

2 Mr. Zewe, let me ask you to describe what it was that

3 happened that caused you to go into a mode of venting the

4 tank over a continuous period. What was the first thing

5 t ha t happened that made you change your tack?

o WITNESS ZEWE Well, Mr. Faust and myself were

7 mainly involved in this along with Greg Hitz, another shif t

6 supervisor. When that happened, we had lost the makeup tank

V level because of the increasing pressure that was built up

10 into the makeup tank.

11 We had to increase our frequency of venting the makeup

12 tank to keep it less than 80 pounds which is the relief

13 set-point on the makeup pump suction line f rom the makeup

(} I4 tank itself. We didn't wan: that relief to lif t.

15 Plus the increased pressure was pu tting more back

to pressure on the let-cown system flow and the let-down system

17 flow was diminishing rapidly also.

16 So, at some point -- it wa s around 6:30 or 7:00, I guess

lv i t was -- the makeup tank , we lost the level f rom the makeup

20 tank and we had reached the relief valve set point of 80 j

21 pounds on this line. So, it had -- we had thougnt that it

22 had lif ted ano discharged water f rom the makeup tank on its

23 relief va'1ve to the RC bl eea tank header. |
|

r- 24 MR. FRAMPTON: Let me ask you a question about
'

(_)g
25 that. Would the fact that you lost the level in-the makeup

Q
\/

|
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re LRN I tank, would that be caused by the pre ssure forcing all ofs

- ( 'l -'
2 the water over into the reactor coolant bleed tank or would~

3 that -- could the loss of level occur simply because the
73
\-) 4 flow stopped and whatever coolarit was in there went on back

5 into the primary system?

o WITNESS ZEWE I believe that as the relief valve

7 discharged the wa ter, it caused a rapid reduction in level.
4

6 We weren't f eeding at a very high f eed right to the reactor

Y coolant system.

10 Thro ughou t the night we had allowed the makeup tank

11 pressure to get substantially higher than what we had been

12 controlling it at earlier and we had been bringing down

13 the makeup tank level f rom where we had it before so we

() 14 could minimize the required time that we would have to

15 vent.

10 We got into that situation where we had the makeup tank

17 somewnere around 25 inches or so and the pressure greater

le than 75 pouncs to where we had an operator that was being'

IV dressec out in protective clothing to go in aqistart the

20 waste gas compre ssors and f ollow the same procedures we

21 f olloweo all that night and the previous day, of him

22 starting the air compressors by hand and us cycling the

23 valve.i

24 So bef ore ne was aole to go in there and start this,/ }
25 procedure of starting the waste gas compressors is when we

!~)
\>

.

I
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73 LRW I reached the 80 pounds or above.- It actually went up to

V
2 about 82 or 83 pounds. The relief valve blew over to the

- 3 reactor coolant drain tanks.

O 4' .I had.just came back from an interview with the GPU. I

5 had left the control room for just about an hour. When I

o came back, we had the zero level in the makeup tank and it

7 was reported to me that we had lost two or three feet from

8 the BWST and the bleed tanks were pre ssurized and appeared

9 to be overflowing with a high level.

10 MR. FRAMPTON: Let me stop you a minute and ask

.11 you some more questions. When you say the relief opened

12 f rom the makeup tank and cumped the coolant there, are you

13 talking about a liquid relief valve that would dump that

;{} 14 into the bleed tanks?

15 WITNESS ZEWE Yes. The relief valve is between

10 the makeup tank and the suction of the makeup pumps when

17. always shoula be liquid. It was that night, too.

Ib MR. FRAMPTON: Had the gas relief valve on the

19 mazeup tank, the automatic valve, opened prior to tnat time?

20 WITNESS ZEWE Which automatic gas relief valve?

21 There isn't one.

22 MR. FRAMPTON: There is no automatic gas relief ?

'23 WITNESS ZEWE: 'ihere is a manual control vent.

24 MR. FRAMPTON: Ina t is the valve you were. cycling.g-)
x_/

25 WITNESS ZENEt Hight. There are other makeup

-O
V
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rn LRW l let-down relief valves, all right? But there is none that3

b
2 will relieve the pressure in the makeup tank automatically.

3 There is not.,-

''
4 MR. FRAMPTON: If you had not been controlling the

5 manually operated gas relief valve on the makeup tank, how

o would gas have been released automatically upon

7 overpressurization? Would the gas go into the reactor

8 coolant bleed tank and up into the relief vent header?

9 WITNESS ZEWE Through the relief valve, it lifted

10 a t 80 pounds. That is the only automatic valve that

li relieves the overpre ssure in that system in the makeup tank.

12 MR. FRAMPTON: That valve goes wher s?

13 WITNESS ZEWE To the header to the RC bleed

^

( ) 14 tanks.
v

15 MR. FRAMPTON: Gas would go with the water flow

to in to the reactor coolant bleed tanks?

17 WITNESS ZEWE: Yes. Whatever carried over with

le the water would be the gas and it would go there also.

iv WITNESS FAUST: You understand what the valve is?

20 It is on the bottom of the tank. Outlet piping. After you

21 t.ow all the liquid out of i t, then you get the gas. !

22 MR. FRAMPTON: Would the gas blow through there or j

l

23 would tne valve close?

24 WITNESS FAUST: If the pressure is high enough, it !

{
25 will blow through tha t relief valve if it gets down to that

. f3
O
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-p% LRW I -point. If it did, it would 'probably wipe out our makeup 1

I()- '

2 ' pumps, - too , though.

3- WITNESS ZEWE Whenever we lost the makeup tank

O 4 level, we then switched our suction f or the makeup pumps to

5_ a part of BWST so the makeup pumps were still operational

o from the BWST.

7 MR. FRAMPTON: When you came back, and I think you

6 have previously testified, observed that the reactor coolant

9 and the bleed tank level went up anc .he BWST level had gone

10 down, the cause f or tha t would have been the makeup pumps

11 switched and took makeup flow f rom the BNST af ter the makeup

12 tank itself drained over int the bleed tanL3 is that-

13 correct? Or am I wrong?

14 WITNESS ZEWE Whenever you open up the valve(]}
15 between the makeup tank and BWST, you would assume the

lo makeup tank would take the suction f rom the BWST, but what

17 we didn't .erceive right on was that why was the BWST going |

le down and the bleed tanks going up? How we were transferring

IV the water f ron the BWST into the makeup tank system and into

20 the reac tor coolant bleed tank.

21 MR. FHAMPTON: So there is a route by which once

22 you lose makeup level, you can be drawing water from the

23 BWSr rignt'through into the bleed tanks.

24 WITNESS ZEWE That is the aesign of the system,
7

25' -yes. Oh, no, no, no. Just to provide suction f or the

'OkJ

I
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re LRW- I makeup pumps.
s,t .

'''
2 It is not designed or intended to function going f rom the

3 BWST to the makeup to the bleed tanks. All right? Tha t wa s
.fsY'

4 a path we had never explored before.

5' But we had it and we then determined that because the

o relief valve was open, the makeup pumps were mainly on full

7 recire, all right? They were keeping that along with the

-6 high pressure f rom the let-down tha t was keeping the relief

Y o pen .

10 The recircs for. the running makeup pump was going into

11 the makeup tank and going to the bleed tank. We developed

12 a path f rom the BWST to the makeup pump through the recirc

13 into the makeup tank, again blowing out the relief. We had

(]f 14 a large transf er of water in that path.

15 Tnat was not a design or intended path by any means.

Io WITNESS FREDERI CK: One of the difficulties of

17 aa termining that path was actually that flow of water that

18 should take place at the bleed tank level indication was not

19 really oesigned to indicate that small a level change. We

20 were already high on the level indicators when we started

21 this.

22 A one-foot enange is something like 30,000 gallons. So

23 you would have to wait a long period of time before you

24 would know this was going on. That is why it was s1'ow in{}
25 discovering the path.

rs,

b

- - . _. . . . . _ .
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-p%LRW I WITNESS FAUST: If you lost makeup tank level,

b
2 w fe t they were working with, you were looking' at the

3 pressure change in the tank f rom that point on. Plus, you-)
'~' 4 coulch't shu t the suction path from' the BWST because you

5 didn't know what the level in the makeup tank was.

o MR. CUNNINGHAM: I have a question. Do you have a
~

7 f eel for how much water you can put through one of those

-e recirc lines? How much water can be transf erred?

Y WITNESS FREDERI CK: One line?

10 MR. CUNNINGHAM: However many would be used at

!! that time.

12 WITNESS ZEWE Flow required f or the makeup pump

13 i s 90. The recire flow is right around 100 GPM. It is a

(]J 14 flow orifice. So in the neighborhood of 100.

15 MR. FRAMPTON: So one of the reasons for having to

16 vent the makeup tank witn the manually operated vent valve

17 was to prevent the direct transf er of BWST inventory through

16 the makeup tank over to the bleed tanks; is that right?

19 WITNESS ZEWE At this poin t, right. We wanted to

20 prevent that uncontrollable path through the relief valve.

'21 We had no positive or manual control of controlling of that

22 path. The only way we could regain control of the system

23 was to force that relief valve to shut on its blowdown

.24 setting.
.s

25 So tnat. in f act, is wha t we did. - We opened up the vent,

OiV

m.
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b
- 1 which was still shut at this-time, to try to reduce thet% LRW

2 pressure so we could force wa ter into the makeup tank and

3 then' regain suction of the makeup pumps on to the makeup
O~' 4' tank. Tha t i s wha t we did.

5 We vented the makeup tank to reduce the pressure and shut

6 the relief valve. We put on some de-min water transf er

7 pumps to try to force water into the makeup tank.

8 As soon as we recovered some visible indication in'the

makeup tank, we switched the suction from the BWST back toy

10 the makeup tank. Then we continued to vent the makeup tank

' ll down knowing that it was still controllable, that at any

12 point, we could shut that vent and stop the present release

- 13 path that we had.

14 But we f elt we were monitoring it and that we had more of(])
15 a controllable situation other then the f ate of 'the relief

GG-
lo valve, which was not controllable.

17

to

19

20

21

22

23

24
(:)

25

b~s

5
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1 MR. FRAMPTON: Let me go back to the time when that
, . ,

(,) 2 decision was made. Who basically made the decision to vent

3 the makeup tank for a limited period of time? Was that you
,

b) 4 und Mr. Hitz?
,

5 WITNESS ZEWE: We made the ultimate decision to

6 go ahead but it was recommended by Mr. Faust. We were

7 exploring alternatives to the situation and then Mr. Faust

8 said that we just got to get the pressure down. Let's just ,

;

9 open up the vent.

10 I elected to do that. It was my ultimate decision to do I

11 that based on his input. Our first plans were to open it ;

12 up just to reseat the relief valve and I picked 65 pounds to i

/~ 13 shut the vent again.
.

b]
I

14 MR. FRAMPTON: Your initial intention was just to get

15 the pressure down far enough that the liquid relief valve would

16 reseat.

17 WITNESS ZEWE: Right. Once we got to that point

8 I under strong urging from Mr. Faust, and then Mr. Hitz and my

19 l own reasoning was since we have it controlled, let's go aheadi

!!
b

20 i and vent it off and leave open the vent is what we finally
I
i

!

21 determined to do. To leave the vent open and monitor the

(~J)
22 release and then just take the gas buildup in small puffs from

23 thereon instead of a great big release every so often. So
1

24 that is what we elected to do and made that decision to do'

Acehra neporters, inc.
25 that.

|

i,
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1 MR. FRAMPTON: Mr. Floyd said,in some of his interviews,

-q
(_/ 2 he made that decision. Was he consulted about that before

3 you started to do it as far as you can recall?

4 WITNESS ZEWE: He was aware of the decision, but I
4

5 don't recall that he made the decision. It was a decision

6 that was made, you know, in the course of events, opening

7 up to get enough water to stop the release. We did what I

8 felt was the best ootrse of action at the time and really I

9 believe Jim's interface was more that he was aware of what

10 we were doing and agreed with what we were doing rather than

11 saying this is what I would like you to ds.

12 The events there were somewhat rapid in succession and we
,

I

I"'S 13 just reacted to what we had more so than waited for a whole !
() -

|

14 series of canards to be made. I

You are aware of what it gained us by!15 WITNESS FAUST: .

16 doing that. What we were looking for if we kept going with 1

17 that relief valve popping open on us.

i
18 MR. FRAMPTON: Let me ask you a couple of questions !

i

I |

;9 y about that.

20 1 MS. RIDGEWAY: Could you direct these questions to :

!

21 a specific individual 7 j

T 22 MR. FRAMPTON: Yes. !

k'_'/ !

23 Mr. Faust. I will direct these questions to you, Mr.

24 Faust. Let me see if I understand correctly the reasons(-us} _o neponm. inc.,

25 why the decision was made. Had you not opened the vent
.

!

l

. .
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l

1 valve, I take it you were afraid that you would continue to

2 have that unplanned path by which water from the BWST would -

!

3 come into the makeup tank but then would go out through the

4 automatic relief valve and transfer straight over to the

5 bleed tanks; is that right?

'6 That is one of the things that would have happened.

7 WTINESS FAUST: The other thing is that sooner or later

8 if we left it like that, we would end up taking the suction

9 off the reactor building at which time we knew we didn't

10 want to go in there if we could help it.
l

Il We were already having problems with radioactivity we

12 didn't care for.

13 MR FRAMPTON: When you say that, what do you mean?

14 WITNESS FAUST: End up actually going on decay heat, | ,

15 going into a piggyback operation to supply water from the

16 building through the makeup pump via the decay heat pump and
!

17 go back into our seal injection. ! |

18 MR. FRAMPTON: Is the reason for that that the

iI9 makeup flow provides seal water for the reactor coolant i

b i

20 |i
pump?

1,

21 WITNESS FAUST: At the time we were running the

'

( reactor coolant pumps. A reactor coolant pump. It stands22

23 a chance of not providing seal water within the building, is |

24A possibly wiping out the seal on the makeup pump. You have
acet mt Reporters, Inc.

25 aaother flow of water, you will end up in the same place.
i

i 1
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1 You have to supply water into the system just to keep the

() 2 pressure up now. The fluid inventory in the system.

3 MR. FRAMPTON: What you are saying is without getting

4 that relief valve closed, you weren't going to have any makeup

5 flow at all.

6 WITNESS FAUST: The BWWT level would drop from a

7 short period of time from an already low level of around 18

8 feet, we ended up somewhere 19 feet, we ended up with 15
.

9 feet.

10 No plants initially had been made to get that BWST |

11 replenished with water and we didn't know what we were faced

12 with in the future. We were losing our last source of water

13 there.

I
14 MR. FRAMPTON: With the makeup tank automatic relief

|

15 valve open, is there any way of providing makeup flow from

i
16 the BWST into the primary coolant system?

'

17 WITNESS FAUST: With the -- i '

I
i

16 MR. FRAMPTON: With the relief valve open. ; )
!

| WITNESS FAUST: Youcanprovideitinbutyouhaveto!19'

l <

20 ) provide flow path for your makeup pump. If your minimum j

21 flow, we were supplying mainly just seals which would be less
\

'

'

{} than the recirc capability needed for the pump to operate.22

1

23 If we isolated the makeup tank, it would end up burning up j

' Ace (v-)
the makeup pump. Possibly. We don't know that for a fact24

Jol Reportets, Inc

25 because we don't know the flow going into the RC pumps. Just-

i

. _
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1 seals isn't enough for the design of the makeup pump to keep

'(m,) 2 it cool.

3 MR. FRAMPTON: All right. Mr. Zewe, let me go back

s_/ 4 and ask you what phone calls or notifications you can remember

5 making before you made the decision to open the vent valve and

6 leave it open. You, I believe, have said that you called the

7 Unit 1 control room before you did this or as you began to do

8 it in order to tell them to be alert for monitoring of

1

9 releases; is that right? j
!

10 WITNESS ZEWE: I didn't make any phone calls person-
|

11 ally. Greg Hitz, the other supervisor, did, as I recall, call l

I

12 the Unit 1 control room to the ECS to inform them we expected
f

|
|

13 to have a release because of'the venting, more that we are
[}

;

:

14 doing it and to expect the release and make sure the helicopter
: '

15 is up to monitor the release. Which was done. !
!

|

16 Any other calls made other than that one, I am unaware of. 1

17 It was at that point where the station manager came into the i

18 control room. i !

! !
I

19 , MR. FRAMPTON: Who was that'
I i

20 WITNESS ZEWE: Gary Miller. He assigned Craig for
' '

21 the notification and assigned me plant responsibility only.

22 MR. FRAMPTON: Mr. Miller knew you would do this just
)

23 before you did it or as you were getting into it?

24 WITNESS ZEWE: It was already in the works. Mr. Hitz:g-
Acev:A Reporters, Inc.

25 was there to relieve me as the normal course of events as we'

j |

| |
|
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I did there. When Gary came in, he announced he was taking
A
V 2 charge and that he instructed me to operate the plant or have

3 plant responsibility and Mr. Hitz to make some of the necessary
nv 4 notifications, which he was already in the process of doing.

5 MR. FRAMPTON: Did Mr. Miller come in for any reason

6 connected with this venting you were doing or did he just

7 happen to come in at that time?

8 WITNESS ZEWE: I believe he was called in. He was

9 already on site but I believe, just from what I heard, he

10 was asked to come to the control room. I am not sure if ,

i

II he was in his normal rotation through the control room as

I2 superintendent or not. I don't believe so.

(] I think he came up knowing we had another problem and he was13

i

IId coming up to take charge of the situation.

15 MR. FRAMPTON: Had you asked Mr. Hitz before you
!

16 started the venting to call the ECS and let them know this !
'
,

I7 was coming?

18 WITNESS ZEWE: All together, we reacted to what we f
I !

Md had and were taking care of it. That was just to inform them
i

20
'

it was already in progress.
!

21 MR. FRAMPTON: And you are not aware of the call M-

22 Floyd said he made to the Pennsylvania Civil Defense peoplc |

I

23 a little bit later on.

(~3 WITNESS ZEWE: My only knowledge there is what Mr.24

Ace jtl Reporters. Inc.
25 Floyd has said I have heard and what I have read some days

,
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1 later.

( ') 2 MR. FRAMPTON: After the fact.

3 WITNESS ZEWE: Yes.

4 MR. FRAMPTON: Do you recall whether the helicopter
>

5 got up pretty quickly after Mr. Hitz notified the ECS?

6 WITNESS ZEWE: Yes. I do. I am not certain where

7 the helicopter was at the time we had requested it. I believe

8 it was already flying and he positioned himself over the stack.

9 And I recall hearing the first reading that he gave was 1200
!

10 MR directly over the stack. That was the first reading that
|

11 I remember,

12 Then he flew around and gave his readings at certain
|

13 marked intervals from the site. So I knew at that time that !

14 we had the teams out in the field plus we had at least one

15 helicopter in the air with radiation instruments to monitor
i
I

16 the plume we had.
i

. .

17 MR. FRAMPTON : "Do you know when that vent valve was
i

18 | closed?
, u
'
,

19 | WITNESS FAUST: It wasn't.
.

t

i
i

20 MR. FRAMPTON: Do you have any knowledge of that? |
i
|

{21 WITNESS FAUST: The vent valve wasn' t shut. At
t
i

22 least 1 was in the process of getting relieved after we j

O! ,

|
23 initially got the makeup tank level reestablished and it was

I;

24 shortly after we performed this vent. I turn it over to Denny
-s

,hd Remnm, Inc.Au ,

'

25 Olson with the understanding it was to stay open. Get makeup

;

l
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1 tank pressure down, in other words, to zero pressure and leave

n

() 2 it there.

3 MR. FRAMPTON: It was not at zero pressure when you

f}
's > 4 went off.

5 WITNESS FAUST: Not quite. Somewhere around 30 pounds

6 yet on the tank.

7 MR. FRAMPTON: About what time was that? Do you

8 recall? On Friday.

9 WITNESS FAUST: Right around 7:00. Probably after

10 the hour now.

II WITNESS ZEWE: It was like 9:00 or 9:30 maybe at

12 that time.

,

13 WITNESS FAUST: We didn't get out of there for a i(^}
{vs

14 while. '

|
15 MR. FRAMPTON: As far as your turning the status i

i
16 over to your replace.nent, you told him that it ought to stay '

17 open until you got -- until he got the pressure down to zero. I
1

|
1

I6 d WITNESS FAUST: I told him to keep it open. The ;

il

19
g idea was once you get the pressure down, my reasoning was
F

20 anyway, you no longer have any kind of release. If anything, !

21 it will be low. It will be a minimal release over a period '

T 22 of time. Just decay.
(~JL |

I23 However long it takes. You won't have bursts we were giving

24 every time you cycle it open and get a cloud going.
Ace rd Reporms, Inc.

25 MR. FRAMPTON: It was yom: thought if the vent valve
i

|

!

|
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1 was left open, you would get a very low level continuous

O -

re1 ease.

3 WITNESS FAUST: That is the way I looked at it

'

4 anyway.

5 MR. FRAMPTON: Maybe I should ask Mr. Zewe, do

6 you know when the vent valve was eventually closed or was it

7 just left open indefinitely throughout the day and the next

8 day?

9 WITNESS ZEWE: Essentially it may have been shut
,

1C for'a very short period of time. Being dasn't there, I

11 wouldn't know. Essentially it was left open for that entire

12 day and I believe for the great portion of the next several

13 days, it was left open.

14 MR. FRAMPTON: When Mr. Miller came into the control
I

|15 room, did you brief him on the status of the plant, what'

}

16 was happening with the vent valve and so forth?

17 WITNESS ZEWE: I certainly did.

18 MR. FRAMPTON: What was his reaction? Doyourecall?j

19 0 WITNESS ZEWE: He concurred. I didn't brief him in i

E i
20 ' great detail other than that we had transferred the water and |

t

21 what actions I had taken. Before I took any of these actions,;

22 I had announced to the control room what we were doing. If

'

23 anyone had objections to it at this point, we had in the j

p neighborhood of I would say 25 people in the control room, NRC'24
Ace r, Act Repo,ters, Inc.

25 staff, superintendents, so forth from the company. So I

i

|
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1 announced I was going to open up the vent, that I was going

(3 2 to put on two de-min water transfer pumps and we were going(,j
\

3 to switch the suction back, to see if anyone had objections.

r>
\_) 4 I felt it was necessary action. I told everyone together

5 so if they had concerns, they would bring them forth then.
!

6 Say no, that is wrong, do this. But I had no response that

7 was negative at all from anyone. I did it in that light.

8 I consulted everyone there if they had objections. I didn't

9 have very many inputs on suggestions on what to do so once
i

10 I elected to do that, thinking that that was the best course

11 of action, I just told everyone what I was going to do and
i

what we had planned to do and there was certainly no objection !12

('S 13 at the time.
'

's J |
14 MR. FRAMPTON: Mr. Miller con arred when he came in, !

I

15 when you briefed him on what was happening. |

:

16 WITNESS ZEWE: As I remember, he did. If not, he |

17 { would have directed me otherwise.
I

18 I MR. FRAMPTON: Do you recall whether he was aware
I l

M at that time that you had decided to go ahead and keep it open t

q

b
20 ' and go on down to zero and try to solve the problem?

21 WITNESS ZEWE: I kept him informed as decisions were

.
22 made at my level.'

'

23 WITNESS FAUST: It did solve the problem.

24 MR. FRAMPTON: Did Mr. Miller continue to be in the
A rd Reporters. Inc.

25 control room for a while a' er this period?

|
I!
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I WITNESS ZEWE: Yes, he was in the control room for, -

2 up until the time I left.

3 MR. FRAMPTON: How about Mr. Logan? Do you recall
r
e
'- 4 whether he was there? .

5 WITNESS ZEWE: I really couldn't say with certainty

6 that he was or not. There were several people there. He

7 could have come and gone and one or the other ones could
~

8 have been there at that time. At that time I dealt with Mr.

9 Floyd and Mr. Miller directly.

10 WITNESS FAUST: Everybody was aware of what that really
|

II did for us, though, I just wanted to keep you up with this. |
t

12 MR. FRAMPTON: I want to ask you one other question, !

I3
. I

{} Mr. Faust, on the subject of what it did for you.

Id I have read in previous testimony some discussion of the

15 fact that if the manual vent valve on the makeup tank had not f
f

been opened, that gas ultimately would have escaped on over i16
,

1

I7 pressure through a route that would take it into a relief j
i
i

IE vent header that bypasses some of the filtration.
|
!

I9 Can you explain to me what that alternative path would
i

2C have been? Where the gas would have gone? .

I

2I WITNESS FAUST: For one thing it would have went to

22 the bleed tank via another relief valve. In other words, your

23 pressure in the system, the tank would build up to the point
2#

. (~ where not only would you go out possibly that bottom relief'

(Sce(), at Reporters, Inc.
25 path, if for some reason that didn't relieve all the pressure

'

|
|

I
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I to the bleed tank, it would end up in a relief valve further
! )

2 up the makeup tank let down line which also vents here to ,

!

the bleed tank, too, and that is to the waste gas header. f
3'-

-

4 Overpressurize the waste gas header and bypass the tank as

5 well as the filter.
i

!

6 You go a straight path to 219 or vent path or our monitor j

|
7 at the stack. |

|
0 MR. FRAMPTON: Further up the let down line there is

a gas relief safety relief valve? !9

I

10 WITNESS FAUST: I don't know if it is looked at as a

11
gas relief. This is a fluid system normally. It is a relief

I12 valve, j
*

/m

.' MR. FRAMPTON: That goes to the reactor coolant bloed

tanks.

15 WITNESS FAUST: Yes.
1

I
16

MR. FRAMPTON: What happens with gas overpressure |

|

in the reactor coolant bleed tanks? !
'

|
18 WITNESS FAUST: For one thing it goes to the vent |

19 | header. The gas sys tem.
,

ii

! MR. FRAMPTON: The relief vent header. |
|

21 WITNESS FAUST: Yes. The tanks are designed for 20 j

'S 22 pounds. The bleed tanks are designed, I believe, for 20 i

23 pounds pressure. I don't know what the rupture point is, but
I

A fer:J Reporters, Inc.
|25

being able to keep up with the gas pressure being jumped into it.
I
i

|
,
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I to the bleed tank, it would end up in a relief valve further

FM 2g up the makeup tank let down line which also vents here to

3 the bleed tank, too, and that is to the waste gas header.

4 Overpressurize the waste gas header and bypass the tank as

5 well as the filter.

6 You go a straight path to 219 or vent path or our monitor
7 at the stack.

O MR. FRAMPTON: Further up the let down line there is

9 a gas relief safety relief valve?

WITNESS FAUST: I don't know if it is looked at as a

11
gas relief. This is a fluid system normally. It is a relief

12 valve.
I

Thatgoestothereactorcoolantbleed|13 MR. FRAMPTON:

tanks.
|

15 WITNESS FAUST: Yes. |

|
16 MR. FRAMPTON: What happens with gas overpressure i

in the reactor coolant bleed tanks?
!

WITNESS FAUST: For one thing it goes to the vent

,e ,

'' ;; header. The gas system. |

E

20 MR. FRAMPTON: The relief vent header.
)

WITNESS FAUST: Yes. The tanks are designed for 20 |2I

22 pounds. The bleed tanks are designed, I believe, for 20

23 pounds pressure. I don't know what the rupture point is, but
i
'

24 I am sure the vent header was already overloaded as far as !

g4 g, ,

x"' I

25 being able to keep up with the gas pressure being jumped into it.
;

!

d

.
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1 I am just saying you got possibilities you can talk about

() 2 here. It would have probably fully handled the capability

3 of what we were venting off and just put it to the atmosphere,

f
\ 4 but you also stand a chance of maybe a rupture of the tank.

5 MR. FRAMPTON: Mr. Frederick, you were nodding your

6 head. Did you want to add something to that?

7 WITNESS FREDERICK: Speculation about the relief

8 through the let down line would have to be focused on whether

9 or not the de-mineralizer bypass valve was open at that time.

10 I think you would have to go back through the testimony and

11 find out when the de-mineralizer bypass valve was open. ,

!

12 otherwise the relief path wouldn't have existed back through
I

("; 13 that line. Those are stop-check valves. The only path you !

\~) |
.

14 would have would be through the makeup tank relief discharci.ngi
i

15 the tank which is a much larger line. '

.

16 WITNESS FAUST: You are talking about isolating I

!

end 3' 17 the makeup tank.
,

4

18
i

19 ,

!

20,

i

a 21

| (~)
22

; w>
I

| 23
|

'

24

, Am/~j\: d Rennen, Inc.

25

i
I
.
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1ros i MR. FRAMPTON: Wha t I am asking you is if you had

2 not vented the makeup tank manually to let the gas off into

3 the vent header and the makeup tank had simply-

"'
4 overpressurized and the relief valve opened, which it did,

5 the relief valve to the reactor coolant bleed tank; how

6 would the gas f rom the makup tank then have escaped? What

7 passageway would it f ollow?

6 WITNESS FAUST: The same one. We just vented it

the open-end vent valve on top of the makeup tank ventedY --

10 to tne gas header. We stood the same chance of venting it

11 that way as if we let tha t relief valve k eep going. The

12 think about the relief valve, it took a lot of water f rom

13 the BWST with it coing it aanually. We weren't. We were
~

(~] 14 venting the gas pre ssure off trying to get it down to where
v'

15 we could reestaolish our voluntary control system, in other

lo words.

1/ i.e were heading also to another part, if you look at the-

le primary, we weren't ge tting much water out for wnat we were

lv putting in. Ana we were heading solid at the time of the

20 primary. That is another headache we didn't need.

21 t.( R . BdLLAMY: If this a good time, I have five or

22 six questions.

23 !!R . FR Al.WT02i : I have one more.

24 hhen you came on shif t, .ir. Zewe, in the late evening of')
'

2S Inurscay, were you told tha t there were any ground rules

(.,
i

t
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LP9ros I or procedures to be followed in connection .with this

b
2 venting?

3 Tha t is, were you told that we are venting and we should

''
4 continue to venti or before we vent we have to ask somebodys

.

5 or was the shif t turned over to you in a way that that would

6 be. your decision to make?

7 WITNESS ZEWE We had a procedure that directed us

6 how to vent with the current plan t conditions that we had.

9 MR. FRAMPTON: What was tha t procedure?-

10 WITNESS ZEWE Basically exactly what we said it

11 was, to go ahead and send in an auxiliary operator into the

12 auxiliary building to start the gas compressors and bring

13 down the waste gas header down as low ~ as he could. And then

(') 14 cycle the vent, o pen and shut , wait f or the operater to
s_-

15 reduce the gas pressure, which normally went up to about 12

16 or 15 counds on tnat burst. And then he would manually

17 operate the compressor again and bring down the pre ssure to

16 about two or three pounds, cycle it again. And you might

i 19 have to cycle it several times to reduce the pressure f ar

20 enough to where he could come on out and there would be,

21 sometime before you would have to senc him in again.

22 Me were opera ting witn that procedure.

23 MR. FRAMPTON: Let me show you something that I

24 would like to have marked as Exhibit'7.{}
25- (Exhibit 7 identified.)

O

- . _. . . _. .
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1

"' ros 1 MR. FRAMPTON: This is a one-page handwritten

2 procedure called venting MU tank gas space to vent header,

3 dated 3/29/79. This appears to be a procedure that someone

4 wrote out for doing what you described.

5 Do you know what tha t i s? Do you recognize it?

6 WITNESS 7. EWE: That looks like the procedure that

7 we had in eff ect at the time, yes.
,

8 MR. FRAMPTON: Do you recall whether somebody

9 handed that to you?

10 WITNESS ZEWE We had this available to us, yes.

Il MR. FRAMPION: That was developed by somebody

12 before you came on shif t?

13 WITNESS ZEWE Yes. We hac developed this earlier

(]) 14 on the 29th, as I remember. Yes, earlier on the 29th,

15 before I left in t he a f te rn oon .

16 We changeo our procedures somewhat because we had been

17 opening up tne vent as necessary. But then as it became

Ib apparent of the ho tter release that we had, we had gone to

19 the cycling of the valve. So actually as I remember it, we

20 nad had two diff erent venting procedures up to this point.
1

21 One had superceded the other one. 1

;

22 MR. FRAMPT0H: Do you know who wrote this out? Do

'

23 you recognize that handwriting? j

24 WITNESS ZEWE One of the two we had was wri tten
(~)T .

,

s i
'

25 in part at least, by another shif t supervisor, Joe Chwestyk,

< :

-

,

. -- - . ._
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ros I as I remember. Only what I believe I remember, so to speak.

2 MR. FRAMPTON: Did you and Mr. Chwastyk pretty

,cx 3 much work out tnese procedures yourselves?
! .J~

4 WITNESS ZEWE Every procedure that was wri tten we

5 certainly had a aefinite input into i t, because we had to

6 perform that. Mr. Chwastyk relieved me on the 28th when I

7 lef t, and then when I returned I in turn relieved him at a

8 quarter of 3:00 on the 29th. We had a great deal of

v interf ace.

10 Every proceaure always went through the shif t foreman

11 and shift supervisor to make sure if they had comments on

12 them. That is standard procedurally. The shift supervisor

13 has final approval on all procedures.

() 14 MR. FRAMPTON: When the decision was made tr. vent

15 the tank at around 7:03 in the morning, I take it there was

to one or more dRC people in the control room; is that right?

17 WITNESS ZEWE: ies.

le MR. FRAMPION: W ha t was their role as you*

ly preceivea it? Were they there simply to observe what was

20 na ppening and report back to their supervisors? Or did they

21 have more of an operational role?

22 MITNESS ZEWE From my stand point, I had very

23 li ttle in put rrom them in the way of recommendations. I

24 u sed them more as informing them, all ri g h t . How they
{ ')

25 interfaced wi th tne emergency director and the unit

_
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I super, I don't know, because we kept a pretty definite |
f")1rosL

2 separation between operations of the plant and the use of

3 the TMI emergency planners. So whether they had more input
< s) .

4 to the unit super or the station super in relationship to

5 overall emergency plans, I don' t know. But I had very

o little input and I really can't recall any specifics of help

7 from the NRC, so to speak, on recommendations on what to

6 do.

9 I .really didn't look toward them f or that help on a

10 plant related nature because I know the plant and their

11 plant knowledge is somewha t limited. All right? So I

12 really couldn't ask them on general specifics, all right?

13 But just overall guiceance, all right?

() 14 Yes. But I con't recall asking f or or receiving any.

15 MR. FRAMPTON: So there were NRC people in the

16 control room at that time.

17 Now, had there been any kina of agreement or arrangement

lo that significant operations action should be told to the NRC

19 or clearea with any NRC people prior to 7:00 on Friday

20 morning tha t you knew about?

21 WITNESS ZiWE: My understanding was to keep them

22 informea and certainly if they had any objections or any

23 comments, you know, to take them into account.

/~% 24 MR. FRAMPTOH: When you say keep them informed,
()

25 you uncerstood that they should -- they were there to

-. _ - - -__ .
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'

I observe, and they should be informed as to what was
V(P'1ros

2 happening so if they had any strong objections they had an

r- 3 opportunity to interpose themt is t ha t right?

(_-
4 WITNESS ZEWE: Certainly. For any evolution, we

5 hope that every evolution is planned and that we have a

6 method of attack and a procedure to f ollow and observe. All

7 right? In every case, we certainly informed them prior to

d the event or prior to the evolution.

Y MR. FRAMPTON: Do you know when that agreement or

10 understanding was reached? Would that have been in effect

11 from the first time these f ellows showed up on Wednesday?

12 WITNESS ZEWE: From the beginning. We were at the

13 point -- i t's always that way, you know, that you are always

(]) 14 open for suggestions f rom anybody because two heads are

15 better than one, so to speak. And you certainly can never

16 afford to ignore any judgment or any comments or any

17 criticism f rom another source that may be valuable in

16 helping you to reach your own conclusions and assessments.

19 It's foolish not to do so.

20 I con't know if ' r. Miller, wno was in charge, sto pped.

21 everyone and said from now on we will do this. I t was more

22 of an unoerstood thing and that i s how we operated.

23 The senior management that was there were makir the

24 decisions based on their inputs, just like any other
(')N '

%

25 evolution that we had, and they were always informed

O
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+"'f ro s i before hand, if we coulo, na turally, because they were
()

2 making the decisions and the NRC were there the whold time

3 and were included in Mr. Miller's team that was makingges)
v

4 decisions and having the input to it.

5 MR. FRAMPTON: Would that have been the same,

6 then, on Friday morning as it was when the NRC people got

7 there to observe what was happening on Wednesday?

e In other words, in your view the situation hadn't

9 changea any in terms of your wanting to inform the NRC

10 people of what you're doing between Wednesday and Friday.

11 Was there a different regime that had come into eff ect

12 between Wednesday when NRC inspectors were in the control

13 room and Friday morning?

() 14 WITNESS ZEWE I am not sure of the different

15 . regime, so to s pe ak , bu t all the things we were doing on the

16 28th after tne command team, so to speak, was e stablishea,

17 all tne direc tion came f rom them and we had input back.

le But on the 30th, where we had a problem where we didn't

lv have any clear airection, we dealt with the problem as best

20 we could. We kept them informed in that lignt so t ha t that

21 mode of progre ss very logically to where you have an input

22 and you have a decision and everyone is informed and

23 every thing, that really didn't ta ke place on that level, it

(v~}
movec cown to my level as the shift supervisor to handle24

;-

25 immediate plant ac tions which Mr. Miller directed f rom the

s
g

d
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I?'1ros -l beginning, that any immediate actions I f elt had to be taken

U
2 were strictly our decisions at that time.

3 But certainly try to use the command team that we had.7-,

~# 4 But anything that arose immediately we had to take card of

5 in the normal course of action that we felt was warrented.

o MR. FRAMPTON: If you recall on Friday morning,

7 were there any NRC people in the control room who had enough
b

6 knowledge about t he plan t to even be helpful on something

9 like this?

10 WITtJESS ZEWE The only ins pector there tha t I can

11 remember on~ Friday was James Higgens, who I dealt with

12 previously. He is an expert, so to speak, on containment

13 for leak rate testing and for pre ssurizing the containment
~

/') 14 stems and the containment building itself. I had dealings
(./

15 with Mr. Higgens in unit one and unit two. He was fairly

16 f amiliar with the containment struc ture as i t was.

17 But by and large, the other ones that were there for the

le most part I didn't know them, and I really had no confidence

19 level either way of how capable they were, other than they

2C were outside people and any one that was not closely

21 connecteo with the operations of the unit, I rather couoted

22 their limited capabili ty because of their knowledge level of

23 the plant. Other than general type physics knowledge, or

24 general radioactivi ty knowledge , or_ something like this.

25 But not specifics.

O

. . . . . . ..
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! MR. FRAMPTON: Was there any question in your mind
F"']1 ro sL

2 as .to whether they had any Kind of ve to authority?

3 In other worcs, suppose one of those NRC inspectors had

4 said when you announced you were going to start venting the

5 makeup tank: " Hey, I don't want you to do that. You

6 s houldn' t do that. " Or, "I have a different idea. I don't

7 want you to do that until we discuss it."

e Would tha t ha ve s to pped i t?

9 I mean, did they have , in effect, the authority to say

10 you can't do something until I tell you it's all right? In

11 your mind?

12 WITNESS ZE A'E In my cwn mind, I have the license

13 and the responsibility for the unit. I take action deemed

() 14 a ccording to what I f eel I must do, based on my own

15 assessment.

16 I would have certainly taken into consideration anything
.

17 or any alternatives he haa. But where I had certain

lo options, A, 3, C, D, E, I would have applied the best

ly options I hac and taken that course of action which I hope

20 would not have been vitally against what he had sugger^ed.

21 But I was mainly, myself, Greg Hi tz, the other

i 22 supervisors there, Jim Floyd and the superint6ndent that was

23 there, would haie certainly went to them to say: " Hey," --
;

| (~3 24 it it was a violent con't do this , "It's bad, and I f orbid
1 kJ
, 20 that f rom the NRC-type standpoint." All right?

I
|

| CE)
'

:

-. - - -.
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hb lros 1 I would have certainly questioned that. Looking at the

U
2 alternatives that we had, depending on what input they

3 su pplied. It's purely conjecture on my part. I couldn't

O4

4 see them raising a very sterm objection. If they had I

5 would have certainly considered it.

6 MR. FRAMPTON: Tha t didn' t ha ppen, however, at any

7 time d'Jring their descent?

i 8 WITNESS ZEWE I personally didn't have any

9 respanse negative or really positively either f rom the NRC

10 t ha t was there. It was more of a question, of a problem,

11 and I had the f eeling that they would certainly have helped

12 and provided input if they had one. I'm sure they would not

13 have hesitated to come forth. But I didn't receive any.

()- 14 MR. FRAMPTON: I'm sorry we have spent so long on

15 this subject. I know Hon wants to ask some questions.

9 to Let's take a break and then le t Ron finish up, and we
,

L 17 will move on to something else.

10 (Recess.)

19

20

21

|
22

| 23

C:)
24

'

26

.
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1 MR. FRAMPTON: Back on the record. Mr. Scheimann,

<~
( )3 2 we were having a conversation during the break about your

3 hours on duty and I think you said that you definitely recall

t
\ 4 that you came back on Thursday evening so you were Thursday

5 at 11:00 p.m. to Friday morning at 7:00 a.m. roughly.

6 WITNESS SCHEIMANN: I think it was more like unti.

7 about 11:00 in the morning.

8 MR. TRAMPTON: So you were in the control room

9 during the period we have been talking about that had to do

10 with the venting of the makeup tank; is that right?

Il WITNESS SCHEIMANN: Yes.

12 MR. FRAMPTON: And Mr. Zewe, you wanted to -- counsel

. !

{} wanted you to make clear what you recalled about the paper13

14 we have marked as Exhibit 7.

15 Do you want to do that? ,

!

16 WITNESS ZEWE Okay. The exhibit that you showed

i
17 me here, which references the venting of the makeup tank gas |

I
18 waste to the vent herder, it is the basic procedure,as I remem-

!
.

19 ;; ber, that we followed, but I can't say with 100 percent
h i

20 certainty that this is the actual one I followed that day.

21 ' But it is the same sequence and I have no reason to believe !

!

i

/~N 22 that it isn't, but I can't say that it is. Okay? ,

U
23 MR. FRAMPTON: Fine, thank you. I

(~q . Mr. Frederick, at around 10:00 or 11:00 o' clock on Friday24
,

j Acy ,nI Reponm. inc.
|

25 morning, you left the site to go into Middletown and get
i i

!

. -
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I something to eat; is that correct?
,n(,) 2 WITNESS FREDERICK: Yes.

3 MR. FRAMPTON: Could you tell us what happened when you

' / 4 got to the restaurant in Middletown?

5 WITNESS FREDERICK: I noticed some proprietors of

6 local business packing their cars with their belongings and

7 leaving town. Several of the construction workers a?. an

8 adjacent construction site were running quickly to their

i

9 vehicles and driving away. |
|

10 MR. FRAMPTON: Did you go into the restaurant to |
t

Il find out what was happening?

I2 WITNESS FREDERICK: Yes. I went in and asked them
I

(']
13 where everyone was going. |

v
I4 MR. FRAMPTON: What restaurant?

15 WITNESS FREDERICK: Augie's Sub Shop in Middletown.

16 I asked them what was going on. They said they heard a

!17 radio announcement which said everybody should evacuate

I6 within a 20-mile radius of TMI. , i

i

I9 MR. FRAMPTON: Within a 20-mile radius of the plant? i

b l
20 p Had they said what radio station they heard that on? |

|
|

21 | WITNESS FREDERICK: It was a York AM radio station

(^') 22 I believe. >

v
23 MR. FRAMPTON: What did you do then?

24 WITNESS FREDERICK: I tried to calm the people in the i

A cl Repxtm, Inc. |
|

25 restaurant. There was only three workers there. Craig Faust
i

| |
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1 and myself. And I asked them to make me a sandwich. Then I

(,,|
,

2 called the plant. I tried to get a hold -- I used the outside

3 phone number which wasn't used very often and got a hold of

(~)/\- 4 the shift supervisor.

5 MR. FRAMPTON: Mr. Hitz?

6 WTINESS' m.uudCK: Yes. I told him people were evacuating

7 Middletown as a result of a radio announcement, which these
|
!

B people said was from Civil Defense.

9 MR. FRAMPTON: These people said --

10 WITNESS FREDERICK: The pecole in the restaurant. i '

I

Il MR. FRAMPTON: They said Civil Defense ordered the
i

12 evacuation? |

(') 13 WITNESS FREDERICK: Right. I had the radio on. I

% ;

14 was trying to hear the announcement myself. They didn't [

15 repeat it while I was there. I told Mr. Hitz he ought to f
!

16 check with the Unit 1 and Unit 2 people to see if anybody

'

17 ordered an evacuation we didn't know about.

18 d I had just left the plant ten minutes before that and I |
II

'

19 knew we weren't evacuating at that time. I wanted him to i
.

.

20 b check to see what the source of the announcement was.
P

! 21 WITNESS FAUST: All through this we have been hearing

r') 22 after we left the plant a lot of things that the media was j

(_/ !

,

i

23 i putting out that wasn't what was going on at the plant.

24 MR. FRAMPTON : Mr. Zewe, you were present when Mr.
! AnSret Reporters, inc.

'

25 Hitz got the phone call from Ed Frederick?
i ,

i

!
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I WITNESS ZEWE: Yes. We were still into the makeup

Q |

J 2 tank venting which we talked about earlier and Greg was still

3 handling some of the communications. And I was still in
m
U 4 charge of the plant at that point as I remember. As soon as

5 he received that call, I heard him say, What? You got to be

6 kidding. Then I said, What is happening? He told me.

7 So I said, We better go in and tell Gary about it.

8 MR. FRAMPTON: What did you do then?

9 WITNESS ZEWE: We went into Gary Miller's office,

10 which is the normal shift supervisor's office where he had

his command team set up, and they were discussing -- I am not !II

12 sure at this point exactly what, but they were involved in
!

O discussion at this point about something, and I just broke !'3
|

Id in and said that we just had a report from Ed Frederick, who !
I

15 is in Middletown, saying they are evacuating Middletown and |

16 the surrounding areas. What is wrong?

17 Gary said we didn't do anything. He turned to at least one

18 I NRC guy that was there that I recognized, and spoke to him
.!

I9 [O
'

directly.
:

20 MR. FRAMPTON: Higgens? ,

2l WITNESS ZEWE: Right. He said what are you people

22 doing to s's? Mr. Higgens said I don't know anything about it,

23 but I will call and find out. So he made a few phone calls

24pg over to the other support NRC people near the observation
:Ach rtl Reporters, Inc.g

25 center.

i

e
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1 MR. FRAMPTON: Do you know what he found out from
O '

's_/ 2 them?

3 WITNESS ZEWE: As I remember he didn't find out
q,

D from them that they had issued any such stateme.7t at all.4

,

5 They were unaware at that point of where that actual statement

6 came from. It didn't come from them. It hadn't come from us.

7 And we had then made some other phone calls to the Dauphin

8 County Civil Defense to ask if they had made anything.

9 MR. FRAMPTON: Had they? Do you know?

10 WITNESS ZEWE: As I rememner, they had not made that

'

Il either and were unaware of it, but they had been receiving

12 reports of that but hadn't been directly involved. That is

() 13 really as far as I could. remember of the conversation. I left

14 to go back to the control room to handle the evolution at
!

15 hand. I

!

16 MR. FRAMPTON: Mr. Frederick, did you get your !

l
i

17 sandwich?
|
i

16 WITNESS FREDERICK: Yes. |

I9 l MR. FRANPTON: Ron Bellamy, do you want to ask some
!

i

questions on the subject of the venting before we move on?20 :
,

|.
21 MR. BELLAMY: Yes. :

!

22 Mr. Zewe, prior to the 28th of March of this year was there{}
i

23 a written procedure to vent the makeup tank?

24 WITNESS ZEWE: It is part of the normal makeup pro-(~Aceb}ett Reporters, Inc.
25 cedure that describes venting of the makeup tank for the purposes

!
i

- - . _
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1 of the nitrogen overpressure to establish a hydrogen over- g

2 pressure. And in that regard only. Not really for the

3 situation we were in. There was no previously written

A
\~) 4 procedure for that as to my knowledge.

5 MR. BELLAMY: How of ten would you have vented this

6 tank prior to the 28th? Once a shifte It normally doesn't

7 happen during your shifts?

8 WITNESS ZEWE: Very infrequently. On the order of,

9 you know, once every couple months maybe.

10 MR. BELLAMY: Couple months.

11 WITNESS ZEWE: Yes. There is really no regularity |
!

12 of venting the makeup tank. As long as you maintain the |,

!

13 required overpressure and if you didn't overfill the makeup
-{s-"} ,

14 tank and get the pressure higher than what'we would like to |
1

15 keep it at, there was no reason to vent it.
;

16 MR. BELLAMY: And you previously stated that sometime

17 on the 29th, you concurred in what we have identified as i

18 Exhibit 7 as being technically an accurate representation of !
Il !

,

howyouwouldcontinuefromthattimeoninventingthemakeup|19

| >

20 tank. |

21 WITNESS ZEWE: At that point of time the procedures

22 were constantly being revised as the need arose so that pro- 1(-]\s !

23 cedure was in effect, you know, for a certain period of time !

24g- and it was superseded by other procedures. As the conditions,

Ace d Reporters. Inc.js

25 changed or as we explored alternatives, we certainly changed

i
'

r
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1 the procedures to reflect it.

2 MR. BELLAMY: Mr._ Faust testified this morning that -'-

3 the first time there was anything more than a cycling of MUV-11

O 4 to vent the makeup tank was the 7:00 or 7:10 a.m. release.

5 Was there to your knowledge any written procedure to do

6 that at the time that you did it?

7 WITNESS ZEWE: Written procedure to do what we did?

8 MR. BELLAMY: Correct. To go from the burping type

9 of release to a continuous vent.

10 WITNESS ZEWE: There was no procedure, no. It was

Il just action that was taken for the situation at hand.

12 MR. BELLAMY: You as shift supervisor would have had

() 13 the authority to do that? |
|

14 WITNESS ZEWE: I certainly do, yes.
'

15 MR. BELLAMY: Also you as shift supervisor would have
t

16 had the authority to say, Mr. Faust, go open that makeup vent '

|
'

17 valve MUV-13. That's within your authority? !

!
1

18 WITNESS ZEWE: Yes, it is.
|
!.

l9 | MR. BELLAMY: A couple of technical questions on the j
t ;

;
I20 recirculation of this makeup pump line back to the makeup ;

i

21 ' tank. When the suction is taken from the borated water storage

() 22 tank, is that an automatic shift from taking suction from the

23 . makeup tank or is there a manual valve that needs to be opened?
'

24 WITNESS ZEWE: It's automatic on engineering safety(~}
Ace k.al Reporters, Inc.

25 features actuation. It is automatic. But at this point in

|
:
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1 time, it is strictly manual. This point in the sequence of

G
's / 2 events that we are referring to. Because it was strictly

3 manual at this point.
(''# 4 MR. BELLAMY: The recirculation of this borated

i

5 water or for that matter whatever is being used as suction !

6 for these makeup pumps back to the makeup tank, is that

7 automatic or does that need a manual valve to be handled?

8 WITNESS ZEWE: The recirc lines are only automatic

9 isolation. Not automatic opening up. There is two
i

10 automatic closure ES valves in the recirc line that automatically
i

11 go shut for engineering safety features so you don't divert

12 any of the water that should be going toward the reactor
!
'''

(i -)
13 coolant system, so you don' t divert that back to the makeup

;

14 system.

15 Those valves are not automatic open. They are automatic l

:

16 shut. Manually open.

17 MR. BELLAMY: Mr. Hitz is similarly titled as you are.!

IB He is also a shift supervisor? ,

!

l9 !i WITNESS ZEWE: That's correct.
0

20 [ MR. BELLAMY: He was in the control room Friday a.m.

I
2i i to relieve you?

('T 22 WITNESS ZEWE: Yes.;

Lj

23 MR. BELLAMY: It was just because you were both there

24 at the same time that it may appear there were two shift
AceSr:1 Reporters, Inc.

25 supervisors there. In effect there really should have been just |
|:
|

.
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1 one, but he was there to relieve you and you were informing

("N .s) 2 him of what was going on and at that time --

3 WITNESS ZEWE: He relieved me before I left the

n/'- 4 control room. I had left the control room for about an hour,

5 for a period of about quarter to 6:00 to about 7:00 o' clock

6 where I went for an interview with the GPU staff on the

7 accident.

8 He was there to relieve me before I left.

9 MR. BELLAMY: He was the shift supervisor on record

10 from 5:45 until --

11 WITNESS ZEWE: Until I returned.

12 MR. BELLAMY: You took your duties back as shift
,

I

(} supervisor or was it time for you to go home?13

Atthispointwewereintotheareaoff14 WITNESS ZEWE:

15 transferring the water and then we really share the respons-

16 ibility, so to speak. Then I assumed full control again
,

i

17 once Mr. Miller came in the control room and designated me to
i

18
. have the plant responsibility and Mr. Hitz,the communications !
! !

l9 responsibility. i

' !

20 MR. BELLAMY: A little bit of a clarification on the i

'

21 reading from the helicopter on this Friday' morning vent. You

3 22 have indicated, Mr. Zewe, that Mr. Hitz made a telephone call
(~/%

!
23 to the Unit 1 control room as the emergency station to request

24 the helicopter circle ove.r the stack to determine the amount
r~) t Reporters. Inc.Ace ,#s

25 of the release; is that correct? '

l
i
i

'
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1 WITNESS ZEWE: To the best of my memory, I remember

/m

(_) 2 him calling them to inform them to expect a release and to

3 ensure that a helicopter was available to monitor the ensuing
p
Yl 4 release that we felt we would have. I am not sure if he

5 specifically directed him to fly directly over the stack or not.

6 I don't believe so.

7 It was more or less inform them to go up and track the plume.

8 They had direction from the ECS, which was in Unit 1 at that

9 point, on where the helicopter should go and what path he .

I

10 should follow and the readings were being transmitted by radio '

11 back for a plot.

12 MR. BELLAMY: Is this a request or an order -- you j

('] 13 use the term informing. Is that to imply that Mr. Hitz would j
x_- ;

14 just call and say we are having a release. Good by? Or !

15 I want the helicopter up there? Please have the helicopter *

5 up there?
.

17 Is that the ECS decision?
1

I

18 h WITNESS ZEWE: I think we are dealing in semantics
h

I9 here now. As I recall, there was no, you know, room for
9

20 ; discussion, so to speak. He was telling them or inforining

|
21 ! them we were already into this venting procedure. We would

22 have a release. And ensure we are monitoring it properly.
{}

23 When he said have it in the air or would you ensure it is in

24 the air or -- you know. It inferred that we were going to have
,

A rct Reporters, Inc.

|
25 the release and make sure we could properly monitor the

!
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1 release we expected. -

2 MR. BELLAMY: The timing of this phone call was as the

3 release was in progress?

'J 4 WITNESS ZEWE: Yes. It wasn't before the fact but

5 during the fact.

6 MR. BELLAMY: There was piping, temperature piping in-

7 stalled from various tanks in the radwaste system back to the

8 containment vessel during the period Wednesday through Friday

9 or Saturday. What piping was installed and from what
|

10 components was the piping installed? ]
I

Il WITNESS ZEWE: We knew we had a serious gas problem. |

12 We didn't consider the waste gas compressors to be totally

" 13 that reliable.
,

14 Also the leak somewhere from the makeup tank vent line to f
'

15 the waste gas compressors was obvious from the releases. So
i

16 we installed temperature piping from a line off of the makeup

17 tank vent and also from one of the radiation monitoring !
!

10 I instruments on the waste gas tanks. I !
i

l
19 ]

We vented those to a building spray penetration which led
i

20 ' right to the reactor building. So we could vent the mak6up
|

21 tank directly to the reactor building or the waste gas tanks i

i

22 directly to the reactor building.

23 As far as I can remember, we only vented the waste gas j
i

24 tanks and not the makeup tank directly to containment. We were
.acav(3o Reporters, inc.

25 just trying to use the reactor building as just a large volume,
t

i

!

!

|
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1 storage for our waste gas.

[) 2 MR. BELLAMY: There was no line,to your knowledge,
~,

3 installed from the reactor coolant bleed holdup tanks back to

n
(_) 4 containment to your knowledge?

5 WITNESS ZEWE: Not that I can remember. There could

6 be a possible tie in to the same vent line off the makeup

7 tank that could go back, being that you could get gas from

8 the bleed tanks into the vent header and then go back into

9 the lines off the waste gas tank or from the makeup tank line 4

10 where it tied in, but those two lines from the makeup tank

11 vent line e7d from the waste gas tanks are tied together and

!
12 joined at one place. |

i

13 I feel certainly possibly you could position the right j(-)
(_/ i

14 valves to vent a bleed tank that way, too, though I am i

15 not certain that a check valve might have to be removed or |

16 something else, but I don't recall that we had a direct line |
!

17 connected for the purposes of venting the RC drain tanks at that
!

;
16 ; time, no.

Il

19 } MR. BELLAMY: When were these lines first installed?
!!

'

e

20 ? WITNESS ZEWE: I don't recall the actual time frame,
d

'

.,

21 I but it was sometime, I believe, within four or five days of
I '

22 the accident. Like over the weekend or early part of the,c 3

23 following week. I a, .ot certain of the time frame involved.

24 MR. BELLAMY: Do you know when they were first
A rct Reporters, Inc.

25 used?

|
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:

1 WITNESS ZEWE: Our records would show that in our'

2 logs and procedures for that venting, but I really lost

3 track of exactly what occurred in that short time period

. 4 because of the sequence of events. It was a very planned-

5 evolution and the route and everything was carefully construct-

,

end 5 6 ed. I am not sure of the exact time, no.

t

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14 .

'
i

|
'

15 ;

!
1

16 ,

17 | |
i

18 I '

:
i
'l9 '

I.

i | |

.i 20 * !
.

'

21 <

O !
'

4

{23

24 ,

i n ~
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bR6978 1 MR. BELLAMY: Could you suggest somebody to
6 -w
ld-) 2 talk to who would be more familiar with the installation of
RW ,

3 these lines?
O

4 WITNESS FREDERICK: Harold Denton. He is the~

5 man that announced it through the media. He said the pump
|

1

6 back is working now. He was watching it.

7 WITNESS ZEWE: Are you referring to who actually

8 installed the lines of what times they were using and so forth? |

|
1

,

9 MR. BELLAMY: I'm trying to get information on j i

)

f
i

10 when it was firs; consi0er ed that you needed such lines. Who ,

11 decided they should be installed? When were they installed?
,

12 When were they used? I believe the control log will show
,

13 the waste gas decay takns were piped back to containment on
(}

t14 Friday afternoon.

15 WITNESS ZEWE: It was that soon? That could

16 have been. ,

17 MR. BELLAMY: I'm trying for verification on

18 that.
f

19 ) WITNESS ZEWE: All right, the source should be
d

2C the procedure that was used, which was, I think, SOP 2 and 33
'

l
21 ' respctively, and the time should be reflected in the log, but

f~Jh
22 I'm not sure if anyone can say with certainty exactly, you

x

23 know, when the decision was made unless it would be Mr. Miller
4

('N 24 or Mr. Seelinger or somebody like that. The actual installa-
Ace (,Sa! Reporters. Inc.

25 tion was done by the I & C department so they probably can tie

1

_ . . .
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1p 2 1 that to one day, too. The I & C foreman, Mr. Weaver, would

;RW
2 probably say yes, we did that Saturday because he remembers

3 that from his input, but I had so much involvement with that
r~'s '

t
''~'

4 one portion of it I really don't remember.

5 MR. BELLAMY: That is all I have.

6 MR. FRAMPTON: Ron Haynes,'do you want to go into j

7 the area of control room manning?

8 MR. HAYNES: Mr. Zewe, you're familiar with Table
P

|

9 6.2-1 of the technical specifications that addresses minimum '

i
i

10 shift crew composition? |

II WITNESS ZEWE: I'm familiar with what is required I|
i

12 and how many are manned but not that 6.22 or something like
;

13 that, no.

14 MR. HAYNES: Fine. What is required during

15 normal plant pcwer operation?

16 WITNESS ZEWE: We're required to have two control

17 room operators and a shift foreman and shift supervisors and

18 !| auxiliary operators.
I!

3 :, MR. HAYNES: All right. Perhaps you can help me
D

2C with this table here. I'm looking at specification 6.2.1 titled

i

21 i " Men and Shift Crew Composition."

,
22 WITNESS ZEWE: For the different modes.

( |

23 MR. HAYNES: For modes 1 through 4, power operation

' ') 24 i through hot shutdown, there's a requirement for one senior'

ace.s 2.i neocrim inc.

25 operatcr licensed person in the control room; is that correct?

!!
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flp 3 1 WITNESS ZEWE: Yes.

1WaR
(_/ 2 MR. RAYNES: At the facility, not the control

And two reactor operator licensed persons and auxiliary3 rcom.

4 operators.

5 WITNESS ZEWE: Right.

6 MR. HAYNES: So according to the specification,

'

7 the minimum shift crew composition is five persons of whom

8 three must be licensed.

9 WITNESS ZEWE: Right. We had further made a
!

10 commitment to always have a shift supervisor on site available.

11 MR. HAYNES: Where did you make that commitment? !
i

12 Is that in your procedures?

13 WITNESS ZEWE: The company did that. A shift |( ')
14 supervisors is required at all times on site.

i

15 MR. HAYNES: Is that in the technical specs? I

16 WITNESS ZEWE: It's not in there, no. That's !

!

17 a company commitment and I'm not sure how far-reaching it is.
I

la The table there for the add men under the technical specifica-
I

M Q tions just required one senior operating license at the unit.
.

h !
!.

20 ji MR. HAYNES: But your company requires also a

i
21 ' licensed shift sipervisor in addition to this? ;

() 22 WITNESS ZEWE: Exactly.

23 MR. HAYNES: 'Now, based on your experience during
1:

(~') 24 plant operation, Mr. Zewe, is this in your view an adequate
Ace-kjet Reporters, Inc.

25 number of persons for dealing with plant transients? The minimum

j
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1p 4 1 shift group composition?

() 2 WITNESS ZEWE: Dealing with transients? I feel

3 that, yes, the shift foreman who is the senior operating

O' 4 license of the unit and both of the control room operators

5 who are the two licenses are capable of handling all transients

6 in a control room. I fee.~ the auxiliary operator compliment

7 of two is insufficient. Here again, the company has stipulated

8 that we will not have less than four auxiliary operators,
!

9 which is more conservative than the technical specifications :

!

10 themselves. ,

i

11 MR. HAYNES: I also understand from the technical j
i

12 specifications that the requirement is that at least one j
l

13 licensed operator shall be in the control room when fuel is
b''T

!
14 in the reactor. That means that you can go down to one man

15 in the control room during power operation according to the

16 technical spec; is that correct?

17 WITNESS ZEWE: Yes.
s

18 | MR. HAYNES: Has that ever been the case at the
I

li , facility here where you have been in power operation with one

20 t man in the control room?

21 WITNESS ZEWE: Not that I recall, no. There's

) 22 always two. If a control room operator leaves, we always

23 have the shift foreman or shift supervisor in the control

24 room also. There are always two. I cannot recall a single,f-)
Ceporters. Inc.Ace 2 2:4%

25 instance where there was less than two operators in the control

|
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elp 5 1 room at any one time during power operations. 1

|

LRW--() 2 MR. EAYNES: Are two men capable of handling

3 transients during power operation?
-

! 4

i/ 4 WITNESS ZEWE: I would say for the initial

5 action that is taken, yes, but he does need further help.

6 All right? As the transient progresses or if it ensues in

7 a reactor trip or turbine trip, that two in all cases wouldn't j

be sufficient. Another guy then would report right back to
8

9 the control room for any transient that was announced so he :

10 is only a few minutes away. So considering in that light that

11 he is available, even though he isn't directly in the control ,

12 room, I think that's adequate, yes.

(~') 13 MR. HAYNES: I also see in this technical
v

i

14 specification that the shif t erew composition may be less

15 than the minimum requirements for a period of time not to

16 exceed two hours. Are you familiar with that?

17 1 WITNESS ZEWE: Yes. We have that option.

!!
18 ; MR. HAYNES: You could in fact be down to a total

|
'9 of two licensed operators in the facility during power opera-,

|I
2;[ tion for a period of up to two hours and still be within

!
21 the technical specifications?

(U]
22 WITNESS ZEWE: Yes.

23 MR. SICILIA: That is to cover a man calling in

24 sick?p
Ace 1. ,Jrd Reporters, Inc.

25 WITNESS ZEWE: Or somebody gets sick that's there
.

!

|
.
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rip 6 1
and we call someone in and that should give sufficient time

LRW

() 2 for that person to respond to the call to come in to relieve
,

3 the other operator. Here is a case where the shift supervisor
'

(~T
(_) 4 becomes very handy, so to speak. He is not counted in that

5 manning here, where if he is in Unit 1 he could come to Unit 2

or if he is already in Unit 2 we could use his senior operator's6

7 license to either do a control operator function or SRO

8 function. Either a CRO function or SRO function. Either
i

9 manipulate controls or direct manipulation of the controls.

10 MR. HAYNES: This shift supervisor is a policy of

11 your company as opposed to a requirement from the technical .

12 specifications, though? By that I mean according to the
.

13 technical specifications, you could be as low as two licensed
{)

.

14 operators at the facility during power operations for periods

i
15 up to two hours?

16 WITNESS ZEWE: Per the tech specs, yes, we could do
.

!

17 that.
,

18 MR. HAYNES: And that number of people,if I under-
,

'

:; " stood you correctly awhile ago, is not a sufficient number to
!'

20 j respond to a transient under certain circumstances with time?
!

21 That is, it would be okay for the immediate action but shortly

22 thereafter you would need additional help? They would need
(~},

v
'

23 additional help?
,

;
- 24 WITNESS ZEWE: That is my assessment, yes.

Ac4 ,Sd Reporters, Inc.
25 MR. HAYNES: Your assesment?

|
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f1p 7 1 WITNESS ZEWE: Yes.

kRW
2 MR. HAYNES: Is that two hours too long or too

3 short or is that the type of time period you think they would

4 be needing the additional help?

5 WITNESS ZEWE: I think two hours would be too long

if I had to' rely on that as my only source of help, to wait6

7 two hours. But I'm relying on the shift supervisor and in '

8 always having two control room operators and one shift foreman

9 and a shift supervisor there so if any one of those four ;

10 should have a problem, you still have three and then you're j

11 waiting two hours for a fourth person to come in. All right?

12 But if I only had two people and I had to wait two hours for j

(q 13 a third person to help, that's much too long.
V 1

14 WITNESS SCHEIMANN: Let me bring up a point here, too.

15 At this point, most of the crew coverage had had three operat- i

16 ing licensed personnel on shift such that we never really

17 came to the point where we came close to that situation.

18
MR. HAYNES: . As I understand it, you also have

'. ? a company policy where you have in addition to this a shift
N20 " supervisor who is also licensed for both units 1 and 2.

21 WITNESS ZEWE: Exactly. Our shift at night was the

22 only shift, like Fred here was just saying , our shift was

23 the only shift that only had two control room operators assigned.
!

24 The other five shifts have three assigned.'

, Ace sd Reporters, Inc.

25 MR. HAYNES: Do you know why the company has a

{
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lp 8 1 policy of a shift supervisor in addition to what is required
{;RWn)(_ 2 in the technical specification?

3 WITNESS ZEWE: I'm not aware of all the commitments
p
d or all the reasons behind it, but they wanted one overall4

5 person in charge so that if you had a shift foreman on one

6 unit and another shift foreman of equal authority, so to

7 speak, if you had any conflict from one unit to the other unit

8 for whatever reason that might be, auxiliary steam system or

9 what have you, that you might have some discussion evolve of

10 who has the priority, so the shift supervisor was there to

P 11 assert that the decisionmaking on the inner plant regulate

12 ability or priorities, also from the maintenance crews in each |

|

(]) 13 of the plants. I was to ensure that che maintenance and
i

14 everything else on the shifts were conducted over the right i

;

15 priority. Once you have conformed to the things that may be
'

:

16 we should work on this component in Unit 2 because we felt that

17 was more important than a component in Unit 1, some of the i

15 | interfacing between the units as opposed to an overall station .

!
i

3 view was more the responsibility of the shift supervisor.s

b
20[Theunitwasactuallytheunitoftheforemanwhowasthen

i
21 b responsbile to the shift supervisor on an overall basis.

22 MR. HAYNES: We were talking about transients.(}
Ij Based on your experience of what occurred during the accident23

(~} on 3/28,'how do you' feel about the minimum shift crew24
Ace 4Jat Reporters, Inc.

25 composition with respect to accident situations?
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plp 9 1 WITNESS ZEWE: I feel the manning we had that might

3RWm

2 of the accident was adequate, but I could have certainly used(,)
3 help, more thinking of the power to come up with more alterna-

k/ 4 tives. Maybe that would have taken just one more body or just

5 a different view of the accident. That's hard to say. But I

6 think for what we had, we had adequate coverage for the ,

I.
t

!7 accident.
!

8 MR, HAYNES: The manning you had that night, |
!

9 Mr. Zewe, as I understand it, was about twice what the -

10 technical specification requires; isn't that correct? ,
.

11 WITNESS ZEWE: In what respect are you saying twice? '

12 MR. HAYNES: There were essentially two control

(~') 13 room operators. Two senior operators including yourself.
%/ <

14 And you believe you had about four auxiliary operators. -

15 WITNESS SCHEIMANN: Six.

16 MR HAYNES: If I look at the minimum shift crew

17 composition at least we are up to the two-hour period. I

18 could go down to two licensed operators and two non-licensed
v

?? operators.

20 - WITNESS ZEWE: All right. That would be true that
,

21 we had twice what the absolute minimum would be for our

(^' 22 technical specifications, but that was our normal shift. That
\J

23 was the normal complement we had on our shift. So I really

| can't say that that night we had twice what we formally have.24

An6ct Reporters, Inc.'

25 We had exactly what we normally had.

I
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Blp 10 1 MR. HAYNES: What I'm looking at is the adequacies
&RW

2 of the technical specification. That's what I'm probing as

3 opposed to the adequacies of your normal shift complement.
,

( )
''' 4 Your normal shift complement is about twice that of the techni-

5 cal specification.

6 WITNESS ZEWE: I would agree that that's true..

7 We're reflecting actualities versus a paper document? You're |
!

8 always more conservative, or more manning than what you }
:

9 absolutely need.
i

10 MR. HAYNES: As I understand it, you believe !
I

11 the additional people are need. ;

12 WITNESS ZEWE: If you only had the very minimum
,

^} 13 considering the two-hour period, I think they're adequate ;/

im

14 and in considering that you only have two non-licensed auxi-

15 liary operators required, that is inadequate, yes.

16 MR. HAYNES: Now, at the time of the turbine and

17 reactor trip on 3/28, I will direct this question to

IB'! Mr. Scheimann. As I understand, you were were out of the
b

~

3, control room at that time working on the polishing system,
b
4-

20 [ WITNESS SCHEIMANN: That's true.

N
21 ~ MR. HAYNES: How often do you as shift foreman

('~] 22 have to leave the contrcl room and go out into the plant?
<J i '

|j WITNESS SCHEIMANN: Normally a shift foreman23

.I
24 ' should actually go out at least once during the course of

< AceSni fleporters, Inc.
25 his shift for a period of about an hour to two hours, which

i
i

!!
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Tlp 11 1 could be split throughout the shift, to make a tour of the
li RW

2 plant conditions. I would say normally at least once a shift

3 I should go out. Just if nothing else to observe plant

( !

,

4 conditions.''

5 MR. HAYNES: At times when you were out in the

I

6 plant, who is normally in the control room?

7 WITNESS SCHEIMANN: Under normal conditions i

!

8 prior to that night there might just be the two control

9 room operators up there. When we were on rotation, where we

10 had one shift supervisor between the two units, the shift |

11 supervisor could possibly be over in Unit 1 at the time.
I

12 MR. HAYNES: When you were out in the plant, with

f ') 13 a situation like this, who is in charge of the control room
xs ,

14 at that time?

15 WITNESS SCHEIMANN: Just the two contrcl room
.

16 operators are there, the senior guy would be in charge.

17 MR. HAYNES: Who would that be? By position or j

18 duty that he is fulfilling that night or seniority or how is

'A that determined?

20 WITNESS SCHEIMANN: That would be pretty much by
i

21 |
seniority or whichever guy was on the panel. The guy on the

(''; 22 console that night is the guy that would no:mally call the
q,

23 shots.

!

rx 24 MR. HAYNES: So the control room operatos have~

Are v:1 Reportm, Inc.
25 a designated duty, as I understand, on shift; one would be a

i |
'

|

,
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Jlp 12 1 console operator and the other would be switching and tagging?

%R -)e| (_ 2 WITNESS SCHEIMANN: Switching and tagging, logs,

3 whatever else had to be done at the time.
[

( 4 MR. HAYNES: So it's understood the man at the

5 console was the man in charge when you're out of the control

6 room?

7 WITNESS SCHEIMANN: ,Yes. At that time he has the

8 best idea of what the actual p.} ant parameters are.

9 MR. HAYNES: Mr. Frederick, do you agree with

i
10 that? ;

i

11 WITNESS FREDERICK: Absolutely. f
J

i
12 MR. HAYNES: Mr. Faust? |

|

13 WITNESS FAUST: Yes. !()
14 MR. HAYNES: Since you're the operaters that I

;

15 operate the control room. !

16 WITNESS SCHEIMANN: I normally make it a point .

i
!

17 to address it to the person that is on the console, not !

i

18 necessarily to the other man, that I'm leaving the control ;

I
' ;

19 ' room.
! i

20 MR. HAYNES: Have there ever been occasions when ;
,

4

21 p you had to be out of the control room for extended periods,

22 say, three to four hours as opposed to one or two?(}
23 WITNESS SCHEIMANN: I can't recall off the top of

24 my head. On'a normal tour, I might take an hour to two hours.(-)
AceVitt Reporters, Inc.

25 WITNESS FREDERICKS: Mr. Scheimann has a very good !

- _ - . _ _ ___. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _
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rlp 13 1 habit, if he is out of the control room for an extended
LR

2 period of time, which he has been for three, four hours at a

3 time, he calls the control room and tells us where he is and

k '' 4 what he is doing and asks if we have problems occasionally.

5 Nothing that is required of him, but he does that.

6 WITNESS SCHEIMANN: It's very well knowledgeable

7 where I will be when I'm out.

8 MR. HAYNES: Why do you call back like that?

9 WITNESS SCHEIMANN: So I can keep up on the

10 plant status that I'm not observing up in the control room. ;

'

11 MR. HAYNES: You have a paging system in this

!

12 plant; is that correct? |

) 13 WITNESS SCHEIMANN: Yes.("/A- |

14 MR. HAYNES: Are tr.ere spots in the facility

15 where the paging system doesn't reach or --

16 WITNESS SCHEIMANN: There is a conceivability.

17 That's why I normally carry a radio ulva 9 with me ulso.

18 | MR. HAYNES: A beeper?
!

3 WITNESS SCHF'MANN: No. Direct walkie-talkie
li

20 type communication where I can be in contact with the control

21 ! room. That I would use mostly if I'm on the outside of the

(~N 22 plant, like over in the greenhouse or something like that or
\_)

23 on my way back.

24 MR. HAYNES: Is there a place in t.he facility7y
Ace'- ,hl Reporters, Inc.

25 where neither the radio nor paging system would work?

h
N

'
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,

lp 14 1 WITNESS SCHEIMANN: I can't recall having seen

LRW.s() 2 one as of yet. There might be somewhere, where there is a

3 lot of steel where a radio wouldn't come through. I can't

n
(._.) 4 recall running into that problem.

5 MR. HAYNES: Mr. Zewe, do you carry a similar radio?

6 WITNESS ZEWE: Yes. I also carry the little

7 page device also, plus a radio. But I only carry the radio

8 now. The radion is ineffective if you're in the auxiliary
|

|

9 building or in the reactor and fuel handling building. You |
I l

10 have to rely on the paging there. Anywhere other than those
i

11 buildings or the control tower itself, the walkie-talkie is an i

12 effective means of communications. |
!

(~) 13 MR. HAYNES: Is there any place you know in the |
(_/ ;

I14 facility where neither system is available?

I
15 WITNESS ZEWE: Well, depending on the upkeep of' ,

!

'

16 the equipment, you may be in an area where one day the speaker

17 system is adequate and the phone is adequate. The next day

18 | it could have a problem with the speaker or a problem with
0

'd the page phones, which occurs from time to time. At any one

i

20 time, considering how many stations we have with page phones
;

21 and speakers, there is always a certain number of those that

22 arc being worked on or there is a problem with or they're abused(]
R/ \

23 ! in one form or another.

24 MR. HAYNES: Have you had occasions in your,

|A rIt Reporters, Inc.

25 experience here where you have been out of contact with the

|
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control room and they tried to get hold of you and you were1p 15 1

> R" ^s
unaware of it?2-

WITNESS ZEWE: Yes.
3

4 MR. HAYNES: Very often?

5 WITNESS ZEWE: It depends on where you're at. If

you're in the reactor building, we' have a very definite'

6

communication problem with the reactor building becaise of
7'

I

the nature of it. The speaker system in the reactor build-
8

9 ing, depending on who pages you, is very unintelligible in the j

!

I
10 reactor building because of the effect of the dome and

J,

11 everything. So loudly and slowly. It's more often than not j

|

12 I'll say, did they call me or not? So I call back, did you !

() 13 call me? No, it was someone else but sounded like me. So by
i

14 and large probably the worst communications is in the
4

15 reactor building. Once you're on the phone, it's fine. But |

16 hearing the page and hearing the information passed is very j
;

and 6 17 difficult.
t

j

18

19 |i i

l' ,

i.

20
'

21 ,
.

() 22 ,

23

| (^) 24
! Ace 4ecord Reponen, Inc.

25
!

l
!

.

k
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LWRros | MR. HAYNES: Knowing that you are going in the

() 2 reactor building and communication is difficult, what

3 precautions do you take to make sure that people know where

() 4 you are and that you can be contacted?

5 WITNESS ZEWE It depends on what the mode of the

6 plant is. If we are cold shutdown, containment is broken,

7 all right, I'm not concerned. If I'm going into the reactor

8 building for just a normal inspection at power, this is more

9 concern. If I'm going inside the secondary shield to*

10 inspect for leaks or other purpose, then I have

!! communications and I have somebody there right by the

12 phone.

13 An auxiliary operator typically goes with me. If I need

14 any communications I have him do it directly. If he hears

9 15 anything on the page, he comes up and asks was that for us.

16 Those precautions are taken.

17 MR. HAYNES: Mr. Sheimann, how about you?

18 111TNESS SHEIMANN: I would have to pre tty much

19 agree with what Mr. Zewe said there.

20 MR. HAYNES: Is t ha t how you do i t?

21 WITNESS SHEIMANN: Yes, that would be how I do

22 i t. If I know i'm going in an area where I can't hear the

23 page I normally would have a second body with me.

24 WITNESS FREDERICK: Are you trying to find out

25 whether or not the page system as it exists is adequate

O
|
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.LWRros I communications in an emergency to recall the SRos to the

() 2 control room?

3 MR. HAYNES: No. What I'm really probing is when
,,

T) 4 the senior reactor operator is out of the building, as he is
s

5 several times, how available is he to the control room?

6 WITNESS SHEIMANN: It might be noted the night of

7 the accident I heard the word over the page for the turbine

6 trip reactor trip and within three minutes I was up in the

9 control room.

10 MR. HAYNES: I understand. That was this time. I

11 wanted to see if there were other conditions where you may

12 be out of contact and not know.

13 WITNESS SHEIMANN: That is not usually likely.

14 WITNESS ZEWE He was in probably the highe st

O 15 noise level area of the entire plant, as far as being able

16 to hear the page goes, because the condensate polisher area

17 by the condensate booster pumps is wi thout a doubt in my

18 estimate the highest noise level area in the entire plant.

19 That has general acce ss.

20 WITNESS SHEIMANN: Of I hadn't heard the page, I

21 would have heard the pipes going and would have been darn

22 sure to check into it.

23 MR. HAYNES: Have you ever operated with one

24 licensed operator in the control room?

O\/ 25 WITNESS SHEIMANN: To my knowledge I can't

!
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LWRros I recall coming into a case like that. I am normally always

() 2 -- either the two control room operators there or myself and

3 one of the control room operators. I can't recall going

g\_/ 4 down to a single one.

5 MR. HAYNES: Do any of you know of any occasions

6 during power operations when there was just one licensed

7 operator in the control room? Any of you four?

,

WITNESS ZEWE I don't know.8

9 WITNESS FREDERICK: I think you will find if you

10 look through the rest of the tech specs there is a section

11 t ha t defines the area in which the operators are allowed to

12 stand and the area in which he is allowed to go. He is not

. 13 allowed to go all over the centrol room. There is a map.

14 At any rate, when Fred or Mr. Scheimann or Mr. Zewe ares

15 out of the room and Craig and I are left there, just t he two

16 of us, there is an occasion where one of us may have to go

17 to one or the rear panels. In that definition of the tech

18 specs, there is only one operator at the controls.

19 MR. HAYNES: The other man is --

20 WITNESS FREDERICK: Checking a reading or an alarm

21 and comes back.

22 MR. HAYNES: He is still in the room, within

23 speaking distance?

24 WITNESS FREDERI CK : Oh, ye s.

25 MR. HAYNES: So to your knowledge there have

!

($)

,

|
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LWRros 1 always been at least two licensed operators in the control

() 2 room?

3 WITNESS FREDERICK: That's right.

( 4 MR. HAYNES: Is that correct?

5 WITNESS FAUST: Yes.

6 MR. HAYNES: On the evening, midnight and weekend

7 shif ts how many station shif t supervisors are on duty during

6 each shift?

9 WITNESS ZEWE One normally. Unless there is an

10 evolution that requires more a ttention, where they will have

!1 two.

12 MR. HAYNES: That was the case on the night of the

13 accidents is that correct?

I4 WITNESS ZEWE Yes. Unit one was in hot shutdown
O 15 condition, ge tting ready to go critical, so we needed two

16 shift supervisors that particular evening.

17 MR. HAYNES: Fine.

18 Mr. Zewe, where do you normally post yourself when you

19 are on duty? In the plant or the unit one control room or

20 unit two control room, or where?

21 WITNESS ZEWE: I typically, af ter I relieve the

22 shif t supervisor, I go out into the control room. I Xerox

23 off my turnover notes and I go out there and turn over my

24 notes to the shif t foreman and the control room operators.

25 And we discuss the plant conditions as they are, and

(:).

;

\
- - -.
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LWRros I any of the shift turn over that I got, to bring them up to

2 where I am and f or them to inject any changes that they

3 see. All right? Tha t's typically how the shif t starts.

O 4 From enere 1 might stey in tne contro1 room to de

5 anything f rom reviewing procedures to giving oral

6 walkarounds, to checking wi th maintanance, which I typically ,

7 do in the first half hour. I check with our health physics

8 department and see what they are working on. Check with

9 maintanance, all three craf ts, to see what they are working

10 on -- to see what work they wil1 be doing that shift and

11 interf ece with the shif t maintanance foreman. It's really

12 the whole plant, the whole island is my bound.

13 Depending on what problems we have , what work related

14 items we have, and what I f eel I should be doing that shif t

O
15 is where I am at. All over. No one place, other than I

16 typically start out my shif ts all the same. I will turn

17 over to the shif t f oreman and the control room operator, and

18 then f rom there on in it's just whatever is on for that

19 night.

20 MR. HAYNES: Fine. Thank you.

21 Mr. Scheimann, when you are not in the plant, where are

22 you normally located?

23 WITNESS SHEIMANN: Normally up in the control

24 room.

25 MR. HAYNES: I didn't ask you this question

O
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LWRros I before what is your view of the minimum shif t crew
N

s_) 2 position requirements in the technical specifications

3 wherein you could be down to as many as two licensed

() 4 operators for a period of two hours?

5 What is your feeling of the adequacy of that shif t crew

6 with respect to transients and accidents?

7 WITNESS SHEIMANN: I definitely f eel the number of

8 Aos, unlicensed personel, are .too low. I have never been

9 operating with le ss than fou,r.

10 MR. HAYNES: How about the number of licensed

11 personel?

12 WITNESS SHEIMANN: Number of licensed personel --

13 I would go along pre tty much with what Mr. Zewe said. For a

14 time period of up to two hours. Anything beyond that we

15 would probably be pushing it.

16 MR. HAYNES: I believe Mr. Zewe felt that two
i

17 hours was definitely too long if you get into a transient,

16 if you have just two licensed personel in the contr31 roomt
I

*

19 is that correct? '

|

20 WITNESS ZEWE I believe that I said that we

21 always have three available at all times, even though the |

I

22 third one may not be there. He should become available

23 within a few minutes into the accident.

24 If we- had to rely on that two hour period to bring in the

(hk/ 25 third license, I feel that's too long, yes.

()
|

I

1

L -
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LWRros | MR. HAYNES: Do you concur?

('T
\_/ 2 WITNESS FREDERICK: What I was trying to say was'

3 for normal conditions. I wasn't ref erring to an accident

() 4 condi tion . During normal conditions, two would be

5 su f f ici en t.

6 Again, like Mr. Zewe said, in case of an emergency like

7 that, the two thou period would definitely be too long.

8 MR. HAYNES: Thank you.

9 I didn't have anything further.

10 MR. FRAMpTON: Let me follow up with some related

11 questions about control room manning and what kind of

12 a ssistance and expertise it would be usef ul to have

13 available to a shif t in the case of a severe transient or

14 accident.

' 15 The reason we have been asking about this is because

lo obviously your company has a policy that probably reflects

17 someones view, apparently reflects your view of the number

18 of people its wise to have there. There is a policy to have

19 more people than the minin.um required by the tech specs. It

i
20 may well be that other companies go down to the minimum and )

21 your policy perhaps reflects the minimum applied across the

22 board to other plants is inadequate. Again, in si tuations

23 that might occur elsewhere.
,

24 The first three or f our hours of the accident on March

25 29th, I think you have all testified previously t'iat you

o
Q.

|
1
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LWRros I were f acing something that your really didn't totally

(') 2 understand, that you had not really seen before in the

3 training o. on the simula tor.

() 4 Mr. Zewe, is that a fair characterization of the

5 situa tion?

6 WITNESS ZEWE Yes.

7 MR. FRAMPTON: Wha t I would like to ask you is

8 whether it would have been usef ul during that period of time

9 in your view to have additional engineering or other

10 expertise available to you to try to figure out what was

11 happening and advise you as to what courses of action you

12 might try to take, either in the person of someone in the

13 control room or in the way of direct telephone lines out to

14 B&W or to NRC engineers or other industry people?

15 Would that have been something that would have been

16 usef ul to you at the tin e?

17 WITNESS ZEWE Well, looking at it almost six

18 months later with hindsight, all I needed was one good input

19 f rom somebody and maybe that would have helped the situation

20 grea tly. But I f eel at the time that I had capable people

21 and that I had adequate help f or what I had asked.

22 Within about nine minutes into the accident I had another

23 shif t supervisor there that was qualified. I had two

24 nuclear engineers that were there that came over from unit

(Os/ 25 one.

O
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LRWros i MR. FRAMPTON: Who were those two people?
.

.({} 2 WITNESS ZEWE One was Kevin Harkless, and I can't

3 remember the other guy's name right now. I had those two

4 that came over. I had them make phone calls.(}
5 MR. FRAMPTON: Who was the other shif t supervisor?

6 WITNESS ZEWE Ken Bryan, over in unit one. I

asked him to come over at the onset not to help that muche

8 with the ac:ident but -- I called him as soon as it

9 h appe ned. You could always gain from experiences like

10 this. At that time, the first minute or two, I thought we

11 just had a normal trip at that point. If I hadn't called

12 him then, I would have certainly called a few minutes later

13 for some help and some input. Initially I did it from --

;4 come on over, you know, to gain from it and to help out

() 15 both, because he hasn't been a shif t supervisor that long

and part c larly he first qualified on unit one and then he13 iu

17 qualified later on unit two, so it was good experience

13 alse. Within the first hour I had the unit superintendent
'

1/ technical support there on site in the control room who nad

20 oeen the supervisor of operations in unit one.

21 MR. FRAMPTON: Who was that

22 ?!!TNESS ZEWE George Kunder. George was there.

23 I consider him a very c 2pable engineer with considarable

24 experience in operations, even though he didn't have a

() 20 li:ense yet on unit two, the philosophies and operations ;
1

| |

! (' |

| \-) '

l
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LWRros I were exactly like. unit one as f ar as the primary plant goes,
p) '

(_ 2 so I considered his help very good.

3 I had at least three regular engineers. Another shift

() 4 supervisor. A capable shif t foreman and crew. I felt where

5 we were at that point, not knowing we had a small break like

6 a -- all right?

7 I f elt we certainly had enough people to do what we

8 needed to do looking at enough things at that poin t. But

9 certainly if I had one more person, in light of , you know,

10 to put it together and say hey, we go t a small break and the

11 relief valve is stuck open, maybe that would have taken 50

12 more people , beyond tha t, but we certainly had enough in |

13 numbers, enough in knowledge, and enough in that respect.

14 MR. FRAMPTON: Okay.
() '

15 I understand that it's difficult to ask you to try to put

16 yourself back in the position you were in then, but t ha t is
!

17 what I'm trying to ask you to do. Not in hindsight, but try

16 to think about what people were thinking during those f.irst

19 f ew hours and on into the morning.

20 The reason I'm asking you to do that is to try to get

21 some sense of whether it would have been useful to have

22 telep?cne lines or additional people on site and to try to

23 -- f ar situations like this; and whether it was possible to

24 percei>e at the time that that kind of input might have been

O'l 25 useful.~

1

1

;

-_ .i
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LWRros 1 I think that what you said is certainly during the first

' 2 half hour or so, the people who arrived in the control room

3 represented what appeared to be plenty of expertise to cope

O 4 witn the situetioa enet enveeree to de sevetonia9' 1 tnet

5 right?

6 WITNESS ZEWE We really didn't know what was

7 developing. I don't know how to describe it, but this

8 transient was like many other transients that I have been

9 involved in.

10 You have a trip, or you have something wrong that you are

11 trying to correct and to understand and take the right

12 course of action. That happens many, many times on various

13 o ccasion s. I have had several trips, several major plant

14 problems in both units. They all start out, you know, where

15 you have all this information and you are trying to sort out

16 the information to try to make the best decision that you

17 can.

16 We just kept on going through that proc e ss , trying to

19 sort out the inf ormation for the right course of ac tion. It

20 wasn't a situation whare we lacked things to do or things ta

21 look at. It was more of an interpretation type deal than

22 what you were dealing with. Every problem of any scope that

23 I ever had goes tnrough that same process.

24 Where you have bad f eedwater, for example, or end up

25 shu tting cown a plant or if you have a LOCA -- some are

O
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'LWRros I more defined and it's obvious. Like when you shut down,

() 2 other problems crop up.
'

3 It's a continuous type evaluating situation. It

() 4 certainly wasn't one of panic that we totally didn't know

5 where to turn.

6 MR. FRAMPTON: What I am getting at is whether

7 there was a time during the first seven or 10 hours into the

8 accident when you really perceived the need or a desire for

9 more expertise than you had availaole to you in the control

10 room?

11 WITNESS ZEWE I think expertise was a phone call

12 away. If I had asked the right questions or relayed the

13 right inf ormation to the people that we had called, maybe

14 that is true. I f eel the resources were there all right.

O 15 It's just how we used them was probably the f ault,

lo I don't tnink that having three more guys on shif t would

17 be the answer in expertise. I know now we had taken the

18 stand that we are going to have a degree engineer on shif t,

19 which will start as early as next mon th.

20 MR. FRAMPTON: Is that a new company policy?

21 WITNESS ZEWE Yes. The people have already been

22 selected and they will go on shif t, as f ar as my

I
23 understanding goes, next week, to go on shif t to help out

; 24 and learn, so to speak, and to help out with the shif t
!

| (]_-
.

routine to provide the expertise f or the core cooling25

. . .. .
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LWRros I situations and anything that should be needed as f ar as

() 2 protecting the plant goes.

3 WITNESS FREDERICK: Listening to your questions it

_() 4 seems like you are looking for what was going on in our

5 heads as f ar as what we thought was standing in our way and

o arriving at the right answer.

7 MR. FRAMPTON: Precisely.

6 WITNESS FREDERICK: People? Mechanics? Training?

Y Wha t?

10 I'm volunteering an answer to that question now that I

11 formulated it.

12 In my own mind, what I was groping for was more

13 inf ormation f rom the instruments. It wasn't the fact t ha t I

14 needed another brain or a book to look into or anything like

15 that. What I needed was an indication that was not subject-

16 to interpretation, that would tell me exactly what was going

17 on either in the stem or in the cord itself, that was

18 causing the problem.

19 I was constantly searching the panel for an indication

20 that stood out as being so unusual that it would cause all

21 these effects. I was looking for another symptom tnat

22 didn't make itself obvious on the panel.

23 So my stumbling block was the information available f rom

24 the panel and not the number _of people that were standing

) 25 there or the amount of knowledge that was in the room.

O
i
1,
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LWRros I MR. FRAMPTON: What you are saying is that what

.() 2 you f elt was needed was not more expertise or additional

3 expert people to help you evaluate or interpret what you

() 4 had, out rather more inf ormation which you could use to make

5 the evaluation yourself. It was inadequate information.

6 WITNESS FREDERICK: I guarantee if there was an

7 obvious indication that said the relief valve was open we

8 would have noticed the relief valve was open and we would

9 have said it shouldn't be open at this time, and let's close

10 it. That would have happened within the first f ew minutes

|| of the accident.

12 MR. FRAMPTON: The purpose f or this series of

13 questions is to try to evaluate suggestions that have been

14 made that what we really need most to prevent this kind of

15 accident f rom happening is to have either a very experienced

16 engineer on shift all the time, or some kind of direct

17 tie-in between plants and some industrial locations where

18 there is a lot of engineering expertise, anc you can pick up

19 the phone and get a lot of expertise very quickly if you

20 don't understand what is happening beccuse your instruments

21 are giving you conflicting indications, or perhaps not

'

22 enough indications of what is really going on.

23 One of the things I wanted to ask you about ist did

24 anybody suggest, for example, calling B&W in Lynchburg?
,

t /-

(m) 25 They were making a ttempts to get into the plant, but

.

i ($)
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LWRros I weren't able to establish direct telaphone contact with the

() 2 unit two control room until late in the af ternoon.
'

3 W ha t I'm trying to get at is whether that kind of thing

() 4 is useful? Particularly f rom you, whether during the course-

5 of this accident there was a perceived need f or that sort af

6 input, that sort of expertise f rom the outside? Or whether

7 that really wouldn't have helped you very mucht whether you

8 f elt at the time that tha t wasn't the problem. That wasn't

9 what you needed.

10 Tha t is the kind of thing I'm trying to draw out.

11 WITNESS FREDERICK: The site representative f rom

12 B&W was present.

13 MR. FRAMPTON: Lee Rogers?

14 WITNESS FREDERICK: Yes. I would call him if I

15 wanted help f rom unit two. Him or Stan Mangi. I don't know

16 if Sten was there or not. There was no shortage of people

17 that you could ask questions of.

16 WITNESS ZEWE We didn't have a communication

IV problem in trying to get ahold of someone and being unable

20 to 9et hold of them. We didn't experience that problem.

21 MR. FRAMPTON: You didn't at any time during

22 Wednesday f eel that you neer'sd help f rom somebody you

23 couldn't reach?

24 WITNESS FAUST: We couldn't reach the reactor. We

O(~/ 25 kept trying to ask what was going on in there.

- .
- - .
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~LWRros 1 WITNESS ZEWE Up until the site emergency and

(~)s(_ 2 everything else, I didn't thing of a problem reaching people

3 at all with any information I requested of them or I gave

() 4 them. I didn't have any problem in that respect.

5 MR. FRAMPTON: What about af ter the EMOV block

6 valve was closed off? Did you then realize very shortly

7 t ha t that had been the main leak?

8 WITNESS ZEWE Yes.

9 WITNESS SHEIMANN: Yes.

10 MR. FRAMPTON: Then you realized that in essense

il you had a small break LOCAI right?
,

12 WITNESS ZEWE True.

13 MR. FRAMPTON: Thereaf ter, didn't you continue to

14 f ace a situation in terms of the plant parameters that it

k- 15 was very- difficult to understand why the plant was behaving

16 that way?

17 WITNESS ZEWE No. As soon as we closed the

18 electromatic valve the pressure in the reactor building

lY started to go down. The pressure in the coolant stem

20 started to come up. So we knew then that we once again had

21 a tight stem, which we didn't have before but didn't

22 preceive we didn't have a tight sten. So from then on we

23 knew that that was the leak and we were already on our

24 maximum capability of high pressure injection and just

O(/ - 25 coutinued on that path to pressurize up.

i

|
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LWRros i MR. FRAMPTON: All right. You did pre ssurize up.

~O
(_/ 2 WITNESS ZEWE Yes.

3 MR. FRAMPTON: But then throughout the day a

f( ) 4 number of decisions were made about the strategy for trying

5 to establish forced core coolings isn't that right?

6 WITNESS ZEWE .Right.

7 MR. FRAMPTON: Do you recall when the first

8 diecision was made to try to depressurize the blowdown and

V go on decay heat removal?

10 WITNESS ZEWE Arter we tried unsuccessf ully to

11 insure in our own mind the core was being cooled properly

12 with the high pre ssure injection flow that we had, we had

13 pressurized up and we were maintaining pressure by cycling

all14 the block balve or the electromatic relief valve --

b'# 15 right -- cycling at a pressure around 2000 pounds.

16 MR. FRAMPTON: Both reactor coolant pumps were off ;

17 at the time?

18 WITNESS ZEWE: Yes. This was in the neighborhood

19 of midmorning now. We knew then that we had voids in the

20 system. We were trying to collaps the voids. <

,

j l

21 We were cycled f or about an hour or so the block valve on !
|

22 the electromatic to hold pressure up at about 2000 pounds,

23 plus or minus a hundred pounds, and f eeding our high

24 pressure injection to increase the pressure. And we would
O\- 25 relieve the pressure by venting, and come up againt and

i

:

("h
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' Osv ros I kept on cycling.

2 Well, we weren't sure in our own minds whether we were

3 adequately' cooling the core, and also how long we could

4 continue to do this and cycla the block valve or the

5 electromatic relief valve.

6 We elected then through some ideas that several of the

7 operators had, including Fred Scheimann, to try to

8 depressurize the plant and dump the core flood tanks in on

9 the reactor vessel -- which we f elt, at the time, would

10 assure the reactor ve ssel was covered with water - and then

11 go on down and establish decay heat removal flow.

12,

14

15 |

16

17

|
18 ;

.

19

20
1

21

22

23

24

25

i
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jcri 1 1 MR. FRAMPTON: Let me stop you a moment and go back
cr6978
La||p 2 to this time period when you were trying to keep the pressure

3 up and the high pressure injection was on at a substantial
,.

(_) 4 rate during that period when you were trying to keep the

5 pressure up.

6 WITNESS ZEWE: As soon as we trip the last two

7 reactor coolant pumps at about 5:4:0 we had high pressure

8 injection flow on at that time. Once we shut the electromatic

9 relief valve isolation valve at about 6:15 or so, from that

10 point until 7:00 we had full high pressure injection on.

Il From the time of shutting the valve until about 7:00 or so,

12 we increased pressure up. Then we started to reduce the high

(") pressure injection flow because we had regained pressurizer13

\_ /

14 level or the pressurizer level was still high but we had some

15 indication, but now we had high level and high pressure both. j

|
16 MR. FRAMPTON: So during the period of say approxi-

!
.

17 mately 7:00 am to around 11:00 a.m., the high pressure

18 injection continued to be throttled back pretty far as i

19 j necessary not to overpressurize the system, is that correct? i

| |

20 WITNESS ZEWE: Yes. I am not sure of the actual !
'

i

i

21 flow rate but it was the neightborhood of 3- to 400 gallons |
;

r- 22 a minute at this time. Once we elected to depressurize and
N_)3

,

|

23 try to have the core flood tanks come into the reactor vessel, ;
!

24 then we had our flow at just about 300 gallons a minute, not !c

w .( s> Reponm, inc.
'

'25 counting the seal injection because we had to try to throttle ,

1+

i

'

|
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jcri 2 1 down to 100 on two pressure injection lines but that was

A
V 2 inadequate so we ended up about 130 to 150 on two legs. That

3 was about 300 gpm at that time.

bV 4 MR. FRAMPTON: During this time period of about 7:00

5 a.m. to 11:00 a.m., did you believe that you had established

6 any natural circulation at all?

7 WITNESS ZEWE: We didn't.

8 MR. FRAMPTON: What was the method -- what was the

9 strategy for cooling the core then?

10 WITNESS ZEWE: High pressure injection.

II MR. FRAMPTON: Feeding the high pressure injection

12 and bleeding, venting off using the EMOV black valve?

O 13 WITNESS. 'E : Plus we rained the steam generator
V

Id levels or the A only because B had a confirmed primary and

15 secondary leak so that was isolated but we had increased the

16 water level in the A generator up to 90 percent, up 50 percent,

17 to try to enhance cooling as afforded by that generator.
|

.18 MR. FRAMPTON: What is 90 percent of usual
i

I9 operating level? |
|

20 WITNESS ZEWE: Normal operating level at say 100 !
!
.

21 percent power or 98 percent, in our case it was about 60 percent
!

22O on the operating -- j'

\,s |

23 MR. FRAMPTON: How many feet is that? Do you know? |
|

p WITNESS ZEWE: I don't recall the exact conversion. I2#

y q,J Reporters, Inc.co

25 Fifty percent is 21 feet. So I would say that is about 35.

! |
! |
'

|
.
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jcri 3 1 feet, 37 feet. |
;

(h
(,) 2 MR. FRAMITON: Does the steam generator level have

3 a dual set point? Automatic dual set point. So when the

4 reactor coolant pumps trip, the : set point shoots way up?

5 WITNESS ZEWE: Yes. All right, if you lose all

6 reactor coolant pumps you initiate an emergency feed which j

7 institutes an automatic set point. At 50 percent.

8 WITNESS FAUST: Depending where you are at, the

9 steam generator level actually seeks 50 percent. If we are

10 sitting before that, we would actually go down for natural

11 circulation. ,

12 MR. FRAMPTON: I will let Mark get into that in a

(~} 13 minute but I want to ask you a few more questions about the |L
14 strategy decisions during that day.

15 Basically from around 7:00 in the morning until around

16 11:00, you were trying to keep the pressure up and cool with

17 the high pressure injection and collapse the voids you know are

18 there, is that right?

|19 WITNESS ZEWE: Yes.

20 MR. FRAMPTON: Around 11:00, a decision is made to

21 try to depressurize blowdown and flood the core, is that fair
I
i

22 to say?
{

23 WITNESS ZEWE: Right. Because we weren't certain

24 that we weren't bypassing the core somehow with our high
be..(-).i n. n.... inc.v

25 pressure injection water coming into the cold leg and going up |
!

!

. . _ . - - _ -
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jeri 4 I throught'the steam generators and then out the pressurizer and

O 2 short-circuiting on the -- bleeding the electromatic and not(/

3 really going through the core.

Q(> 4 MR. FRAMPTON: How was the decision to try to

5 depressurize made late in the morning? Was that basically

6 a caucus decision?

7 WITNESS ZEWE: Yes. Based on how long that

8 isolation valve would last and based on the concerns that

9 -Fred brought up and I had harbored the very same things, to

10 try to depressurize and go on decay heat. Also Mike Ross,

II who was in charge of the control room at the time, we all

12 talked together -- Fred and Mike and myself and the other

13 operators -- about thi3 and we went into the office where

14 Mr. Merrill was with the other members of his command team
,

15 there to discuss that with him, so that they discussed the

16 options of doing what we were doing andy any other inputs from

17 any other groups that were available to them.

18 We had decided to go ahead and try to depressurize and put

I9 the core flood tanks on, assuring us that without a doubt that
i

20 we would have water in the core. I
I

21 MR. FRAMPTON: I guess I should address the next
i

22 question to you, Fred. What were your main concerns about the

23 mode that you were in up until around 11:00? Was it that the

24n. high pressure injection wasn't going through the core at all!

dces ,d Reporters, Inc.

j 25 but was going someplace else and wasn't effectively cooling |
|

'
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I the core?i)cri 5

O 2 witness scazInxun: av mein concern was fieeres we -

3 had to keep the core covered and cool. I figured if we could

4 get down to decay heat removal we could be pushing somewhere

5 in the neighborhood of 2500 to 3000 gallons a minute of cooling

6 water around the system, twice what we were putting in by way

7 of the high pressure injection. Maybe 300 gallons per minute

8 a leg or whatever it was at the time.

9 That was one of the main reasons I voiced my opinion on

10 coming down and going on to decay heat. We could assure we

II had more colume of cooling water being circulated around at

12 the time.

13 MR. FRAMPTON: I think what I want to do is just go

Id through to the end of the day on the decisions that were made
i

15
'

and come back and ask one or two questions about instruments

16 and then let Mark take over on some of the details.

17 WITNESS ZEWE: I will add one more thing here. Our {
l

I18 instrumentation we had really didn't show any effective,
!

; really, core sealing. Our RTD in the reactor coolant loops !
! I

I I
20 showed high off scale. We didn't know where we were. The

21 full range recorder goes up to 800 degrees. It showed we were
1

22
, in the neighborhood of the high 700's or 800 degrees.

|23 Knowing we hadn't collapsed all the voids, these detedtors
1

24ex were seeing a steam water atmosphere and may not be totallyi

hced, J Reporters, Inc.

25 indicative of what the core was seeing. j
i

!
'

- -
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I :Our in-cores at that time on the.. computer were off-scale.jcri 6 .

O high ,o we cou1dn t use that. They eie ,et some of those2

3 readings on the in-cores of the varying temperatures from zero

(g'T 4 to 200 as high as 2300 degrees all right, which I was unaware

5 of that day.

6 MR. FRAMPTON: Was any of you aware of those high

7 temperature readings on Wednesday the 26th?

8 WITNESS FAUST: Not me.

9 WITNESS ZEWE: I was really the contact for the

10 operators between the emergency control director and them. I

II certainly didn't relate that to them because I didn't know

I2 about it.

13p MR. FRAMPTON: Would that have been significant
%)

Id information to you had you known it as to the evaluate any

15 of what was happening in the primary system?

16 WITNESS ZEWE: I am not sure because the way the

17 readings were put forth even the next day from the engineer i

18 that had them taken --

I9 MR. FRAMPTON: Mr. Porter?
I

20 WITNESS ZEWE: Right. -- saying that here they are,

21 I have really no faith in them. We just didn't perceive we

had that high temperature at that time, anywhere near that f
22

O
23 high. We really didn't know if the thermocouples were

I

24 qualified to read anywhere higher than wh&t. Lheir normal range !
.ce F;n/ Reporters, Inc. !

\' |25 would be. '

I !
.
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I I really didn't have a good handle on that. So I reallyrjeri 7

2 couldn't say how I would have viewed them. I would probably

3 have said they are unreliable and we will have to use our most

4 reliable means. I am not sure it's only hindsight, if it would

5 have affected my decisions or brought up any more questions in

6 my mind other than those at that point in time.

7 That was my initial reaction when I first heard about it.

8 Shortly thereafter on the 29th, when they said there were the

9 high temperatures, the hydrogen and the high pressure spike

10 we had seen, then we said, yes, we should have believed it

II because it was true, but not knowing'of the high numbers

12 before hand, it's pure conjecture on my part.

13(] MR. FRAMPTON: Let's go on through the day.
V

Id WITNESS FREDERICK: The important thing on those

15 readings, there is no more reason to believe the high number
I

16 than there was the low number. It was a 0 and 10 and 15 and

I7 200 and 300 and 2000. There was no more reason to believe

18 the 2000 than the lower numbers,looking at raw data like that.

MR. HAYNES: Mr. Frederick, with respect to the

20 numbers of thermocouples that were read, how many were showing

21 high temperature and how many were showing --

22 WITNESS FREDERICK: I never saw them. I only heard

23 it talked about in testimony, the fact they were such variance
i

%n> neorem, inc. in the readings. !2d

,

25 MR. HAYNES: If you would have seen that 15 j
i

t

,_ _
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I showed temperatures above-1300 degrees F and they were in a- jcri 8

2 pattern and say 6 showed less than 500 degrees F, would that

3 change your view of the credibility of the high temperatures?

O' 4 WITNESS FREDERICK: I probably would not have

5 believed the readings at any rate because they are not

6 control instruments.

7 MR. HAYNES: You would not have believe the thermo-

8 couple readings because they are not control instruments?

9 WITNESS FREDERICK: That's right. If I were to take

10 action on the readings taken on the core thermocouples and
1

II ignored the console temperatures, I would be violating the

I2 tech specs.

13 MR. HAYNES: The console temperat.ures are which?

Id MR. FREDERICK: Off-scale high. The only one we had

15 was near 700 degrees.

16 HR. HAYNES: The hot leg temperatures?

17 WITNESS FREDERICK: Yes.

18 MR. HAYNES: They were close to off-scale?

I9 WITNESS FREDERICK: They were off-scale.

20 WITNESS ZEWE: They only go up to 620 degrees

21 Farenheit. We have recorders on the control room wall that go

22 from 0 to 800. These were the highest readings we had plus

23 we had connected a bridge network to the ARPS/RTD and

24f7 interpreted that reading to a degree Farenheit, too.
A;i n.ponm, inc. ,

25 MR. HAYNES: I am missing something. If the in-core

_ -
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1 thermocouples were reading high, a lot of them were reading
peri 9

D 2 high, say more than -- 15 reading more than 1500, and the !
' I~J - ;~

I

3 console temperatures were reading off-scale, why does that make

() 4 you not believe the in-core thermocouple temperatures? I

5 didn't understand your response.

6 WITNESS FREDERICK: Well, like I said, number one,

7 the in-core thermocouples are not calibrated, displayed,

8 anywhere that one can use them for control numbers. The use

9 of the in-core thermocuple temperature is not related to a

10 technical specification or limit the precaution or any of the

11 operating procedures or any of the emergency or abnormal

12 procedures. There is no action outlined to take in the event

f3 13 of an abnormal in-core thermocouple temperature.
LJ

14 So if I stop considering the temperatures or indications
,

15 or procedures we were trying to outline based on the console

16 indications and say instead of doing that we will use these

17 indications which are not confirmed but could be true, en

18 what do I base the procedure that I take after that? What do

19 I relate it to? How do I justify that any more than the fact

i

20 I couldn't understand what is on the panel. l

21 In hindsight, if I said those 15 readings were right, I !

!

- 22 should have done that, that is okay, but how can you control

m,

23 the --
!

24 MR. HAYNES: You wouldn't have looked on that as
f.

a4 t Rmonm, Inc. |j
|- 25 corroborating.

I'

| !

!

!
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IJi 10 WITNESS FREDERICK: It was speculation as to whether

2 or not those readings were correct.

3 MR. HAYNES: The in-core.

O
V 4 WITNESS FREDERICK: Absolute pure guesswork.

5 MR. HAYNES: How about the readings on the console-

0 with respect to hot leg temperature.

7 WITNESS FREDERICK: They were high.

8 MR. HAYNES: Did you believe them to be correct?

9 WITNESS FREDERICK: No, because there was not flow

10 in the system. RTD's only work if you have the representative

flow. It will read the temperature of the water next to the

I2 RTD but that doesn't tell you what the temperature it two

13 inches away from there if there is no flow.

Id MR. HAYNES: You are saying the RTD reading is

15 dependent upon flow through the system.

16 WITNESS FREDERICK: As being a representative number |
I7 of what the temperature of the hot leg is, yes.

18 MR. FRAMPTON: Let's go on and cover the decisions

made during the date or strategies that you tried to develop

20 to deal with the situation as you saw it. When you decided |
i

to try to depressurize, how long did that basic strategy get !21

22 implemented? Was that for the rest of the afternoon? Or did

you find that'that didn't work and tried something different? f
23

24 i
Do you recall that? !

Les. n i Reporters, Inc.
g

WITNESS ZEWE: We just tried to depressurize and we i

,
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jcrill got as low as about 400-some pounds after several hours. At1

.h) 2 that point the decision was made by URP; management off-site

3 to stop continuing trying to depressurize and to go ahead and

/^
()3 - 4 try to repressurize.

5 MR. FRAMPTON: That was 4:00 in the afternoon?

6 WITNESS ?BWE: In that neighborhood. The station

7 manager and unit officer, technical support left to go to

8 the Governor's office that day. When they returned, it wasn't

9 long afterward that there was communication between URP

10 management and Mr. Merrill and he was directed to repressurize

II the plant and try to get the reactor coolant pump started.

12 That was about 4:30 or so that we headed in that direction.

13 MR. FRAMPTON: The basic strategy from about noonp
d

I4 to 4:00 was to try to depressurize and get the decay system

15 into operation but you were unsuccessful in getting the

16 pressure down that low, is that right?

17 WITNESS ZEWE: Exactly.

I8 MR. FRAMPTON: Were any theories developed as to

I9 why you couldn't depressurize the system low enough to get

20 decay heat going?

21 WITNESS SCHE WANN: In my mind, pressure was coming

22 down fairly slow. We weren't getting pressure down to theg)(.
23 point -- if we could have held the core flood tank levels and

24 still managed to drop pressure until we got sufficiently below i
pce p ceoonen inc. !ag

25 the core flood tank set point, I was of the opinion that the !
i

'

s
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'jeri 12 I core flood tank would come down in a good surge and cool

2~ ( everything in that immediate area of the core.

3 However, what was happening was pressure was coming down

4 very slow and as a result the core flood tank contents were

5 actually just seeping instead of a good volume. That at the

6 time appeared to be our main problem as far as depressurization.

7 We couldn't come down fast enough.

8 MR. FRAMPTON: Was there any NRC input during the

9 late morning and afternoon into this strategy? Were the i

10 inspectors there urging you to go one way or another or

II suggesting you go one way or another at any time?

I2 WITNESS ZEWE: All those suggestions and interface

13 took place with Mr. Merrill. They were involved in the

Id decisionmaking process of the command. team that was set up

15 in our office but I am not sure to what extent because I

16 didn't participate.

I7 Whenever I did go into interface directly, I was there for
,

18 what I needed to do and came out again. I didn't hear all the j
total discussions that happened. |"

!

MR. FRAMPTON: Okay. I know that Mark wants to go |20

;

into a number of specifications during the day but I want to !21

i

22 go back for a moment to talk about Mr. Frederick's comments(q) i

with respect to instrumentation and the reactor not telling !
23

i
24

n ) E9p0fters,Inc. you enough. What kinds of things would you have liked to !
NCe-

*g
V !

25 have been able to see on the control panel or be able to get i i

! ,

| |

i
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(cri 13 1 out of the computer that would have helped you see what was

()' 2 happening- here-that you didn't have?

3 WITNESS FREDERICK: An absolute indication of

4 valve position indication for the relief valve.

5 MR. FRAMPTON: What other kind of things during the

6 day would have helped you identify uncertainties in your own

7 mind about what was happening? I will address that first to

8 you and then to the others.

9 WITNESS FREDERICK: Well --

10 MR. FRAMPTON: Are there other specific things you

II could think about?

I12 WITNESS FREDERICK: Accurate flow indication.

r~3 13 MR. FRAMPTON: In various parts of the primary
(J

Id system?

15 WITNESS FREDERICK: In the flow system that would
|

16 indicate natural circulation. We were questioned for many

17 hours as to whether or not it was taking place. The only
i
l

18 thing to base it on was Delta T. We weren't sure what that i

19 looked like or how fast the temperatures would separate on j
!

20 , that circulation which depended on that flow rate. |
t

21 MR. FRAMPTON: Delta T, you are primarily talking !
|
I

22 about the Delta T between the cold and hot legs or between{}
|

23 any two points in the system? |
!

24 WITNESS FREDERICK: Cold and hot legs. Then you
fn,g S> Rewnm. sne.,;

25 would want to know whether you are transferring heat to the |
:

! l

|
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I$cri 14 secondary side. Basic parameters like that. Core temperature;

/m 2Q reactor coolant system flow. You want some indication on your

3 coupling as a secondary sign. The same things now we have in

4 our emergency procedures that says to look for. It says

5 look for subcoolant. Your saturation mark. Whether or not

6 you are effectively transferring heat to the secondary side

7 of the plant.

8 Basic heat transfer stuff that you want to withdraw from

9 the system without interruption. Every reading that is

10 required to determine whether or not you are on that is an

II interpretation of temperature reading. List no flow or

12 direction indication of whether or not you have natural

13n circulation taking place.
U

Id I don't see why you couldn't have a very low range flow

15 instrument to tell you whether or not you have movement of

16 the water. Whether or not you have water in the core.
Whether|

17 or not the temperatures are increasing in the core.

18 MR. FRAMPTON: Do you have anything to add to that?

I9 UITNESS SCHEIMANN: Yes. We could have done without

20 a lot of the superfluous alarms on the front panel and had somej

21 of the vital alarms on the back panel placed on the front

22p panel. That would have helped, along with what he said about j
v |

23 positive valve position of the electromatic relief valve. |
;

24 I would say those would be two main points I would bring into !
pes p Reporters, Inc.p !

'''
25 .

it. ;

|

|
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i)cri 15 1 MR. FRAMPTON: Anything to add besides those in

() 2 terms of things you would have liked to have known about what

3 the reactor was doing? Instruments you would have liked to

4 have had that would have given you more information?

5 WITNESS ZEWE: Some way to have assurance of a water

6 level in the reactor vessel itself. Some direct means of

7 water level to see if the core itself was actually covered.

8 A more direct information on saturation conditions in the

9 primary, other than a look-and-see type. Some alarm that says

10 you are approaching saturation conditions or something of

Il that nature would have certainly been helpful.

I2 MR. FRAMPTON: Weren't you aware that you were in a

(']
superheat condition during a good part of the time during the |13

%s
14 day or was that not something really focused upon?

15 WITNESS ZEWE: After a period of time, yes. I am

16 talking about-within the first hour of the accident.

17 MR. FRAMPTON: Mr. Faust, any other additional things
i

!18 besides what was mentioned?
!

l9 WITNESS FAUST: He did say core temperature. I would

20 have some of those qualifiers.

2I MR. FRAMPTON: More reliable instrumentation on core

22
p/ temperature. i

(- |
23 WITNESS FAUST: On the console. I would want even !

i

24 !

r3 one indicator right on the console so I didn't have to punch
p w ( ,|> Rem nen.ine. !

25 it out of a computer.
,

,

'

i
'

I
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Ijeri 16 MR. FRAMPTON: One on which you could rely.

( 2 WITNESS FAUST: Yes. They lit the rest of them.

3 Make them do that, fine. I got a question and it takes a lot

4 of design probably. Since one of the big hang-ups is just

5 being able to find the small leak, everybody is centralizing
6 on that electromatic relief valve. This laak could have been

7 ampkare in the pressurizer. Unisolable. What is to tell us

8 where it is coming from so we don't take hours to have somebody

9 out looking for this thing.

10 You are asking us to recognize it right away. It could be

11 slow and hidden by other parameters where we thought we had

12 a problem somewhere else which hid a lot of what we are talking
I3

( ). now about from us. Got us thinking somewhere else. You have

14 a system that you can come up with to tell me where it is
15 leaking from right away, that would be great.

16 MR. FRAMPTON: Mr. Zewe, was there any time during

I7 the first day, Wednesday the 28th, when you thought that the ,

I
18 core had been uncovered for a period of time? j

1

19 !WITNESS ZEWE: No.
|
'

MR. FRAMPTON: Off the record.

21cnd8 (Discussion off the record.)

S MR. FRAMPTON: Let's break. !f'/ |\_
;

23 (Whereupon, at 1:25 the hearing was recessed for
I

24 luncheon to reconvene at 2:30 p.m.) |
Ac 4 h a ponen, inc.
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;
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R6978 1 AFTERNOON SESSION

9||h1p 2 (2:10 p.m.)

~RW
3 MR. CUNNINGHAM: On the record.

l'') {

,

(
*/ 4 The first thing is to go back and claer up a couple of

5 things you talked about with George awhile ago about what you

6 were doing during the 18 hours in terms of repressurization

7 and depressurization. I think what you said was after the

8 reactor coolant pump tripped off, you turned on HPI full flow I

9 and started to repressurize; is that correct?
I

10 WITNESS ZEWE: No.
i

11 MR. CUNNINGHAM: That's later in time? i

!

12 WITNESS ZEWE: We went to HPI injection but never )
i

#'') 13 started to repressurize. The electromatic was still openi

C/
14 and we still had a lot of voids yet we just didn't recover

15 from.
,

16 MR. CUNNINGHAM: So after the black valve was

17 1 closed --
!

18 ' WITNESS ZEWE: That's when we begam to repressurize.

19 ; MR. CUNNINGHAM: You reached eventually about
h

20 2100 psi. Did you throttle back then on HPI and sat there

21 and were running and opening and closing the block valve; is

(') 22 that correct?
N ,_J

23 WITNESS ZEWE: Yes.

/~T 24 MR. CUNNINGHAM: Okay. I heard, I guess it was
Scebm_.jst Reporters, Inc.

25 Unit 1 had a emergency procedure for high pressure decay heat i

l
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1p 2- 1 removal-by running out the EMOV to the sump and recirculating
LRW~s.

2 through the sump. Were you aware of that? Did you consider()
3 it?

4( WITNESS ZEWE: I have never seen that procedure.

5 It doesn't exist as far as I know. I had heard a comment by

6 ac;ther operator that some years ago that had been discussed

7 in a training class he was in, but I never saw that as a

8 procedure.

9 MR. CUNNINGHAM Did you consider the possibility

10 of leaving the block valve en and running to the sump as

11 if it were an isolable small break under nigh pressure re-

12 circulation? Do you recall anything about that?

13
~

WITNESS ZEWE: Well, in effect, whenever we
)

14 were cycling the electromatic relief valve for well over an

15 hour, in effect that is what we were doing. |

16 MR. CUNNINGHAM: You were back at lower flows,

i

17 I guess. ;
i

18 ! WITNESS ZEWE: We were around 300 gallons a minute !

19 9 or so, yes.

20 MR. CUNNINGHAM: After that, you decided to

I
21 depressurize. Do you have any idea for how long -- there was

(g 22 a quote made that you were floating the core fluid tanks on ;

(_/
23 the TCS. Do you have an idea for how long you were doing i

24 i that? i

ce.7 ssi Reporters, Inc.

25 WITNESS ZEWE: The sequence of events and the
|

:

,

.
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1p 3 1 graphs show exactly how long it was. I'm not sure in time

>RW -
-

,

(_) 2 frame but it was E couple hours anyway that we had seen a

3 minimal reduction in the ater level in the core fluid tanks.

4 We only had seen about 18 inches reduction the whole time.

5 We had expected to see a larger volume transfer, but that's

6 about all we had seen at that point mainly because we couldn't

7 get low enough pressure to force the water out.

8 MR. CUNhINGHaH; If we can 97 back now to what
5

9 you were doing with the secondary side of the OTSG's. You

10 were -- after the reactor coolant pumps were tripped, you

11 raised the level 70 percent. That was a manual action?

12 WITNESS ZEWE: Yes, it was. j

l
13 1 MR. CUNNINGHAM: George got into briefly{}

r

14 the dual level set point system that some plants have. Do i

15 you have something like that?

!
16 WITNESS ZEWE: Only in relationship to emergency ;

.

17 feed water. If you lose reactor coolant pumps, all reactor |
|

18 ] coolant pumps you have an automatic set point of 21 feet or
.

i
19 50 percent on the operating range at which the emergency ,

g

l

20 feed regulation valves control that steam generator level. If !
|

21 you have a loss of feed water, it will only control at 30
s

'

22 inches of level in the start-up range.

23 MR. CUNNINGHAM: Is this done by ICS? !

24 WITNESS ZEWE: Yes.g-)
, ee r(_,J Remners, ine. ,

25 WITNESS FAUST: ICS was in manual, though. i

I,

l-'

.

|
|

1
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plp 4 1 WITNESS ZEWE: He was controlling it in manual

LRW',_s

( ) 2 at this time. That's why I responded to say he manually

3 raised the level up to 50 percent.
!

,.

u) 4 MR. CUNNINGHAM: If ICS had been in automstic when

5 the pumps were tripped, it would have automatically raised

6 it to 21 feet?

7 WITNESS ZEWE: If everything was right, yes.

6 MR. CUNNINGHAM: Is there a related system in
!

thesteamgenerators--inotherplantsit'scalledtheSFRCS-f9

!
'

10 the steam and feed water rupture control system?

11 WITNESS ZEWE: We have such a system.

12 MR. CUNNINGHz." - Davis-Besse has interaction on
.

!

(~) 13 steam generator levels following an accident. Nothing like
!LJ
!14 that?
!

15 WITNESS ZEWE: Ours does not. We have two i

16 different systems. One for just a low main steam pressure we
'

17 have isolation. Also there is one that is based on steam
'

i!
pressure versus feed flow. If you have greater than 200

18[0 '

19 pounds delta p that you have, the emergency feed pumps auto- 1

IL
1

C

20 ' matically start. But that's the only automatic signal that 1

21 we have for that system that looks at steams generator

(3 22 pressure versus feed. It starts the three emergency driven
L)

23 feed pumps. That's all it does, It does not control levels |

24 or anything else.fq
e4 ,.y Reportm, f r.:.

25 MR. CUNNINGHAM: I would get into some of the small
!

| $

!

I
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1p 5 1 break procedures and some questions related to that. On the

~RW g
s_/ 2 28, do you recall going physically to the emergency procedures

3 and pulling out the small break procedure and working with it
r3
kl or referring to it or anything like that?4

5 WITNESS ZEWE: No. The small break procedure,

6 as it is, I didn't refer to it. I did refer to another

7 portion of the procedure that deals with high pressure in-

8 jection being initiated and I only referred to that for a

9 short period of time.

10 MR. CUNNINGHAM: This is in the overall LOCA |

11 procedure, emergency procedure, is that the correct procedure?

12 WITNESS ZEWE: Yes. Loss of reactor coolant, loss

~'

13 of pressure, right.
[}

14 MR. CUNNINGHAM: Within the small break
i

15 procedures, they have all the instructions for determining |

16 if you have a small break. You're losing coolant or experi-
|

17 encing loss of coolant. Can you briefly say what they are?

1s! What the procedures say you should see in the small loss of
i

19 ,' coolant?
ji

20 WITNESS ZEWE: Well, our small break procedure ;
i
i

21 addresses where you recognize that you have a small LOCA

22 but it really doesn't define what is a small break and what is ,

23 a large break. It gets you into where you have a loss of
I

gS 24 power along with a LOCA and it definer whai action you have
ce F JI R: porters, Inc.

25 to take. We as operators deal with a small break being within

'

! .

L |
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l
i

1p 6 1 a capability of the system where you're still able to
W.

maintain a pressurizer level and a make up tank level.I 2

3 WITNESS FAUST: We had no problem maintaining

O' 4 that.

5 MR. CUNNINGHAM: Yes.

6 WITNESS ZEWE: The symptoms for any break are low

7 pressure, low pressurizer level, decreasing make up tank,

8 decreasing pressure, all right? Reactor building alrams of

9 radiation. Sump level. High pressure. Depending on

10 the severity of the break. And a small break and large break

11 in terms of safety analysis is like anything that is greater

? 12 than .5 square feet is large. Anything smaller is small.

l
13 Ours is either you have the capability or you don't. Really(}
14 a small break to us is something that you couldn't live with

i

15 and you would need high pressure injection. I'm not sure I
|

16 fully answered your question either. |

17 MR. CUNNINGHAM: I think so. I'm not sure either. i

'

18 I guess what I was getting at is in the actual course of
i

19 events in the early part of the transient, did things progress

20 I as a small break? You would expect a small -- back up -- as a

21 loss of coolant or break in the -- rupture of the RCS boundary.

/"% 22 Did they behave that way? ;

%) .

23 WITNESS ZEWE: No.

24 MR. CUNNINGHAM: So I guess you can get the(-)
hw4uAI Remrters, Inc. ,

25 question then of what just were the LOCA procedures to you in

f i

1

|
-

_ . . -
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1p 7 1 the early part of this accident?
{RW.

2 WITNESS ZEWE: Not of much value.

3 MR. CUNNINGHAM: Was it the matter that the

D 4 symptoms you were seeing just didn't fit?

5 WITNESS ZEWE: Right. If you have a primary loss

6 of coolant accident, you should see more activity on your

7 building monitors and should have a low level -- not a high

8 level. There was conflicting signals we had. It really

9 didn't fit our procedure at all. We had really initiated

10 high pressure injection manually before we had to initiate

11 automatically. That was the portion of the procedure I looked

12 at briefly, was where you manually initiate the high pressure

13 injection. We normally do that anyway on a normal reactor

14 trip. Just to account for the shrink of the system caused |

!
15 by the cool down. At that point in the procedure, it had you

16 throttle high pressure injection flows to maintain a pressurizer

17 level of 200 inches where here we were following above that and|
'

18 | we did try to throttle to accomplish that but were unsuccess-
|

10 ful. Right there it ended for us.q

I
! 20 MR. CUNNINGHAM: Okay. I guess I have a question. !

ii 4

21 " They have within the LOCA procedures what is defined as
'

22 the small break with the loss of the make up pump or loss of

23 the motor control center, I believe. They have in there -- !

-p 24 could y. briefly say what.is contained in there? What thel

hceAO Reporters, Inc, '

25 instructions are within that part of the LOCA procedures?

|

|

.
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1p 8 1 WITNESS ZEWE: The instructions are to recognize

that you ha'e the condition and then you have a designated) 2 v

3 control room operator and a designated primary auxiliary

&
\J 4 .cperator which will proceed to the affected side to throttle

5 the high pressure injiction flows once he arrives at the

6 vales,and as the control room operator will go to the affected

7 side and establish communication with the control room

8 within a certain time period, he will throttle the valves as ,
e

i
9 necessary as told by the control room operator regulating the |

10 flows in the control room. The auxiliary operator proceeds

11 to open up a discharge cross connect between the make up pumps

12 because you're assuming like you said that you had a LOCA and
I

/' 13 for some reason you lost power or you lost the capability of
(>T

14 running a make up or supplying high pressure injection water

15 through two of the high pressure injection valves so you're

16 required to take manual action which I just described in about i
I.

17 a 10-minute period. So we practice this every month to make |
t

i

18 sure we can manipulate the proper sequence of events, j
e

19 , MR. CUNNINGHAM: All of you have been through |

| |

20 a drill of trying to achieve this 10-minute -- |,

i

21 WITNESS ZEWE: Several types.
'

|
i

(^ 22 MR. CUNNINGHAM: Do you think the criteria of '

(.-} ,

23 10 minutes or the various pieces within it are reaconable if

24 you get into a small break accident?gg
Scadu,) Reporters,. inc.

25 WITNESS ZEWE: I think what is written is reasonable'

f I
. 4

,
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rip 9. 1 to accomplish what you need to accomplish in that time
LRW

( ') 2 period, but it's just that that whole section of the proce-

3 dures is all -- you have some form of loss of power or some

() 4 capability that dropped your normal two independent strings

5 down to one. It just addressed that aspect of it. Just for

6 a small break LOCA, that's the only thing this addressed. It

7 didn't address a, if you will, a fornal small break LOCA

8 condition where you didn't lose half your capability because

1

9 you had a blackout or loss of a make up pump or power to j

10 the valves.

11 MR. CUNNINGHAl? N. thin the LOCA procedures, all

12 of that which deals with the small break LOCA has the i

13 presumed failures of the make up pump or the power or some-

14 thing like that tied onto it; is that correct?
;

15 WITNESS ZEWE: Right. The whole small break ,

;

16 LOCA part of that is just the response for those !

17 conditions and these were conditions that they had just

18 : analyzed for about 18 months ago, that they didn't realize ,

I
i

weren't protected so they formed just that section of the19 6 wr
f

20 procedure to protect us against that small break with a loss

21 of power until we installed some plant modifications which ;

22 wouldn't require operator action.g-
(_- 4 ,

23 MR. CUNNINGHAM: So your -- you would have been ! J

24 ! modifying the plant to take away the human action, the7-
ace-( ,J Reporters, Inc.,

i

25 requirements for human actions and would have had systems '

i
l

I 1

i

.
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rlp 10 1 automatic actions that would have taken care of this?
LRW_

(,) 2 WITNESS ZEWE: That is true. They;re making

3 that same modification now in Unit 1.

4 MR. CUNNINGHAM: Do the rest of you believe j

5 that being able to achieve these kinds of requirements

6 within 10 minutes is reasonable?

7 WITNESS SCHEIMANN: I would say so. You might

8 get down there but you might have a problem with the cross

9 connect valve. Those are notoriously pretty hefty valves

10 to try to get open.
I

11 FUL CUNNINGHAM: One part that concerned me was |
|

12 the small break would be identified within two minutes. Is !

l
i

(~/')
13 that a problem? t

!N

14 WI NESS SCHEIMANN: That's the hardest.
!

15 WITNESS ZEWE: To me, as an operator, there are |
,

16 two conditions. I can live with it and I can do a normal

!
17 shutdown, or I can't live with it. There is no in between.

!

18 | So small or large, to me it's just how long you have until f
! i

19 ; you go on core fluid and decay heat removal pressure is how
!

20 [ big the break is..

!

21 MR. CUNNINGHAM: If you were to be in a

}
situation where you had a HPI actuation from an ES actuation,22.

23 What system parameters or changes in system parameters would

24 indicate a need to throttle back HPI? What kind of conditions ,tg
oceCIO Reporters, Inc.

25 would you have?

I
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Blp 11 1 WITNESS ZEWE: Greater than 550 gpm on any
1RW

2 two legs under the same side. Because our make up pump{}
3 capability is 550 maximum before you run out the pump, so even

(') 4 if you do have a very bad LOCA where you know that you need

5 the high pressure injection, you should still throttle the

6 250 gallons a leg plus 25 or so but stay so that one make up

7 pump, whether A or B or C, feeding two legs does not exceed

8 550 for that particular pump. Under any condition you always

9 do that.

10 MR. CUNNINGHAM: You're trying to prevent pump

11 run out.

12 WITNESS ZEWE: Exactly. For any LOCA, you would
,

i

13 do that. If it's automatically initiated and you !

*

14 need it -- you would still throttle under those conditions |

15 in every case, and then you would throttle any other time if ;

16 you recovered pressure and if you were filling up the pressurizer

*

17 to prevent from going solid, you would throttle again. i

j MR. CUNNINGHAM: From what sources do you18

; :

19 recognize these concerns on HPI? Did you learn this ing

Il
n

20 [ the simulator or were you getting this from procedures or i

! ! j
21 where? i

'

1

22 WITNESS FAUST: A combination of all of them. 1,

(
23 MR. CUNNINGHAM: No one specific one. I

24 WITNESS FAUST: Proredures, you have them there, |

W.I \! Reporters, Inc.
V

25 don't.you? I guess you don't 'a<e them there. I thought you

|

|
1
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glp 12 ) had a set of procedures there. They tell you about when

$RW
2 you throttle back on high pressure injection. You look(])
3 at restoring normal pressurizer level. The other would be

() stabilization mode on pressure.4

3 MR. CUNNINGHAM: On the pump run out situation,

6 is this something that has been emphasized that you do not

want to under any circumstances have to get above 550 gpm?
7

8 WITNESS ZEWE: That's true.

WITNESS SCHEIMANN: That's covered in limits9
|

10 and precautions. !

I

|11 WITNESS ZEWE: Procedures, too.

12 WITNESS FAUST: 500 per leg -- per loop, rather,

1

13 has always been the stressed value as far as that limit on !

0
4nd 9 14 it.

i

15

16 .

I

17
'

i

18
'

.;

1 1

19 j
*

20 .

.

21

)
I

23

24 '
.

Sc-[ SI Re;mners. inc.
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1 MR. CUNNINGHAM: Okay. In the early part of the

/~T
U 2 transient, you did throttle back HPI after the ES actuation.

3 Am I correct that that was because of rising pressurizer

4 level?

5 WITNESS FREDERICK: The excessive flow rates in the

6 high pressure injection legs was the initial concern in

7 throttling the high pressure injection.

8 Subsequently, we found that the pressurizer level was

9 rising rapidly and additional throttling was necessary.

10 MR. WORAM: We were originally going to funnel all

Il these questions through him, but this is getting awkward.

12 The question I had is that after reading your procedures, the f

13 one criteria because the pressurizer level was going up, that

With the pressurizer pressure |:I4 makes you want to throttle HPI.
!

15 going down, that would tend to make you want to be cautious |
t

16 about this.
!

17 I would be interested to know what your decisionmaking {
!

18 process was in terms of seeing both these seemingly conflictin

19 i parameters going on. It is a hard question to ask.

20 You probably know what I am getting at. You have
i

21 probably been asked it a thousand times.

22 WITNESS FAUST: Not really.

23 MR. WORAM: The situation where if you just look at ;

24 pressurizer level going up it is obvious from procedure that| ('[
, AceLycl Reporters. Inc.

j. 25 you should cut back on HPI so you don't get the plant solid.
t

'
|

|
'
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I If you then superimpose on that situation, the RCS pressure

(J 2 going down it is not a simple decision anymore.

3 WITNESS FAUST: Can I answer part of that? Part was

(l
V 4 I don't think -- maybe I should answer from where I was in the

5 plant.

6 I didn't perceive pressure dropping. I perceived it

7 stabilizing out. The next problem I remember hearing was that

8 level was going up.

9 WITNESS SCHEIMANN: I myself was at the pressure

10 control station. Pressurizer level was streaming up like a ban-

dit. I had been looking at our recorder there. It was rightII

12 in the vicinity of level for system pressure. At the time,

* e, it vee rea thet vre ure tea 111=ea o=t aica thet i= !''O
!Id conjunction with the increased level is why I decided to go

15 ahead and start backing off. ,

16 To my immediate impression, therewasnocontinueddecreash

II in pre.ssure at that time. At which time I felt it was a
i

I8 good idea to come back on injection. j

WITNESS FAUST: Part of our pressure drop -- well,

!
20 that is getting off the subject. We thought it was -- a lot

i

21 of the problem was initially repressurizing feed water to !
i

22 the generator.

!

23 It seemed like it held. That's all I can say now. It

A seemed like it held. I think I was saying that then, too.24

- Ace j o n e on m ,inc.
25 MR. FRAMPTON: Off the record. ,

:

I
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1 (Discussion off the record.)

() 2 MR. CUNNINGHAM: Mr. Zewe, I will refer to you, but

3 if somebody else can answer it better, please do.

4 Have you been given any guidance or what kind of guidance
i

5 have you been given with relationship to the need for steam

6 generator levels in ruptures of the coolant boundary --

7 primary coolant boundary?
i

8 WITNESS ZEWE: In any rupture of the primary system,

9 you would have pressure down sufficiently low to where you

10 would trip the reactor coolant pumps.

11 You would be in a natural circulation mode anyway. Not

i

12 considering the high pressure injection flow as the forced |
!

(~'n 13 coolant system flow. The secondary side would automatically
V

|14 maintain steam generator levels at 50 percent.

|
15 MR. CUNNINGHAM: Because of the coolant pump trip?

!

16 WITNESS ZEWE: Right. It would boil down to 30, but
,

!,

17 as soon as you got pressure low enough to where you trip the

la reactor coolant pumps on a large break the pressure would come ;
i

19 i down rapidly. You would trip the coolant pumps and then go
i

20 into that mode.

21 Where your steam generators would come up 50 percent
,

22 regardless of a LOCA or not. It is looking at the coolant{}
23 pump automatic set point. Anything else would have to be

24p-) manually manipulated.
f Acev al Reporters, Inc,s

25 -MR. CUNNINGHAM: I guess I am interested in the case l
,

|

t

| |

._
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1 of a smaller break where you don't depressurize quickly and

rm
( 2 the pumps can stay on for a while. The reactor coolant pumps.

3 Have vendors or anybody given you insight on what you should

4 do with steam generator levels in that instance?

5 WITNESS ZEWE: You would control at 30 inches. Just

6 enough for the decay heat. Automatically either with the

7 normal feed system or the emergency feed system. Either way.

8 MR. CUNNINGHAM: So you would want -- your background

9 would tell you you would want 30 inches in the steam

10 generators?

11 WITNESS ZEWE: Yes. Up until now, any of the new
I

12 changes as a result of the accident, they are a little bit |
!

l

13 different now, but then it was either 30 inches or 50 percent j{}
14 on the operating range if you lost the coolant pumps.

i

15 You didn't want to overfill the steam generator and didn'ti
i

16 want to boil it dry. Those were the only two control set |

17 points you had. They should have occurred automatically. -

t

18 If not, you would have to do it manually.

19 MR. CUNNINGHAM: Okay. j
! i

'

20 WITNESS FAUST: Can 1 say something? The level in
!

21 the upper range even change. It used to be 75 percent. It

(^3 22 changed down to 50 percent. As far as the operators went, j

LJ
23 as far as I know in fact, we didn' t know why it changed to that

24 level. I wasn't aware of it. I knew they dropped the level-)Ace (y4cl Reporters, Inc.
25 for natural circulation. ;

i

|

}
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1 MR. CUNNINGHAM: They?

() 2 WITNESS FAUST: I don't know who they was. It

3 turned up in the procedure one day. We get our information

\J 4 by what we get out of our procedure and training department.

5 A lot of times we don't get the reason behind it.

6 MR. CUNNINGHAM: Can we turn to another subject? j

7 Some of the things that were going on on the 28th in terms

8 of HPI flows. Once again, I have a feeling it has been asked

9 many times. We are trying to get some gross feelings for j

10 how much flow was coming in the core and through what legs !
:

I
Il and what have you.

12 We talked about it earlier, you were having problems !
;

i
I

(v~') accounting for much of the water that came out of the BWST. |13

14 If that much water came out and the core apparently wasn't !

15 cooled to a great degree, we would have to consider the i

16 possibility the water went someplace else.

17 WITNESS FAUST: That is what we were getting about, we

I

18 had the feeling we were bypassing the core. We only had the

I9 A leg on at that time, for a large part of that time.
ii '

20 We actually backed down low enough -- I was the guy, by i

21 that time, I couldn't throttle the flow rate they wanted of f

(''^J'3
22 both pumps, so I tried going down to one pump to get my flow

23 rate higher and throttle at the value they wanted.

24 MR. CUNNINGHAM: You are talking about a flow path
. Ace 4r:;l Reporters, Inc.

25 that would be into the cold legs back through the pump and

!

|
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1 the steam generators and out the pressurizer?
9

2 WITNESS FAUST: Right. [)
3 MR. CUdNINGHAM: You were consideriag that?

m

- ' 4 WITNESS FAUST: That is when we later on staggered --

5 we ended up with A and C. C pump -- actually staggered flow ,

6 across the core to be sure it was at least going through the

7 core. This was later on.

8 MR. CUNNINGHAM: I am not sure what you are talking

9 about.

10 WITNESS FAUST: We ended up putting the C pump back

11 on and staggering like a diagonal path across the core which

12 would have gotten us further away from a possible direct path

13 through the makeup pump up through the steam generator and{}
14 out the -- |

|

15 MR. CUNNINGHAM: Injecting into the A and B loop?

i

16 WITNESS FAUST: Right, trying to get the furtherest i

17 points from the path to the pressurizer. ;

18 MR. CUNNINGHAM: I see. Let me back up a bit. !
1

!

19
|

Start kind of at the beginning and work down through the day i

{!

20 and try to figure out which valves you were using and what j
,

1

21 have you. ,

22 For the first four hours you were running makeup pump 1A.{}
23 Phich valves would you expect the flow from that pump would i

24|
'

be coming through?
g-] l Reporters, Inc.

|

Cce4 e
25 WITNESS ZEWE: It could only be two valves. 16A or B!

v

| |

,

I
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1 in the A loop.
.

2 MR. CUNNINGHAM: Could it hcVe been A and B or A andw

3 ,77

O
4 WITNESS ZEWE: It varied.

5 WITNESS FAUST: The first four hours.

6 WITNESS FREDERICK: I actually don't recall what the

7 flow rates were, and -- I tried to the best of my ability to

8 recall that in one of the first interviews. I don't remember

9 what I said.

10 WITNESS FAUST: I probably picked it up uomewhere

11 along the -- it had to be after the -- pinpoint where we had

12 the RC pumps off. Already fed the generators up.
~ ,

13 MR. CUNNINGHAM: This would have been -- 1A was !
!
i

14 running up until about 8:00 in the morning. {

15 WITNESS FAUST: That is wrong. On you mean the

16 makeup pump. I am talking about the RC pumps to find out

i

17 when I was on the makeup system. You can't really determine |
I
,

18 that right off the bat. I just know I was on the feed

19
, involved with the RC pumps and feed and I ended up over on the '
I !.

'
'

20 | makeup pumps later on. |
|

21 MR. CUNNINGHAM: Okay. ! !

!

(') 22 WITNESS FREDERICK: The interviews we had with Darwinj

23 Hunter with the NRC I&E group that was here originally, we f
f I

(} 24 spent many hours trying to figure out those flow rates and
Ace-'w w#tJ Reporters, Inc.

25 which pumps were running.

| |

l
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1 If you can look that up in the testimony, you will get

2 more numbers out of that.

3 MR. CUNNINGHAM: I am not looking so much for

O' 4 ' umbers as valve alignments.

5 WITNESS FREDERICK: We did that, too. Which leg we

6 were shooting through and which pump, that sort of thing.

7 Where the water was coming from.

8 WITNESS FAUST: There are pump combinations, just

9 cycling of the pumps I can only base it on relating it to

10 when we had building actuations and I don't even know -- I

II wouldn't have gotten a 1600 pourd actuation -- well, I

12 would have. I don't know for sure now. But we had several

O '' ectuetio= - waet is where vou :et 1=to the nume aire - Pert

14 of them.

15 One time was when I was actually shifting and I actually

16 lost the A makeup pump and went back to the B and that is whenI
!

17 you end up with the A makeup pump pull to lock. f
!

18 MR. CUNNINGHAM: At that time, when A was pulled, B !
I,

M | was in effect replacing A? f
I

20' WITNESS ZEWE: The same two valves. !

21 11R. CUNNINGHAM: You would have been injecting through

O 22 1c^ e=a 82
!
I23 WITNESS ZEWE: Right. Any time on the sequence of

.r 24 '

Aceks(.J Reporters, Inc.
events when C's are on, you have 16C or D as a possibility.

-

25 Any time A or B and A and B is running, you only have 16A and

i

!
I

.i

. __
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1 B. Those are your only possible combinations that you have.

f(_''\/ 2 So if C isn' t on, it is only A or B valve regardless of A or

3 B running or if A and B both are running.

O
\/ 4 MR. CUNNINGHAM: There is a statement later on

5 sometime that afternoon there was a quote in the I&E report

6 of flow was heavily biased through 16C. Apparently you were,

7 as I understand, attempting to regain natural circulation in

8 the A steam generator.

9 WITNESS ZEWE: Right. Toward the afternoon, we did

10 get temperature indications in the B loop, I believe, that

11 came on scale, less than 620. It got down to 560 or whatever
' t

12 it was the way we were finally forcing some water through the I

(')/ 13 loop on that side. The A side.
N_

14 So then we thought if we would bias the flow on the B

!

15 loop, we could force the same condition and have both loops !

|
:

16 on scale again as far as the temperature goes. So we tried {
'

17 to force more high pressure injection flow through the 16C i

18 which goes into the B loop. But after a short time of trying i
!

19 this, we ended up losing the A temperature again. It went
I |

20 off scale high again. |
l

i

21 Slowly we went back to our normal configuration and regained |
!

22 temperature on the A side. Hours later we regained temperature(}
23 on the B side just before we started the coolant pump. |

!

. ('] 24 MR. CUNNINGHAM: I guess I was under the impression !
, Acew #J Reporters, Inc.

25 you had done a similar thing biasing the HPSI flow through to
'

!
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1 regain natural circulation on the A steam generator; is that
q
U 2 correct?

3 WITNESS ZEWE: We had the A injection flow on and it
,

O 4 may have been a few gallons a minute more on the A side than

5 it was on the B side which was through the 16C and we thought

6 that that was the difference that we recovered A first. So

7 if we thought that if we accentuated that even more,that we

8 would gain B faster but it just wasn't the case.

9 MR. CUNNINGHAM: So there was no deliberate attempt

10 to heavily bias the flow into the A steam generator? ;

II WITNESS ZEWE: Not really at first. It may have been,

12 I don't know, 50 to 100 gallons more, but initially I don't

th 13 remember us purposely doing that. We may have.

!14 MR. CUNNINGHAM: Not like you tried to on B?

15 WITNESS ZEWE: Exactly.

16 MR. CUNNINGHAM: Was there any other time during the

!
17 day where you attempted this kind of configuration where you j

t

18 ware running flow through one of the 16 valves only aside from

I9 his one case? Any other time it would have been 16A and B
!

20 or 16C and D? ,

,

2I WITNESS ZEWE: For the most part the 16.t of the day ;

22 it was one injection path at least into each loop, one into A

23 loop and one into a loop. [

2d MR. CUNNINGHAM: At least. Could it have been -- was(]
' AceGect Reportert Inc.

*

25 it typically, do you recall, two or all four legs?

!
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1 WITNESS ZEWE: I would say two legs. A leg and C.

2 We had been given a number in the af ternoon saying that we

3 needed-at least 400 gallons a minute flow so that is what
ew
U 4 we eventually throttled to and the capability of those two

5 paths were more than the 400 gallons we needed.

6 MR. FRAMPTON: May I break in a minute? You said you

7 were given a number at some point in the afternoon. For

8 minimum high pressure injection flow?

9 WITNESS ZEWE: Yes. We requested from B and W, and

10 they had relayed that to Lynchburg, to come up with a minimum

Il flow number for the condition that we were in. It came back !
i

12 3,000 gallons a minute was the first number. When I -- we said
I

(} 13 go back and get a different number because we don't have that |
|

14 capability. So it was quite some time later that they carae |
!

15 back and said no, it is really 400 GPM number. We said that '

I
i

end 30 16 is more believable. That is what we used. j'

i

17 !
I
i

IS '

i

W
|

I

20 j j

i i
i

21 ' :

(2)
22

'
23

24 ,

(-)Aces d*d Reponen, Inc.

25 ,

;

i
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jeri 1 I MR. FRAMPTON: When did you first seek to get a
e'1978
k2711 2 calculation, a number from B&W during the day? Do you remember

3 that?

O 4 WITNESS ZEWE: Midmorning was the earliest I
.

5 remember.
t

6 MR. FRAMPTON: Why did you want to get that
.

7 information from them?

8 WITNESS ZEWE: Right after, around 7:00 I guess it

9 the pressure was high, the level was high, we started towas,

10 throttle again. I had asked for a number from the group there.

II How much high pressure injection do you want? How much can I

12 throttle? So we didn't have a good solid number other than

(} 13 saying for all the accidents where you have redundancy, you

Id have A and B string and one pump is only capable of about 500

15 gallons so let's feed about 500 gallons and we know we are safe

16 because you have 100 percent redundancy; so we used that |

17 criteria saying 4- to 500 gallons because that is within the

18 capability of one pump and for the accident you assume you
:

I9 | have an A and B string but that one is totally 100 percent
|

I20 capacity or the other one.

2I So that is where we got the initial number there early on.

() Then it had been requested to come up with some number. Hope-22

23 fully it would be a lot lower.

24[~) MR. FRAMPTON: Did you specifically want --["'N'*) Remnets, inc.
r

25 WITNESS FAUST: They gave us a 300 gpm number. ),

;

|
|

l
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i)cri 2 1 WITNESS ZEWE: That was just an arbitrary number

() 2 whenever we started to deprassurize trying to get down to core

3 flooding in the decay heat system.

4 MR. FRAMPTON: Go back to 7:00 in the morning on the

5 28th. When you wanted to get a number, was that a number for

6 a minimum flow? A number you wouldn't go below. Is that

7 right?

8 WITNESS ZEWE: Exactly.

9 MR. FRAMPTON: You wanted to get that number from

10 B&W specifically? Did you think they could pre-'le that

11 number for some reason?

12 WITNESS ZEWE: I didn't ask B&W -- I asked that

} 13

(~/
of Gary Merrill and the team that was there.

N. .

14 MR. FRAMPTON: Of upper management.

15 WITNESS ZEWE: Among them was Lee Rogers from

16 B&W. I am not sure when he arrived. I think he was there |

17 somewhere around 8:00. It's that time frame we are talking
f

18 about, between 7:00 and 8:00.

l9 MR. FRAMPTON: Did he try to find out from Lynchburg
I
'

20 an appropriate number?

21 WITNESS ZEWE: I assume he did. The number came

22 back later in the afternoon. I am not sure exactly when they |

{)% |~

23 relayed that or asked or it. At that time I had just asked to |
;

i

r3 see if anyone had a good number idea. Later on I requested |24

bee L ,a neponm, Inc. >

25 again we need something more.
,

i
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jcri 3 I MR. FRAMPTON: Did you request that of Lee Rogers

(~V) 2 among other things later on? Did you say to him, do you have

3 any idea of what your people are saying for a number?

O 4 WITNESS ZEWE: I addressed everything through Mike

5 Ross and Gary Merrill only. He interfaced there. I directed

6 it to him.

7 MR. FRAMPTON: But you know that later in the after-

8 noon or sometime during the af ternoon you got a number from

9 B&W relayed to you.

10 WITNESS ZEWE: Right. The first number was -- must

II have been right around noon or before noon. That was that

12 3000 number we considered was ridiculous at this point.

[]
13 MR. FRAMPTON: Why would B&W people who knew this

Id plant communicate a number like that? Was this simply a

15 miscommunication, do you think? ,

I

i

16 WITNESS ZEWE: I don't know at this time. I don't j
!

17 know exactly the person that gave that number but it was given
I

18 to me in that light. The minimum flow you would have to have

19 now they said, and I assumed that that was B&W, and that may

20 be a wrong assumption, but that is where we would seek from j

21 their analysis people on how much flow to have, was 3000.

(] 22 We said, oh, that is ridiculous and let it drop at that time.'
" |

23 ML 7RAMPTON: Why were you looking for a minimum

24 !
,

p number? Why did you need a -- why did you want to get a
p.e sa n.oorvers, inc. j
| -25 minimum number? ;

! I

I '

!
'

!
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IjGri 4 WITNESS ZEWE: Because I have a range from zero to

2V 1000 cipm and we weren't sure of our cooling status of the core

3 and we were cycling the valve and if I put in less water it
_

4 would require less cycling of the valve that I was concerned

5 about failing, so if I add 500 gallons a minute, the pressure

6 change in the system is a lot faster. Even though we weren't

7 solid we had voids. Pressure would change more by the more

8 volume I changed. :

9 If I got adequate cooling with 200 gallons I would have to

10 cycle the valve less frequently.

"
MR. FRAMPTON: I understand that during the morning -

32 period. What about after a decision was made by the group to

() try to depressurize? Did that minimum then go by the board?I3

I# Wasn't high pressure injection throttled way back in the

15 process of trying to get the pressure down?

16 WITNESS ZEWE: We discussed on what flow we were

I7 going to go to and we figured to try to get around 225 to 250

I0 total flow.

19
MR. FRAMPTON: During the depressurization?

20 WITNESS FAUST: That is tough.

21 WITNESS ZEWE: Then we found out it was very hard

"O to thrott1e- we rou=a thet the he t thro **1e voi=t ror
23 throttling and maintaining flow was about 150 gpm in two

!
hc..; h Reporters, ne,

legs, so we eneded up at 300 gallons a minute high pressure

|
injection flow and still had about 40 gpm of seal water; so

;

|
I ,

t
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jcri 5 I at that time we had 340 gpm. That is about what we remained

O 2 ee whi1e in thee degressurizaeion geriod.

3 MR. FRAMPTON: That was until you got the feedback

()k 4 from E&W to maintain 4- to 500 at least late in the afternoon?
5 WITNESS ZEWE: I am not sure if we didn't receive

,

6 that number after we began to repressurize again or not. It

7 wouldn't have been a very long time period between us receiving

8 that number and when we elected to try to repressurize up and

! 9 start the coolant pump. I am not sure of the time frame.

10 MR. FRAMPTON: Thank you.

II MR. CUNNINGHAM: Late in that afternoon, the early

12 part of the evening, reactor coolant pump 1-A was restarted.

13(] After it was restarted how were you using the make-up pumps?

Id Normal make-up or what valves? Do you have any idea?

15 WITMESS ZDfE : None of us were there at that time.

16 I had left. I was the last one to leave of this group. I

I7 assume they just used the make-up pump in normal seal

!I8 injection mode and normal pressure control mode. I would
,

i
19 '~ assume. I hadn't heard anything otherwise. Purely an

20 assumption on my part.

2I MR. CUNNINGHAM: Who would have been the person who

22/m would have been doing that manipulation?d
23 WITNESS ZEWE: Shif t supervisor, Joe Omastyk. The

supervisor of operations was Mike Ross at that time. Gary
kf"3a Reporters, Inc.,

25 Merrill was there, too. I would ask them for any details of
.

i. ,

! l
'

I i i
!
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jcri 6 I that procedure. At that point they had pressure and they had

O 2 1 eve 1 end hed e gume runnime se 1 wou1dn e chimk eher wou1d >

3 have to deviate from the norm there.

4 MR. CUNNINGHAM: You would presume they are running

5 '

through the 17 valve rather tha. the 16?

6 WITNESS ZEWE: I would assume that, yes, though I

7 don't know that to be the case.

8 MR. CUNNINGHAM: A couple of questions on the
,

9 pressurizer heaters. When the heaters are turned off by

10 increasing RCS pressure, do they report on the alarm printer

II as being tripped?

I2 WITNESS ZEWE: Yes.

13 MR. CUNNINGHAM: So if you were to see that on the

Id alarm printer you would assume that.
.

15 WITNESS ZEWE: As far as I am concerned all the
,

I0 status of the pressurizer heaters on the computer are just

I7 useless to us. It just ties up the computer for no reason.
!

I6 MR. CUNNINGHAM: Just ties it up.

WITNESS ZEWE: It really don't serve any useful

20 function to us in the control room.

2I MR. WORAM: I have a question on thut. It seems

22 the pressurizer heaters have electrically two things going on.

23 '
One is the supply breaker can be either closed or tripped. i

!
'

f3 The other is that the control system, you either have the
F Ceporters, Inc.

25 heaters on or off depending on RCS pressure or level or f|
:

|

1 |
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jcri 7 I whatever. When the heaters turn on and off, do you get a

() 2 computer alarm due to the normal cycling of the heaters or do

3 you only get that alarm when the actual supply breaker trips

(
' 4 due to, say, thermal overload or something like that.

5 WITNESS ZEWE: Normal cycling, it's on e.nd off, too.

6 MR. WORAM: Off the record.

7 (Discussion off the record.)

8 MR. FRAMPTON: Back on the record.

9 Mark, you have to speak louder and more clearly, okay?

10 You have to talk at the reporte".

11 MR. CUNNINGHAM: Okay.

12 Like I said, we have nad the problem of trying to resolve

13
{}

the mass balances and part of this is just we have to consider

14 the possibilities of somehow bypassing the flow away from the

15 core. The one you were talking about of backing through the

16 steam generators and out the pressurizer, we have a few oth'er

17 possibilities we would like to bounce off of you.

18 Somebody raised the possibility of a break in one of the |
19 ECC injection lines. More specifically, the A line, Is there

!
!

20 any indication during the time that anything like thet was

21 going on from the flow indication or anything like that? ,

!
i

22 WITNESS FAUST: Not that I recall. I don't remember(}
23 anything that would have told me I had an indication of a

24r~g break in one of the feed lines.
n=4 ,ta rt.mn.n. ine.

25 MR. CUNNINGHAM: Another possibility. Apparently !
!

| |.
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i)Cri 8 the borated water recirculation pump was on prior to theI

() 2 transient and remained on for a while and was tripped at

3 some time. I presume that is the normal operation, just to

4 keep water in the BWST mixed. Is that correct?

5 MR. FREDERICK: Yes.

6 MR. CUNNINGHAM: Are you aware of any valve

7 manipulations or work with that system during the 26th that

8 would have affected anything?

9 WITNESS SCHEIMANN: No.

10 WITNESS FREDERICK: Are you considering that as a

11 way we might have lost water?

12 MR. CUNNINGHAM: Yes.

13 WITNESS FREDERICK: What is the pump designation}
14 of the pump you are talking about?

15 MR. CUNNINGHAM: I am not sure. Borated water

16 recycling pump. I am not sure of the number.

I

17 WITNESS ZEWE: There are two right by the tank we !

18 can recirculate the tank with. Also a spent fuel pump we can
!

!19 put on recirc through filters with. Depending on which pump
!

I

20 you are referring to, SFP-2 or the other one is, it makes a

21 difference.

22 WITNE! FREDERICK : One is borated water tank(}
23 recirc pumo --

!

24 WITNESS ZEWE: Two of them. |/~T
c.4Ji r:. porters, inc.

'
; 25 WITNESS FREDERICK: The other is the borated water
| -
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jcri 9 1 recirculation pump or something like that. The names are

2 almost identical. But they are completely different system.

3 WITNESS ZEWE: One is locally only.

O 4 WITNESS FREDERICK: One pumps from the bottom to the

5 top of the tank. The other you can pump it anywhere in the

6 world.

7 MR. CUNNINGHAM: The one I was thinking of was the

8 latter.

9 MR. FRAMPTON: Off the record.

10 (Discussion off the record.)
Il MR. CUNNINGHAM: The pump I was referring to was

12 the borated water recirculation pump that was pumping out

13 through the filters and around. Does that clarify it?

14 MR. FRAMPTON: What is the question?

15 MR. CUNNINGHAM: Were you aware of any manipulations

16 with that pump and the associated valves?

17 WITNESS ZEWE: No.
I

18 MR. CUNNINGHAM: Thank you.

l9 WITNESS ZEWE: If there was, how could you-get from

20 the high pressure injection leg back in through that pump?

21 MR. CUNNINGHAM: I am not sure what you mean.

22 WITNESS ZEWE: You are just referring that we get a

23 level reduction and can't account for it, right? |
|

24 MR. CUNNINGHAM: Right. I
[sm+[]ut Reponers, Inc.

f
25 WITNESS ZEWE: Okay. f

i
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jCri 10 I MR. CUNNINGHAM: That's right. During that day,

,-

(_) 2 were you putting water from the makn-up tank out to the

3 RC bleed tanks? Were you doing any alignments between those
,-
l I

k> d two tanks that you can remember?

5 WITNESS ZEWE: You can't do that to begin iwith.

6 You can redirect letdown to go to a bleed tank but you can't

7 directly go from the make-up tank to the bleed tank except

8 through that relief valve we referred to earlier.

9 MR. WORAM: I have a question on that.

10 MR. CUNNINGHAM: The more appropriate question is

II were you taking letdown flow to the bleed tanks rather than

12 the make-up tanks?

('/. WITNESS ZENE: I believe we' did at various times to'. 13

\_
Id keep from taking the make-up tank solid.

15 WITNESS FAUST: Part of what we were doing, I !
!

don'trememberitall,wewereactuallytrying,wehadproblems|16

i

17 with letdown even that early, where I was seeing quite |
!

| large surges in the letdown flow rate itself as well as DPs |18

'

| across the letdown filters -- not filters but seal injection i
I9

i

20 ' filters, return filters, and the system was just showing us j
i

21 that something was occurring in there, like blockage. i
!

(^') One of the things we were trying to do was improve, to see |
22

x/ ,

23 where our problem was. One way we were doing it was eliminat- |
'

|

g'a
'

f'.,
Ceporters, tric.

ing part of the flow path by just going back to the RC bleed !

\ces A

25 tanks to see if that section of the line might have been part
i

i

!
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Ii)cri 11 of the problem. There wasn't too much time spent on that.

2 MR. CUNNINGHAM: On putting water to the bleed tank

3 or testing out that section?

# WITNESS FAUST: Testing it by directing the water

5 into the bleed tank to see if there was a restriction somehow
6 downstream of that point.

7 MR. WORAM: The question I had was do you have any

8 feel for how much water you actually put into the bleed tank

9 by going through the -- or a reasonable guess, order of
10 magnitude guess as to how much water you might have put
11

through the valve in the make-up tank?

WITNESS FAUST: I don't think it would have been

I3 anything like you are talking about. You are looking in the

" wrong place for the loss of water there.

MR. CUNNINGHAM: One other possibility of losing

water was sometime prior, in the prior history of the TMI
,

I7 units, there was a time where the BWST was inadvertently

18 drained to the reactor building sump through the sump

19
recirculation valves.

20 WITNESS FAUST: Unit 1, I believe.

2I '

MR. CUNNINGHAM: Yes. Do you think there was

something like that --

WITNESS ZEWE: I can't remember the draining of the

WM M & sg M I rends haMg & Anwhu
be.. ei neporters, ine.

25
directly to the sump. ;
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^jsri 12 1 MR. CUNNINGHAM: Someplace --

2 WITNESS ZEWE: In Unit 1..

3 MR. CUNNINGHAM: Someplace that was discussed, that

4 they had drained some of the BWST water to the sump. I guess

5 the question is: do you think --

6 WITNESS FAUST: They didn't operate the DHV-6-A and

7 -B. They weren't operated that day. We didn't open them up.

8 MR. CUNNINGHAM: That is the places I am looking

9 for the water. Do you have any ideas of any places where

10 the water could have gone?

II WITNESS FAUST: The agua filtar.

I2 MR. CUNNINGHAM: How?

O '3 W TaESS r^uST= Throueh ehe eeth we ere vine.
Id Put it in the system apparently and vent it off through the

15 relief.

16 MR. CUNNINGHAM: The path back thorugh the steam

I7 generators.

I6 WITNESS FAUST: Definite decrease in the pressurizer

l9 '

temperature. This is later on in the day. It definitely

20) 11 seemed to be dropping. |
|

21 |

I |

22
'

I

23

p 24
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rc LRN I MR. HAYNES: I am looking at p&ID drawing 2024,

() 2 ref 25, a flow diagram of the reactor coolant makeup

3 purification system. Do you know that if this drawing is

() 4 essentially correct with respect to the designation of the

5 steam generators, the A and B side, the loca tion of the

6 pressurizer, namely, that shows that it is on the hot leg of

/ the A loop?

8 WITNESS ZEWE That's correct.

9 MR. HAYNES: You don't know of any errors on this

10 with respect to the designation of tne loop piping?

11 WITNESS ZEWE Now that I am aware of, no.

12 MR. HAYNES: Fine. When I look at this drawing, I

13 see the makeup pump C injects on the high pressure injection

14 system through the 16 C and D valves which go into the cold

15 legs downstream of the 2-A pump and 1-A pump respectively.

16 Okay?

17 Now, I also see on this drawing that the pressuri er

13 spray line comes off of the cold leg of the loop immediately

19 downstream of the reactor coolant pump 2- At is that your

20 recollection?

21 WITNESS ZENE: Yes. Apray f rom 2- A, yes.
,

:
i 22 Md. HAYNES: That also heads through injection

23 valve 16-C coming into the same line. It appears on this

24 drawing -- do you know if that is a common penetration on

n)( 25 the piping?m

p-
V
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rc LRN 1 WITNESS ZEdE Common? Wait, I am not sure I

() 2 undarstand that. You are saying 16-C comes in, if that is

3 common to --

() 4 MR. HAYNES: To the pressurizer spray line.

5 WITNESS ZEWE No, it is not. It is a separate

5 connection to the piping system itself. I t i s not --

s MR. HAYNES: They are both two-and-a-half-inch

S pipes.

9 dITNESS ZEWE: Right. It is not a common tap.

10 They are separate lines.

11 MR. HAYNES: Are they somewhat in the same

12 relative location?

13 WITNESS ZENE: I am not sure how many f eet they

14 are apart. I don't recall how many f eet. But they are not
,,

lo a couple of inches from each other. They are several feet

to from each other.

Ie MR. HAYNE5: With the C pump on injecting througn

la the 16-C valve, if the pressurizer spray line were open at

19 that time, then you would have a direct path into the

20 pressuriser contract C line. ;

21 Do you know if the pressurizer spray line valves were

22 open at any time on the day of the 28th when you were trying

23 to inject in the loop? The high pre ssure injection system.

24 WITNESS ZEWE I don't recall using the

/~T
(_) 25 pressurizer spray valve at all af ter we shut off tne rea: tor ;

.

,

I
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rc LRW- I c oolant pumps other than the automatic mode. We did use the

| ({} . 2 pressure vent, but not the pressurizer spray.

3 Do you remember using it?
' ("T 4 WITNESS SCHEIMANN: No. Pressurizer spray
L)

,

5 wouldn't have done much good without the reactor

6 coolant -- it wouldn't have done any good without flow in

7 the system for ADP across the spray valve. I don't recall

3 using it, either.

9 WITNESS ZEWE Prior to tripping the pumps, we

10 would have no need to use spray with low pressure already,

11 Only to reduce pressure further. I don't remember using the

12 spray valve at all that day.

13 MR. HAYNES: Is the position of the spray valve

14 indicated on any permanent record?

() 15 WITNESS ZEWE No recorder or anything like that.

16 MR. WORAM: I believe the position of the spray

17 valve is on the reactimeter.

18 WITNESS ZEWE: Right.

19 WITNESS FAUST: Doesn't do us any good.

23 WITNESS ZEWE I don't know, for one, all the

21 parameters we had on the reactimeter. There is no

22 permanently installed indication on that reactimeter data --

23 if it has, I didn't know it did.

24 MR. HAYNES : I finished my questions.

(]) 22 MR. CUNNINGHAM: This is just a conversation.,

O

_
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rc LRN I This confuses me a bit. We were just saying that the 16-C
,

2 valve goes to the A steam generator, whereas I thought{y
3 before, you were saing it was going to the B steam

4 generator.
{'

5 dnen they were biasing flow through to the 16-C valve,

6 that was trying to establish natural circulation in B rather

/ than A.

8 WITNESS ZEWE I oelieve when we talked, I had

9 reversed *y -- which it was A we had on scale, B we were

10 trying to get, or if it was B, we had an A we were trying to

il get.

12 I remember that I said it one way; you said, no, it is

13 the other. So, I changed my mind. At this time, I really

14 don't rememoer which leg came on scale first. All right? I

() 15 really didn't -- I know we had increased the flow to the leg

16 that hadn't come on scale ye t r nd I really, if it was the A

is side or the B side using the 16-A or C, I really don't

18 remember, out it wouldn't have made any diff erence.

19 We had increased the flow to the side that we had not

20 received the on-sca.e instrument yet.t

21 MR. CUaNINGHAM: So, whichever it was, the level

22 biasing the flow was af ter you had -- it was a delicerat,
l

23 act a f ter you had estaolished apparently some sort of

24 natural circulation in whatever the other steam generator

(~) 25 wasi is that correct?
s- j

.

1
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rc_ LRW I WITNESS ZEdE Well, I don't believe we actually

(]) 2- thought we had positive signs of natural circulation. It

3 was just that we had filled the loops enough to flow over

4 the candy cane and past the RTD to ge t on-scale indication()
5 of what the temperature was of the water and not the steam

6. that was in the area of the candy cane for the RTD. If you

, can follow that.

8 MR. CUNNINGHAM: I am not sure.

9 dITNESS ZEdE Sea, we perceived then that the

10 area of the RTDs a the hot legs -- that comes out of the

11 reactor, makes like a candy cane eff ect. After it turns an

12 comes down before tne steam generator is where you have your

13 RTD.

14 The high temperatures we felt that that was just the

() 15 steam that was in the loops and, once later on in the day we

16 finally got some down-scale indication, we felt we were then

17 f orcing wate r over the candy cane or over the hot leg past

18 the RTD cooling it off and showing that were once at soms

19 minimal flow, if you will, or soma water movement past that

20 RTD, which was more indications that we had less voids than

21 what we had oefore, at least in that l oop .

22 So, I am not sure we said, hey, that is a sign of natural

23 circulation. Tha t i s just a sign we had some filling e ff ec t

24 in that side. Ae had some temperatures on scale.

() 25 MR. CUNAINGHAM: So, at that point, you believa

O

. .. _- . .
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rc LRd I that was, at least in some respect, or may have been

2 attributable - to the f act that the HPI flow was mo're biased(}
3 to that steam generator?

4 WITNESS ZEWE I really didn't know, nor do I know{}
6 now, that we knew the ratio, that A had more than the B or B

6 had more than A or how they blew down unequally or what, but

7 it wa s just in the course of the conditions that we had f or

8 the high pre ssure injection flows that we started to see the

9 temperator first in one loop and then thought, well, if we

10 increase the flow to the other loop and f orce more water

il there , we will fill it up more to mee t where the other one

12 was because now, to us, it seemed like we had more water in

13 one loop than the other loop because we were having some

14 flow or some indication of me water in that side.

() 15 MR. CUNNINGHAM: So, I think you are saying that

16 the more deliberate attempt to bias flow to one loop was as

17 a result of getting some sort of flow in the alternete

18 generator?

19 WI TNESS ZEWE Exactly.

23 VR. CUNNIN3 HAM: Thank you.

21 '4R . HAYNES : On the three makeup pumps, we have

22 the A, B and C pumps. The A pump is normally lined up when 1

23 the high pre ssure injection mode to go through the 16-0A and

24 16-B valvest is that correct? ,

() 23 WITNESS ZEWE: That's correct.

!
,

O
|

|
|
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rc LRW 'l MR. HAYNES: The C pump is lined up to go through

(]) 2 the 16-C and D valves.

3 WITNESS ZEWE Correct.

4 MR. HAYNES : The 8 pump can go either route. The{{}
5 same as the A or C pump, depending on how you do your

6 cross-valving.

e WITNESS ZEdE: Exactly.

8 MR. HAYNES: The cross-valving was set up on the

9 28 such that it goes through the 16-A and B valves.

10 WITNESS ZEWE That is correct.

11 MR. HAYNES: It was not changed during that day at

12 all?

13 WITNESS ZEWE It was not.

14 MR. CUNNINGHAM: Try and talk about a couple of

/

(_/ 15 other things now not related to anything else.

16 In the turbine trip procedures that you have, is there

17 any discussion or precautionary notes or anything dealing

la with an ES actuation after a turbine trip?

19 WITNESS ZEME: I don't recall any at all, no.

23 MR. CUNNINGHAM: So, during the beginning of the

21 transient, you had the turbine trip, reactor trip, and the

22 ES actuation. The f eeling I get thirdhand f rom this was

23 that it was not considered to be highly significant that you |

24 had the ES actuations is that co rr ect ? Or am I missing

() 25 something?

O

,
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rc LRd I WITNESS FAUST: That is correci.

I() 2 MR. CUNNINGHAM: Can I ask why it wasn't

3 considered significant?

() 4 WITNESS FAUST: Because if you, which I think you

5 have, review our other trips we had in the past, we had ES

6 actuations on them. Turbine reactor trip where the pressure

i goes down and picks up 1600 pounds ES and we cut back on

8 high pressure injection then.

9 MR. CUNNINGHAM: So it is not unusual to get an ES

10 actuation after a turbine trip.

11 WITNESS FAUST: No.

12 WITNESS ZEWE You don't automatically expect it

13 to happen, out just knowing that it has happened before, it

14 is .not totally surprising. But it unusual. You wouldn't

15 expec t it to happen everytime you had a turoine trip that

16 you nave a reactor trip.

1/ MR. CUNNINGHAM: So it is not unusual but not

la frightening. Whas has been the causes of the other ES

19 actuations? Is there a typical cause?

20 WITNESS FAUST: Overfeeding of the steam

21 generator.

2> 54R. CUNNINGHAM: It is a matter of too much R03

23 shrinkage?

24 NITNESS FAUST: Relief valves not seating. Not

() 25 the one we are talking about here. I am talking acout the

o
V
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rc LRW I main generator safety steam side.

({')
2 WITNESS ZEWE Normally it wa a ttributed to other

3 problems.

4 MR. CUNNINGHAM: I am not sure what you mean by{}
5 other.

6 WITNESS ZEWE: Other events that caused you to

e cool down either more rapidly because of it. Like one case

8 where we overted and cooled down too much so we had ES

9 actuation after turbine trip.

10 Another time the main steam valves failed to reseat which

11 f urther cooled us down to E5. We had a turoine trip and

12 reactor trip and, yes, we had ES, but there was something

13 else that really gave us the ES. If you just have turbine

14 trip, normally you shoulnot get it.

() la MR. CUNNINGHAM: When do you become aware of the

16 fact that the reactor coolant drain tank rupture disc had

Is oroxen?

18 WITNESS FAUST: I didn't even know it during that

19 day, I don't believe, myself.

20 MR. CUNNINGHAM: Anybody else? Do you recall?

21 WITNESS ZEWE I suspected it, or at least knew

22 there was something wrong with the RO draining tank, and I

23 am not sure of the time-f rame. Procably somewhere af ter a

24 half hour and prior to the first hour and a half, tnat there

I')T 23 was a definite problem with the RC drain tank, out I am not
u

O

:
>
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rc LRW I sure that I knew that the rupture disc went.

() '2 It could have been a stuck relief valve or some other
3 breakage or problem with the RC drain tank. But it was not

() 4 Defore the first half hour.

5 MR. CUNNINGHAM: Did you attrioute any

6 significance to this?

e WITNESS ZEdE only that we knew that the

8 electromagnet had lifted on high pressure and it should have

9 on high pressure and the initial discharge of water into the

10 tank could have ruptured some thing in the tank, yes.

11 Not that it was a continuing thing, because the first

12 time I went oack to look at the RC drain tank, I believe Ed

13 was with me then, and we looked at the pressure was zero and

14 the temperature was around 210 degrees and it was off-scale

15 low on the level.

16 MR. CUNNIdGHAM: This would have been in this nalf

17 nour to 90-minute time period?

18 WITNESS ZEdE That is as close as I can come to

19 it.

20 MR. CUNNINGHAM: Seeing the lack of level and lack

21 of pressure, is that something that is f airly typical? Is

22 that what you would expect?

23 4ITNESS ZEWE: You should s ee level. You should

24 s ee a certain amount of pressure in i t, t oo . So I thougnt

i %s,) 25 in my own mind that you did have some thing wrong with the

i

O
\.)

!
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rc LRW I drain tank, but that it happened due to the reliefs opening

(J~)
2 but it was not a continuing thing.

3 WITNESS FAUST I don't know about the pressure

/~N 4 necessary because we have gone back there and not had any
LJ

6 pre.ssure indication on the tank as f ar as the pressure.

6 MR. CUNNINGHAM: During normal operation?

e WITNESS FAUST During normal operation. We have

8 gone back there with the tank level quite low at ti.nes where

9 you didn't get down to 70, out down around I guess 80.

10 MR. CUNNINGHAM: 80 what?

11 WITNESS FAUST: 80 inches.

12 WITNESS ZEWE But knowing that we had a relief

13 valve open on us and still now not having any pressure, we

14 should have had some pressure under these conditions stil1
,

() 16 in the tank from the relief because we knew it had relief,

16 but now there was no pressure in the tank, so that was an

1/ i ssue .

la MR. FRAMPTON: Does the reactor coolant drain tank

19 have a high temperature alarm?

20 WI TNESS. ZEWE Yes.

21 MR. FRAMPTON: Where does it alarm visually, if at

22 all?

25 WITNESS ZEWE: On the computer.

24 MR. FRAMPTON: Is there a visual alarm that

'() 26 appears anywhere on tne back panel?

o
t \>

|

|
|

|
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rc.LRW I WITNESS FAUST: On the back panel itself. 8-A.

2 MR. FRAMPTON: That is a --
[}

3 WITNESS FAUST: I am trying to remsmber

s 4 specifically. I believe an alarm --j
5 MR. FRAMPTON: Is this a visual alarm?

6 WITNESS FAUST: Ye s .

e MR. FRAMPTON: High temperature alarm?

8 MITNESS FAUST: I believe so.

9 MR. FRAMPTON: That is your recollection. What

10 about c hign pressure alarm? :oes that ir, the reactor

11 coolant drain tank appear on che back panel, too?

12 WITNESS FAUST: Listed as high-low pressure.

13 MR. FRAMPTON: Would they be visual from the main

14 console?

() 15 WITNESS FAUST: No.

la MR. FRAMPTON: They are facing the other

1/ direc tion?

18 WITNESS FAUST: Ye s .

19 MR. FRAMPTON: On the back of the back panel?

20 WITNESS FAUST: Right. Two panels bac k there.

21 MR. FRAMPTON: Do those alarms sound audioly in

22 the control room?

23 dITNESS FAUST: If it is an alarm im, you will

24 know it.

25 MR. FRAMPTON: If there are other audible alarms()

O
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rc LRW l going off, you wouldn't know either o f them went off.

(]) 2 WITNESS FAUST: You wouldn' t know if anything went

3 off the back panel at that time.

4 MR. FRAMPTON: What about reactor coolant and()
5 drain tank rupture disc? When the disc blows out, does that

6 cause an alarm?

e WITNESS FAUST: No, except low pressure maybe.

8 MR. FRAMPTON: Is the reactor coolant drain tank

9 disc in the bottom of the tank?

10 WITNESS FAUST: No. The top.

11 MR. FRAMPTON: It is on the top of the tank.

12 WITNESS FAUST: Yes.

13 MR. FRAMPTON: What would have caused the level

14 indication to go to zero when you went to look at it?

() 13 WITNESS FAUST: I am not sure. It might be a dry

lo reference.

17 WITNESS FREDERICK: The level indication doesn't

18 go to zero. The lowest level you read is 70 inches.
t

19 MR. FRAMPTON: That is an o ff-scale low, in other

20 words?

21 WITNESS FREDERICK: Yes.

22 MR. FRAMPTON: When was tne first time that you,

23 either of you, Mr. Frederick or Mr. Zewe, went to find out

24 what the back panel readings were with respect to the

() 25 reactor coolant tank? Was that at the time you described?-

C)
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rc LRd i Sometime aoout a half hour to an hour and a half into the

O 2 eccioent,

3 WITNESS FREDERICKs Ye s . -

O 4
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/
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R6978 1 MR. FRAMPTON: Your discovered that the level
13

2 was bottom low and there was no pressure; is that right?1 ggg ,
3 WITNESS FREDERICK: Yes.

/^w
i) 4 MR. FRAMPTON: What would that tell you about

5 the state of the tank? What conclusion did you draw about

6 what the situation was there?

7 WITNESS FREDERICK: The only conclusion you could

8 draw directly is that the level was a little bit low. About

9 six inches low.

10 MR. FRAMPTON: Would that tell you the rupture !
!

11 disc,had probably blown? |
!
,

|12 WITNESS FREDERICK: No.

|
13 MR. FRAMPTON: It would not?,q

s u.

14 WITNESS FREDERICK: No.

15 MR. FRAMPTON: Then -- |

16 WITNESS FAUST: Uou would have to have a trend i

17 or be standing there watching pressure actually go up to be
h i

16 q sure the rupture disc blew and see it decrease or else the ,

it

19 trend report printing this out so you come back and say we
U

20 ;| just exceeded the capacity of the relief and picked up that of
'

21 - a rupture of 200 pounds. J'

22 MR. FRAMPTON: Was the fairly high temperature
f_ ,

I

|kJ
23 | reading and level low indications, were they consistent with |

1

24 !'| the possibility that the EMOV had opened and then shut at itsem
DF( f Reporters, inc.

|
|

'~
25 ! low set point?

!
!
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plp 2 1 WITNESS FREDERICK: To me they were. I would have

siRW

() 2 expected the tank to heat up.

3 MR. FRAMPTON: Which it has.

/"%(,) 4 WITNESS FREDERICK: Yes. I would have expected

5 the level to change one way or the other. If you had steam

6 generation and lifted the relief valve, you might have lost

7 some water level through heating up the whole tank and I

would have expected either a normal or higher than normal8

9 pressure. When we went back, it was zero or about normal.

10 Just a bit above zero.

11 MR. FRAMPTON: What is normal pressure?

12 WITNESS FREDERICK: Zero.

13 MR. HAYNES: May I continue a moment? The
(~)T

i

\_
la reactor coolant drain tank cooler intermediate cooling

15 tmeperature was alarmed at 11 and a half minutes, supposedly, |
!

16 to some of the sequences and that alarm set point was set j

i

17 25 degreesF. Does that strike a bell with any of you? |
t
s

) WITNESS FREDERICK: What cooling alarm temperature18

! !

19 a is that?
!!

20 MR. HAYNES: Intermediate cooling temperature

21 for the reactor building drain cooling system. |
i

gg 22 WITNESS FREDERICK: There is no intermediate |
\_/

23 cooling closed water to the reactor coolant drain tank. The |

24 system which cools that is the linkage closed cooling system
-)o n.mn. .. ine. |s .-. ,,

i

25 which is cooled by decay heat in the closed cooling water

! '

:
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p1p 3 1 system.
LRWp
(j 2 WITNESS FAUST: Referred to as leakage closed cool-

3 ing.

),

4 MR. HAYNES: You have a cooling system in the\'

5 reactor coolant tank; is that correct?

6 WITNESS FREDERICK: Yes.

7 MR. HAYNES: Does that have an alarm if the

8 temperature gets too high in the cooling loop?

9 WITNESS FREDERICK: Not that I'm aware of. The |

10 one we have is high temperature in the tank, not in the

11 cooling water that cools the tank.

:

12 MR. HAYNES: Okay.

(~J)
13 WITNESS FREDERICK: If there is a computer i

|<

14 alarm for the leakage in the cooling water system, that's |
t
'

15 probably where you found that. Does it give the course

16 of that?

17 h MR. HAYNES: Alarm printer and reactimeter. It

18 says that it's set 225 degrees F. The point I'm trying to
ii

19 get at is if the cooling loop is 225 degrees F, then the

h
!

20 water in the tank that is trying to cool has to be at least
i
,

21 d 225 degrees F; is that true? Now, if the rupture disc breaks

22 under this condition, then would not the contents of the tank
(v'T

23 flash into steam and empty the tank?

;

(T 24 L WITNESS FREDERICK: Empty the tank? Not neces-
sce L Ja Reporters ine. !

25 sarily.
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Plp 4 1 MR. HAYNES: Would it flash and tend to decrease
kRW

( )' 2 the level? -

3 WITNESS FREDERICK: You would have some steam

4 generation and appropriate reduction in level. The evapora-

5 tion of the water would cause the water to cool.

6 MR. HAYNES: But there would be a decrease in

7 level?

8 WITNESS FREDERICK: Yes. It would be difficult

9 to estimate what the decrease.would be unless you had a

10 continuous heat source. Then you could say it would blow

11 dry.

12 MR. HAYNES: Say the continuous heat source is

13 open relief valve from the pressurizer.

14 WITNESS FREDERICK: Certainly. I imagine it would

15 blow dry, yes.

16 MR. HAYNES: If I may pursue on this panel 8A,

17 at the time when the transient started,several alarms came

18 |
in the control room, as I understand it; is that right? '

l
!

19 , WITNESS ZEWE: Yes. i
i

20 MR. HAYNES: When was the alarms -- enunciator i

21 ' alarm system acknowledged first to your recollection?
!

22 . WINTESS ZEWE: Several minutes after the start |' -

23 of the event. :
r

| |

f ;g-)a neconeri ine.24 MR. HAYNES: More than 15 and less than 30? ;
'

we s ij

| 25 WITNESS ZEWE: Less than 15. |

i

i

i
I
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clp' 5 1 MR. HAYNES: Was it subsequently acknowledged ,

LRW

h- 2 again?

3 WITNESS ZEWE: Several times after that, yes.

(~s
N - 4 MR. HAYNES: If I understand the panel 8A enunciator

5 system correctly, if you acknowledge o'ut on the front board

6 that the horn will not go off, the audible alarm will not

7 go off if there is also an alarm on the back panel; is that

8 correct?

9 WITNESS FREDERICK: That depends on which alarm is
,

10 in on the back panel.

11 MR. HAYNES: Say the alarm is the high tempera-

12 ture in the reactor coolant drain tank, for example, or low

/~ 13 level in the reactor coolant tank. i

()3 i
l

14
,

WITNESS FREDERICK: The alams on panel 8A are j

;

15 silenced in the control area.' '

:

16 MR. HAYNES: They're silenced there? |
!
i

17 WITNESS FREDERICK: Yes. They would go out. |
t'

18 If that was the one causing the horn, it would stop. The !
!

i

19 alarms that are not acknowledged from the front are ventila- ,

g
!

l! !
1 .

20 j tion alarms on panel 25A. ,

!
I

21 MR. HAYNES: So what you're saying is that you |
i

("T 22 could have alarms on panel 8A that came on, acknowledged on
U-

23 the front, which would acknowledge them on the back panel 8A

24 and they woul go, if they're still in an alarm state, on underf-,

h>()3 neno,t.<i. inc.

25 the light on status and you really would not know that those
j

I

l
6-

|

| |
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1p 6 1 alarms came in until you got up and walked around to take a

URW_
(,) 2 look at panel 8A; is that correct?

.

3 WITNESS FREDERICK: That's correct.

\ 4 MR. HAYNES: Do you recollect,when you first

set the alarms and the horn cleared, did any of you go and
5

take a look at the --e

7 WITNESS FAUST: It didn't clear very long. Push

8 the button and it went back cn.

9 MR. HAYNES: Was there ever a period when the {
|

10 alarm was cleared for a few minutes? The horns cleared for i

11 a few minutes?

12 WITNESS ZEWE: I'm sure there was, but it didn't

I
13 seem to like it.

(}
14 WITNESS FAUST: It seemed like it was going all

|15 the time.
|

16 MR. RAYNES: I believe you went back and checked j
!

17 the back panel sometime after 15 minutes of so; is that !

1
1

18 |1
correct, the canel 8A? ;

i

19 i WITNESS ZEWE: Half hour or so. |

|
'- .

20 MR. HAYNES: Did you notice any alarms on !
i

21 Panel 8A at that time?

22 WITNESS ZEWE: I really didn't concentrate on f(~)g%.

23 the alarms that I had. I was concentrating on the panel
.

t

24 indications that I had.
/-) Reporters, Inc.siy.ns

25 MR. HAYNES: What were the panel indications that

| | I

I
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elp 7- 1 you saw?
LRW-
(I 2 WITNESS ZEWE: Zero pressure off scale low level

,

3 and elevated temperatures. Those are the only parameters we

G
k/ have there.for the RC drain tank itself.4

5 MR. HAYNES: And I believe you said that your

6 evaluation of that at that time was that possibly the rupture

7 disc failed or a relief valve was opened; is that correct?

8 WITNESS ZEWE: Something was wrong with the tank

9 because of the relief valve but I didn't perceive it was
i

10 still continuing. That's all.

11 WITNESS FAUST: At the time I think one of the
!

12 things we came up with later, one of the things we were j
i

' I
13 thinking about at the time was we might have lifted the code() ,

|
14 relief valves. It was just a consideration. i

15 MR. FRAMPTON: Let's take a short break. ,

[

16 MR. CUNNINGHAM: Can I ask one more question and

i

17 I'll be done? |

,':: '

18y MR. FRAMPTON: All right.

d
!

19 d MR. CUNNINGHAM: This is a general question. I
!

!!
20I guess for all of you. In a general sense, how do you rate !

| |

21 the B & W design of a reactor, of an NSSS and the power plant ,

;

22 in ease or dif ficulty of opr.rability and operation?(}
23 WITNESS FREDERICK: I'm not sure the construction

24 of the NSSS is directly relatable to the layout of the control ji

(~}
Ice 4._24 Reimrteri. ine. ;

25 room.
! |

|
'

, ,

; i !
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1p 8 1 MR. CUNNINGHAM: I wasn't talking in terms of

LRW-)-(_ 2 control room layout. I was talking in terms of as you're

3 trying to produce kilowatts from a plant. Is it a plant

(h
4 that you have to constantly fiddle with and make srall adjust--'/

5 ments to it or is it a plant you can sit back and it will

6 purr along by itself?

7 WITNESS FREDERICK: I thought it was rather a

8 smooth running plant myself.

9 WITNESS ZEWE: I can just interject an experience
i

10 I had on Unit 1 in the last five years in operation. My

11 evaluation, it's a very good plant to control, but then you

12- must recognize this is all we have. We have nothing to compare

13 it to. I compare Unit 1 with Unit 2, but that's as far as I(}
14 can go. From operating Unit 1 for the last five years, it ,

:

15 was a very stable plant that you haven't had to adjust except |

16 periodically and we went through a whole fuel sequel without

17 an unplanned reactor trip for a whole year. That in itself f

'

18 ' proves it's a pretty reliable system and a pretty controllable ,

l
-

! |

19 ,. system. But it did take sometime in start up phase and then i

| .

20 | some work time to work out some of the little design bugs,

f
21 if you will, that you will have to work out. But I don't

22 think it's hard to control. I think it's a good system.{}
23 WITNESS FAUST: Essentially, I was thinking along i

! I
'

24 the lines Ed Fredericks just said. I wouldn't mind having
*hce g-) l Reporters, Inc,

,

ya

25 a little more indication here and there. [
'

,

I
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1p 9~ ~1 MR. FRAMPTON: Let me ask a follow-up question.

( ) 2 I will start with you, Mr. Faust. Did Unit 2 have any kind

3 of reputation relative to Unit 1 of being troublesome or a

A
T) 4 difficult plant during the start up preoperational testing?s

5 WITNESS FAUST: I was getting the impression

6 we were having -- being harassed, being off more that we were,

7 but that was still early in operation.

8 MR. FRAMPTON: Do you mean the machine was giving

9 you a lot of trouble or somebody else was giving you a lot

10 of trouble?

11 WITNESS FAUST: I guess you would call it, when

12 you pick up the phone and talk to Unit 1, why: "Oh, are you

13 on line yet?" We experienced -- everybody is aware of quite

14 a few difficult shutdowns on Unit 2. I don't know if I

15 could point a finger at it and say we were worse than any-

16 body else.

17 MR. FRAMPTON: Do you think their attitude came [
!

18 0 from the period of down time, the specific trips and problems
!!
9 1

19 j that we are aware about in the history of the plant or was ,

!I !

20 l it a lot of other little things, too? |
|

21 WITNESS FAUST: Just more competitive between |

!

f22 the units, I guess. Who is up more than the other one. You
) I

23 had more operating time than we did. I don't think there |
!

24 was anything really meant by it. |
'

gS
!ce4 ,,,) Reporters, Inc.s
;

25 MR. FRAMPTON: Does anybody else have any thoughts

!

!

II
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plp 10 1 about that?

ilRW( ) 2 WITNESS ZEWE: I think that practically everyone

3 you talk to would prefer Unit 1 to Unit 2.

/~}
V 4 MR. FRAMPTON: Why?

5 WITNESS ZEWE: A number of reasons. One, they're

6 more familiar with Unit 1. The people you may talk to,

7 they first trained in Unit 1. We all first trained in Unit 1.

8 The plant has a fine record. Very, very few problems in

9 relationship to Unit 2. Different types of problems but not

10 as many. We're futher along in Unit 1. I think at that time

11 design aspect of a plant, I like Unit l's- secondary side and

12 control room layout much better to Unit 2. I think just a

(} general feeling of attitude was, you wanted to know for these13

14 various reasons, was it a preferable unit to the operator.
i

15 WITNESS FAUST: I want to comment on what he said I

!

16 in the sense that depending on which unit was up or down at |

t
I

17 'the time, whether they preferred one or the other. I heard

18 | other guys state that boy, it's nice to be over at an operating!
!

19 [ unit. That Unit 1 is a pain in the ass when it's down.
<

0
20 WITNESS ZEWE: If the operator was hired into |'

21 Unit 2 and he had very little to do with Unit 1, you would
|

- 22 find a reverse effect. Something they were familiar with

that's all you know. so you say this is better than
|

first,23

'

24 over there. Those that worked both units, like myself, for ,

( j;s neponm. ine. ]
-

tc.4m.
i '

25 a. number of years, I don't believe that I know any of the

| | i

'
i|-
t

-
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lp 11 1 shift supervisors that worked both units that wouldn't prefer
[!RW

(]) 2 Unit 1 over Unit 2. But personally, you work more with one

3 unit and it just, you know, it's preferred from that stand-

OxJ 4 point.

5 MR. FRAMPTON: Can you put your finger on what

6 was preferable about the secondary side in Unit 1? Was

7 it for reliability? *das it simpler?

8 WITNESS ZEWE: From my own standpoint, I think

9 that the secondary side was better designed, laid out better,

10 more accessible, had a lot of better reliable features than

11 Unit 2 secondary side.

12 MR. FRAMPTON: Can you expand on what re. liable

13 features means?

14 WITNESS ZEWE: I believe that the hot well level
l

15 control system was inadequate for the system. We could !

I i

16 never quality control out hot well level. We had repeated ! !

! !

17 problems with the condensate booster pump recirc lines ,

I \,

which have high vibration and high noise levels. We cannot )18 j
!

19 [ have any bypass valves for either the condensate polishers ;

!I
1 or on high D p, and the valve we have is not open with an20
|

,

I

21 i excessive amount of D p on the system. You have to get down

[ 7-~ 22 and manually open it up locally. The design of where the

I

( 23 vacuum pumps suck out of the main condensor lead to problems- |
-

.

!24 with feeding the main vacuum pumps. The turbine bypass valves ;
, 73
hee (jt neponers. inc.

25 going into the condensor has led to an awful lot of problems '

i

!
'

I
, ,

.
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31p 12 1 with the hot well level. We don't have particularly bypass

1RW
2 valves or warm-up lines around the mcjor valves of the plant.()
3 We don't have position indication of the major valves in the

4 4 plant, manual valve locally. We don't havej

5 bypasses around the condensate pumps or the main feed water

6 pumps so if we want to clean up feed water and run the

7 condensate pump, you have to windmill the booster pumps and

8 feed pumps. All these things in Unit 1, they do have an auto-

9 matic byoass around the polishers that opens on high D p. |

10 There is no problem with recircs for the booster pumps or
I

11 condensate pumps.: They have bypasses running to the booster

12 and feed pumos. All these things Unit 1 has. I can only

13 compare that plant with this plant. The good features. Plus j

14 I consider that the condensate polishing system as a whole

lot of problems. We spent many, many years, I |15 still had -

i

16 would think, in time spent on the polishers and it was still |

:

17 an inadequate system. We were always running near the total |
'

;

16 | design capacity of the system. We had problems with trans- i

I
|

19 H ferring resin and whatnot. Unit 1 had a resin type coating |

d
a

20 f bed. It was much easier to use. Maybe it couldn't handle

1.

21 a large capacity feed water problem or a leak in the condensor,j
!

22 but I considered that system a lot more reliable in that !

i(-
!

23 facet. I think that just the design of the feed water pump
!

24 turbines, if you walk to a 281 elevation of the tubine !
'

Ace g 3(jtt Reporters, Inc.
25 building, good luck. It's really bad now because of the !

- t

| |

|
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1p 13 1 accident because we added a . w more things. But even before

sRW

(f 2 then, if you look at the Unit 1 main feed pumps and the Unit

3 2, they're exactly the same pumps. Different turbines. And

4 the turbine designs are good. It's just crammed into too

5 small a space. Hard to work on. Very hard.

6 WITNESS FAUST: Crazy.

7 WITNESS ZEWE: Unit 2 like Unit 1 had a lot of

8 problems with heater drain pumps, but Unit 2 had more problems

9 with them. The design philosophy changed quite a bit. All

!10 of those sort of things, plus the water make up system, we

11 have not been able to use it yet effectively where all the

12 de-mineralized water used for the island comes from Unit 1.

13 The Los Angeles water treament in Unit 2 has never been used
'

g

%)
14 effectively. Either the pretreament system or the de-mineral-

15 izer system. We have not been able to make it work. Here

16 again, may man-hours were spent, months and years. We have j

i-

17 not been able to make that system work. .

!

18 MR. FRAMPTON: Would it be fair to say that the j
i i

19 'l vast majority of the significant events, trips, and problems i

N
20 ; that occurred in Unit 2 during the preoperational testing,

I I

21 the start up year and the period of '79 up to the accident
,

(/)
22 originated in one way or another on the secondary side rather

s_ :

23 than the reactor primary system itself?
,

'

24 WITNESS ZEWE: I would say so, yes. Typically,r~g
heet a neponm, Inc.

25 you always have more problems on the secondary side. That's

|

1
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1p 14 1 where you devote most of your attention to, the primary
~RW _

(_) 2 side or - 'the sec dary side problems. Primary side is a

3 lot more controllable from my aspect.

.f
4 MR. FRAMPTON: You say from your aspect. What'

5 do you mean by that? From the point of view of the operators

6 in the control room running the plant?

7 WITNESS ZEWE: Exactly. The primary side is

8 very controllable from the control room. The seconday side

9 is not necessarily as controllable from the control room as

10 what the primary is for the control room.

11 MR. FRAMPTON: So you have to have people out

12 there physically spinning the valve wheels and whatnot,

/~) 13 monitoring conditions; is that what you're saying? |

(_/ |

)14 WITNESS ZEWE: Yes.
:

15 MR. FRAMPTON: Is the primary side the NSSS, is

16 that relatively more reliable as well? More reliable than |
!

17 the secondary side? |

r

i8 | WITNESS ZEWE: Yes. i

; !

19 MR. FRAMPTON: And much more problem-free?
i i

20 i WITNESS ZEWE: It's much simpler. You have two
I
I |

21 i pieces of pipe with a pot in the middle and four pumps. From
!

(~T. 22 the time you begin the start up until the time you're 100 ,

%-) ;

23 percent power, there is not much change in the system except -

,

9 .

-]
24 " for the rod portion or the boron in the water. In the |

tee <(di Reporters, Inc.

f25 secondary side you're changing the speed of the pumps, flow
,

! |

| i

!
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1p 15 1 rate through the systems, temperature of all components. You
;RW

/~T 2 have many, many more variables in the secondary side whereas
V

3 the primary side the temperature is constant, flow is constant,

[}> 4 pressure is constant. What is going to go wrong? As soon
x-

5 as you're producing a little bit of power, you're hardly

6 going to change anything in the primary system all the way up

7 to full power.

8 MR. FRAMPTON: Yet isn't it the case for you in

9 the control room, anything that happens in the secondary side

10 can have a very subtle and immediate impact on the primary

11 side in many cases, causing a trip or a run back or some

12 other potential problem? Would you say that is a fair

13 statement?

O
14 WITNESS ZEWE: Yes. For,the whole reason for

15 the primary system is the secondary side, which is to make --
!.

16 to turn the water into steam and spin the turbine. We !

17 wouldn't need the primary side if we didn't have to have

18 'I the secondary side.
I

.

MR. FRAMPTON: Thank you. Let's take our break
19|I

20 f' now.

! -|15
!

21 (Recess.)y,

22

) !
t

23
1

24
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owlRW i MR. FRAMPTON: Back on the record. Mark this 8,

j] 2 please.

3 (Exhibit 8 identified. )

( }). 4 .MR. FRAMPTON: Mr. Frederick, I would like to ask

5 you a couple of questions about what we have marked as

6 Exhibit 8, a handwritten note from you to " Jim," dated May

7 3, 1978, which I believe is a memorandum you sent to

8 Mr. Seelinger making some comments on his report on the

9 April 23, 19 78 transients is that right?

10 WITNESS FREDERICK: Yes.

Il MR. FRAMPTON: You have been questioned aoout that

12 memorandun rather extensively in a previous deposition, and

13 I won't go through it completely, out there are one or two

14 questions I want to ask you about it.

(- 15 Did you ever receive any f eedoac'< from Mr. Seelinger on

16 your suggestions made in this memorandum?

le WITNESS FREDERICK: Yes. The deposition that is

IS an exhioit in the Presidential thing, the other half of the
.

19 letter is attached t it.

20 MR. FRAMPTON: He returned a two page handwritten

21 memo to you commenting on your suggestions?

22 WITNESS FREDERICK: Right.

23 MR. FRAMPTON: After that, do you recall whether

24 there was any f eedoack to you as to whether any of

(Gj 25 Mr. Seelinger's superiors acted on any of these suggestions?

Ov

, ,
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owLRW I WITNESS FREDERICK: I can't remember any specific

' (~j .) 2 f eedback from Mr. Seelinger, but I saw some modifications in .

u

3 the plan.

4 MR. FRAMPTON: Made as a result of your(}
5 suggestions?

6 WITNESS FREDERICK: Probaoly not made as a result

i
l of my suggestions, no, but they were similar concerns that

8 other people shared, I suppose. In other words, I never

9 received a memorandum that said, "In reply to your

10 suggestion 3 of such and such, there is a new light on the

li control panel."

12 MR. FRAMPTON: Okay. Paragraph 3 in your memo

13 noted the alarm system was poorly designed and contributes

14 little in the analysis of a casualty.

() 15 Prior to this time, had you and other operators

16 suggested that the number of alarms that indicated in th?

le control room be reduced?

IS WITNESS FREDERICK: Had we requested it of

19 Mr. S eelinger?

23 MR. FRAMPTON: Of anyone.

21 WITNESS FREDERICK: Yes.

22 MR. FRAMPTON: Was there any program in effect to

23 try to'look at the alarms and see whe ther some of them

24 weren't necessary?

() 2a WITNESS FREDERICK: At what time?

n)(.
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bwLRW I MR. FRAMPTON: At the time of the April 23
,

!

(]) 2 transient.
l

3 WITNESS FREDERICK: I don't recall. I know there '

4 was one ir. progress earlier this year bef ore the accident.(}
5 MR. FRAMPTON: There was?

6 WITNESS FREDERICK: Yes.

s MR. FRAMPTON: Can you describe what that was?

8 WITNESS FREDERICK: Met Ed had two full-time

9 engineers analyzing each alarm and its applicability to

10 normal and emergency operations, and they were deciding one

11 by one which alarms would be retained and which would be

12 eliminated or modified.

13 MR. FRAMPTON: Was their program in response to a

14 perception that the number of alarms in the control room was

( 15 just overwhelming?

16 WITNESS FREDERICK: Yes.

17 MR. FRAMPTON: Do you know whether nuch progress

IS was actually made in reducing the number of alarms before

19 the accident on March 28, 1979?

23 WITNESS FREDERICK: As f ar as I know, it was still

21 in tne stage where they had identified which alarms they

22 wanted to change. They may have changed a f ew, but they had

23 not really gotten into the hardware changes f ull tilt.

24 MR. FRAMPTON: Mr. Zewe, do you happen to know

() 25 whether a large numcer of alarms nad oesn identified to ce

O
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bwlRW I eliminated, if possible?

.( [) 2 WITNESS ZEWE We really had two different f acets

3 of the alarm, rectifying the alarm problem. We had reduced

() 4 the number of alarms f rom over 100 down to aoout 50 that

5 were in when you would normally opera te, and these ones that

6 were in when you were normally operating were the ones that

s they were trying to evaluate to see if we shouldn't change

8 the condition of the alarm to reflect an abnormal condition,

9 rather than a normal condition, but we did have considerable

10 work from the maintenance force in fixing alarms or reasons

11 why alarms within that were valid.

12 There was just something wrong with the alarm circuit

13 itself, but it measured the right parameter, but there was

14 some proolem with it. An awf ul lot of these were fixed. We

15 used to identif y the existing alarms and reasons for them on

16 the surveillance which was done every Wednesday morning.

17 de .ould tabulate all the alarms we had. This would go

la to maintenance. They would try to work on all these alarm

19 proolems and try to rectify them. This engineering twosome

23 that Ed talked about was working on the same things, but on

21 rectifying existing problems with the alarm as it existed,

22 not fixing any discrepancies that the alarms had at that

23 time.

24 I thought we had made considerable progress with the
;

~
^

25 number of alarms we had that were valid or they were

f3
'
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bwlRW i nuisance alarms or they were alarms that were broken, so to

() 2 speak.

3 MR. FRAMPTON: Would you say that the number --

4 the gross number of alarms that are displayed in the control(])
5 r oom, that f actor in itself contributed adversely to your

6 handing of the accident in this case?

4 WITNESS ZEWE I think it had an effect, yes,

a because the number of alarms is somewhat overwhelming on

9 trying to go through and methodically account for each of

10 the alarms and what to do about the individual alarms. The

li volume was just too great.

12 MR. FRAMPTON: What you are saying is the numoer

13 of alarms made it difficult to prioritize, pay attention to

14 the more important ones and leave the leas,t important ones

13 for later?

16 WITNESS ZEWE Exactly, yes.

Il MR. FRAMPTON: What aoout the noises? The fact

IS that there was constant or recurring horns? Was that a

1/ factor? Would that make it somewhat difficult to respond in

2J a measured way to what was going on? Was it annoying?

21 WITNESS ZEME: Annoying, yes.

22 M d . F R A'.iP T O N : Do you have any suggestions about

23 anytning that could be done to rectify that, to have some

24 kind of a system that brings the alarm to your attention 1

(). 25 during an accident situation but doesn't everwhelm you wi''1

($)
1

__
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owlRW i a constant buzzing?

(]) 2 WITNESS FAUST: You could use a silencer f or one

3 thing. When you are clearing it, you are acknowledging the

4 alarm. Okay, acknowledge it and have that alarm locked in(}
5 untti you then can get a chance to clear that individual

6 alarm to look at it. Not to where you push a button and

e that one goes off and another comes in. Or the same one

a comes in and out again and again.

9 MR. FRAMPTON: What you are saying is there should

10 be an acknowledgement system which permits you to turn off

11 the noise out f reeze the alarm until you actually go to a

12 second action of clearing it?

13 WITNESS FAUST: If we had a system that froze the

14 alarms that came in and kept them in, it would get to a

(~)
\_/ 15 point where the alarm would no longer - you freeze enough

16 alarms you nave a lot of alarms in. We freeze them in

17 state. They would De in. We knew we had to look at them.

13 We would then indvidually eliminate an alarm, if we had the

19 time to go up and look at it to get rid of it. But to have

23 it coming in and out, and you don' t '< now whic.5 state you are

21 catching it in necessarily, that is when it gets ennoying

22 and gets useless when you are trying -- yhou don't have the

23 time to look a that one, and you have several other ones you

24. are trying to work on at tha same time coming on.

() 23 What is the sense in having it that way? You might as

,,d
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bwlRW I well have it come in, freeze, and when you have the time, of

(]) 2 it takes 14 hours to get to that alarm, at least it's still

3 in, not continually alarming in our area.

( })
4 WITNESS FREDERICK: The comment I made in that

5 memo was partially in request to have the alarm system

6 worked on that had problems with that system, but also the

i system as a whole, to have it considered as far as how

8 ef fective it was in performing its function. The overhead

9 enunciator clinking-light type alarm I think is kind of

10 an ancient idea by now, in that the type of information the

11 operator needs to respond to could be tter be displayed in a

12 diff e rent way. Probably a more expensive way but certainly

!3 a more -- in a manner that gives the operator more

14 information than simply, for instance, a level alarm that

() 15 says level high or low. Then it just leaves you with a

lo limited amount of information.

1e You know of the problem but have no idea what is causing

IS it.

19 MR. FRAMPTON: The view you expressed was the

23 system as it existed at the time was not very effective in

21 giving you the most important information you need under

22 aonormal circumstance si is that correct?

23 WITNESS FREDERICK: Yes.

24 MR. FRAMPTON: Had you and other operators been

.( ) 20 making such inputs since the beginning of the installation

oG

'

i
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bwLRd I control room in Unit 2? Is this something you observed

(]) 2 prior to this time ?

3 WITNESS FREDERICKs Comment that the number of

(]) 4 alarms was excessive and the enunciator acknowledgement was

5 undes ir able , that comment was made prior to the time the

6 panels were energized, while they were still installing the

I panels. While the room still has no electricity in it.

3 We were touring the plant looking it over casually. We

9 could see there was one enunciator ac knowledgement outton

10 in the center console in the middle of all of these,

li whatever, 13 panels. There is only one button to

12 acknowledge 1200 alarms.

13 MR. FRAMPTON: That was changed, was it not?

14 #ITNESS FAUST: Got more outtons.

() 15 MR. FRAMPTON: But didn't c hange the f undamental

lo system of single state acknowledgement of enunciators.

Ie WITNESS FREDERICK: Right. Just gave you more

18 buttons that perform the same function.

19 MR. FRAMPTON: How realistic do you think it was

23 to suggest that the whole system be reconsidered af ter it

21 was designed and in the process of ceing installed?

22 WITNESS FREDERICK: The statement I made was

23 prooably unrealistic in that I asked them to change the

24 syste m, out at least they could have installed the same

() Zi acknowledgement system Unit I had. A three-button
,

:
!

I
l

| /~T
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bwlRW l acknowledgement system. Where you can test, acknowledge and

2 clear alarms all f rom the same station. With several on the
({}

3 panel.

4 MR. FRAMpTON: Do you think there were other{}
5 aspects of the control room design or display system that

6 made it difficult to respond effectively to this accident or

I mignt well make it difficult to respond effectively to other

8 accidents?

9 WITNESS FREDERICK: The location of the

10 instrumentation on the panels, we have discussed many times.

11 Most of the operators that I have talked with agree that the

12 parameters are not displayed in the area in which you

13 institute the controlling function. In other words, you are

14 manipulating the f eedwater station, it will have a definite
w

15 e ffect on reactor coolant system pressure. The two are not

16 anywnere near each other on the panel. They are procably 12

le feet apart. Going into ES actuation you would expect the

IS opera tor to throttle high pressure invection or control hign

19 press ure injection flow.

23 The control valves are on the forward desk section and

21 the flow indicators on the rear upper-right panels. They'

22 are anotner 10 f eet apart. They are standard 6-inch gauges

23 or B-inch gauges. So that the indicators for the parameters

24 which you are controlling should oe located near the control

()~

2a station, so you can see what you ere doing. In many cases

,

%) ;
1

I

|

|
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.bwlRW I for critical operations your controling station and

(]) 2 . parameter are quite a distance apart. That makes it very

3 difficult to operate.

V(~T
4 MR. FRAMProN: I believe someone told me that an

5 opera tor, pe rhaps -it was you, installed a mirror at one

6 point to be able to see the necessary instruments. Do you

s know about that?

8 WITNESS FREDERICK: That was after the accident.
y We had made the suggestion repeatedly that a separate alarm

10 system or some type of viewing system be established that we

|| could see tne alarms on the rear panels, so we could read

12 them from the operating station, to separet; them from the

13 rest of the alarm system completely. We suggested putting

14 up a long mirror so we could look up and see where there was

() 15 a light flashing back there or up in f ront. That was never

16 done. But af ter the accident, we came across a small

1/ mirror, and I hung it up there. It didn't work very well,

13 but it was cetter than nothing.

19 MR. FRAMPTON: Are there other things aoout the

20 control room design itself that made it difficult to respond

21 to this accident?
1

22 WITNESS FAUST: You have na re the one about the

23 console oeing too long without any access to the back

24 panel. Talting aDout the control room console itself.

() 2r dithout going around the end of the panal -- it end up the
.

n)%--

,
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owlRW i whole length and you have to jump over the panel, so it ends

2 up in a nice little walk around the corner of the panel and{J
3 back around to where you are ats

/~ 4 WITNESS FREDERICK: You might be able to see in
V)

5 this diagram. The re is only one split panel for access to

5 the upright panels between 2 and 3. It would have oeen

7 advantageous to have one on the other side of the room

8 Detween 5 and 6 or 4 and 5, so one could reach the rear

9 upright panels without having to exit the control area and

10 come all the way around the side of the panels.

11 WITNESS FAUST: Just the way out of controls alone

12 on the panel, as far as what is pertinent to the operation,

13 switches you rarely use or in an emergency situation you

14 don't need to use, oeing up on the f ront panel compared to

() 15 what is on the oack.

16 MR. FRAMPTON: Mr. Zewe, do you happen to know

le whether there was any system for operators, foremen and

13 shift supervisors to have an input into what the TMI 2
'

19 control room would look like at the time it was being
,

23 designed? Was there any way the company came to people who

21 would have to run this thing and said, "Looking at the Unit

22 I control room, wnat changes, additions, improvements can we

23 make?" do you happen to know whether tnere was any

24 systemized way of doing that?

(JD 25 NITNESS ZEWE: The design was pretty well set when
\

.

.
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owlRW l I was first a shift foreman at Unit 2 in 1973, the design

|2 was pretty well set even though none of the panels were in.(])
3 place. I_can only recall one instance where I had inquired )

4 aoout a separation in the panels also, and they said it had{}
6 already been considered, but that the engineering was too

6 f ar along for it to be changed, and we really couldn't prova

7 in their minds, being upper management, that we really

S needed it. I think we took more the stand we would learn to

9 opera te what we had, more so than to try to change it,

10 because it was very difficult from our standpoint to

\ 11 institute changes without really operating it and really
d

12 knowing if it was difficult, unless it's totally obvious

13 from the ceginning. Then it was hard to support, well it's

14 more of a convenience item, more so than a real hindrance

() 16 that could lead to safety aspects.

16 But we did have the mechanism availaole through problem

le reports that we could bring it up to upper-level management,

la so tney could make the final determination whether it was

19 valid or warranted a change or not.

23

21

22

23|

24

{) 25

()
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1 MR. FRAMPTON: What are the major improvements that

2 you think are necessary or major directions you would like to

3 see control room design move in to handle the kind of thing yot.
p

4 had to go through on the 28th? What are the big things that
7

5 are important that this control room perhaps didn't do well?

6 WITNESS ZEWE: Better all around indication. More

7 reliable indication from a recording standpoint. I think a

8 lot more things that are just displayed should be recorded

9 in a more effective manner by way of a brush recorder rather

10 than a slow pen and ink type recorder that we have. It is a

II very slow speed, very inaccurate, hard to trend because it is

12 low speed. Most of the recorders that we have external to the

13 main console that are on the upright panels by and large are !

Id pretty well useless to us. i
:

i
15 The multipoint recorder aspect, I think we are way past that

|

16 etsge to where we need to rely on a multipoint recorder for ,

!

I7 any important parameter at all. j
|

IB MR. FRAMPTON: Can you really read those things in !
)

I9 the middle of a fast moving event? i

! i

20 | WITNESS ZEWE: No. That is what I am getting at. You
!

21 have to have something you can relate to in a timely fashion

f
at a sufficient speed so that you cc.uld see trends and see the22

23 parameters as they are happening. ,

i

24 Of course, a higher speed, more capacity computer would
ocej(^T 5

oi fteporters. Inc.

25 be a lot better, too. So they could have the information ;

i
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1 readily available if and when we asked for it.

() 2 MR. FRAMPTON: Would it be important that the

3 computer call up if it were on a console be able to show you

f') 4 a trend rather than a number and give you a display that wouldss

5 give the last five minutes or hour of five hours?

6 WITNESS ZEWE: I think the CRT display aspects of a

7 computerized input for primary and secondary system parameters

8 is very useful.

9 WITNESS SCHEIMANN: I go along with what Bill said.

10 I would try and get some of tiose possibilities and information we

Il got in the back out towards the front more. Some of the more

12 critical information. RPS cabinets, I am not too pleased with

13

(}
where they are sitting. They are back behind the main console

14 section where you have to go all the way around to get to them.

15 If you have a trip or something, you have to check and
,

i

16 reset papers, you have to actually go out behind the control

17 area itself in order to get to them. I would move them in. !
|

18 : Pressurizer heater controls, I would move them.
|

U The motor control center and the breakers for them. It is
I !

20 in an area where in the past we normally had steam problems !

!

21 in there. You mess up your heater controls. Things along
!

22 that nature would be what I would change as well as some of I
(~)g .
m

23 the others.
!

2d( (~) WITNESS FAUST: Just having -- this goes along with ;

j Aas,jd Reporters inc. ;

what we are talking about on panel location of meters. What I |25
t
i

'

!

:
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1 have in mind is just more of the principal data, pressures, ]

2 primary temperature and pressures related not only in.one *

3 corner, but in other areas of the plant, the console -- in

O 4 other words, operators usually take up station during a

5 transient. It helps more if he is looking at it when he is

6 trying to concentrate on something, if he is looking at it in

7 front of him than hearing somebody else talk in the back-

8 ground what he is watching and what you are trying to watch

9 and relay it between you that way.

10 WITNESS FREDERICK: Last week the Essex Corporation

11 interviews, I suggested they consider having a central
t

12 location in a prominent place along the central console, a
I

13 display of reactor coolant system temperature, pressure, steam'

14 pressure, feed water flow, pressurizer level, all where you can
i

15 see them in a group so that as one changes, you can see the
i

16 effect on the others, instead of having to walk through all ;

17 different panels to gather all the information.

18 MR. FRAMPTON: Put the major,most important

I9 0|.
parameters from dif ferent systems in one central location where

| i,
o

20 1 you can~look at the way they are reacted? j

i
'

21 WITNESS FAUST: Multiply it once or twice. In other !

22 words, I can look at it here while Ed looks at it in his corner

1

23 and saying what are you doing that is causing that? If he know's

24p he is not doing something, I might be creating the problem
&ce4act Reporters, Inc.

25 over at the station where I am at.
,

|

; I :
| :
.
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1 MR. FRAMPTON: I want to turn to a slightly different

2 topic that also arises out of your memo, Exhibit 8. Int

3 paragraphs 7 and 9 of that memo, you noted that the April 23

4 transient was something that presented you with a situation

5 that you really weren't trained for. And where you have

6 multiple failures in a situation that you are not really

7 trained or prepared for, it is very difficult to be effective.

8 Is that a fair characterization of what you felt about

9 that particular transient?

10 WITNESS FREDERICK: I think that is fair, yes.

MR. FRAMPTON: One of the things that you said in !II

!

12 your memo was: "You might do well to remember that this is |
:

13 only the tip of the iceberg. Incidents like this are easy

to get into." !I4

15 Could you explain what you meant by that?

16 WITNESS FREDERICK: I believe I was trying to illustrate
!

U that the incident which we had survived without suffering any i
i

!

M || core damage or any significant equipment damage other than the:
Il

3 fact we may have to replace the main steam relief valve, which
I,

20 4 we eventually did do, I said that incidents like this, meaning-

2' incidents which involve multiple casualties or multiple fail-

22 ures of equipment, seem to me to be easily postulated. i

23 The failure of any two components simultaneously or as a
<

24) result of the other seem to me to be fairly simple,
ec.(,o n.porms, inc.q

25 MR. FRAMPTON: But you hadn't been trained for such

!
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1 an event?

() 2 WITNESS FREDERICK: Yes. ,

3 MR. FRAMPTON: The same is true of the accident on

4 March 28, '79, right?

5 That was something that you sadn't seen before and you

6 hadn't been trained to see or respond to; is that right?

7 WITNESS FRFLERICK: Yes.

8 MR. FRAMPTON: I guess what I am getting at is this:

9 I think it was Mr. Zewe who said before that on a number of
|

10 occasions when there were trips or transients, the operators j

11 were seeing something in the sequence of events that was not

12 anticipated. It wasn't a by-the-book element of that particular
i
'

({') 13 trip or transient. Let me ask you, Mr. Frederick, to start

14 with, events that you have had familiarity with where you ,

15 have been in the control room, is it true with respect to 'IMI 2 that

16 almost every trip or transient had some element that is ;

17 unexpectec in it? | )
!

i

16 Have most of the trips and transients that you experienced
i !y

19 y have gone the way they were supposed to go according to your
n .

D
20 training or simulator sessions? |

i !

21 WITNESS FREDERICK: Most of the transients we went ,

,

22 through did have some conflicting factor in it that was not(}
23 accounted for in a single emergency procedure, yes.

'
24 MR. FRAMPTON: Can you respond to that?(~}

AcekJat Reporters, Inc.

25 WITNESS SCHEIMANN: I would go along with what he

|

_
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1 said on that, too. Almost any time you get in a situation

,,

() 2 with a trip there will be something that just ain't covered

3 by that procedure. You can never get a procedure that will |
i/~S

(_) 4 cover every possible conception of what can happen. |

5 MR. FRAMPTON: Would it be fair to say in many or

6 most of the trips or transients you have had experience with

7 you get something that is not only not covered by a procedure

8 but which is really not covered by your training or

9 simulator training?

10 WITNESS SCHEIMANN: I would say it is conceivable. !

11 MR. FRAMPTON: What has your experience with that !
!

12 been? '

1

r~ 13 WITNESS SCHEIMANN: A lot of times they don't go
.

L].)
l

14 in in simulator training or other types of training into a i

15 lot of different things that could happen on the secondary

16 side in the course of a trip. Like you might have a heater

U drain pump that trips on you when you need it or a feed pump

P

is " go out in conjunction with the trip.
li

M There are so many different things that can happen and there/
n
.

20 are different ways of seeing trips. There are some things
p

d
o

21 0 that are not covered on the procedure. They couldn't very well

22 all be.
(m)
e

| MR. FRAMPTON: Mr. Faust? What has your experience23

!
24 been with that? Do most trips, scrams, transients, more or

Acts 41 Reporters, Inc.
25 less go by the book or usually have some factor that you really

!

c
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I haven't been trained to expect?
|

2 WITNESS riusT, I thinx they go by the sock ro, the |O
|

3 most part myself. I think our training has been -- it has

O i

V 4 proven itself, I think, just from the fact that the idea of I ;

5 our training is to prevent core damage by recognizing symptoms
|

6 and going by that procedure for it. That sort of got us into i

7 somewhat of a problem because we ended up not being able to

8 cipher out all the symptoms we suddenly ended up with and apply
|

9 them to a specific procedure. That is a little short fall

10 in the training area if you want to look at it that way.

11 We were looking awful hard to get a procedure to fit.

12 There wasn't one that fit, that actually came out and said j

i

13 we had this, this, this, and that and now this is the one you(]
;14 use.

15 MR. FRAMPTON: Mr. Zewe, do you have any thoughts :

1

16 about that? ;

U WITNESS ZEWE: As far as the trip experience goes, |

!
'

'

is !! you mean? I think that each transient that I have has had i
'

l

l!

M, some uniqueness to it. It had some related problems or some |
I

.

,

i a ' '

22 unrelated problems from one another that made it unique so4

il : )21 that they weren't mere images.
1

22 MR. FRAMPTON: Does the training that you have gotten

23 really prepare you to handle abnormal situations or most ,

'(3 abnormal situations,had an element that just wasn't covered24

Accjrel Reporters, Inc.:

25 by the training?
i

n

.
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1 WITNESS ZEWE: Training is a very broad scope. It

) 2 encompasses all of the postulated possibilities that could arise'

3 and tries to put it fo::h in a cookbook fashion. A, B, C, D.

O- 4 This is what you will see and that is what will happen.

5 I think we are all trained that you really won't see the

6 eight out of eight symptoms or maybe only see three out of

7 eight and you can't follow it A, B, C, D, as far as the

8 procedure goes. Use it as a very good guideline because you

9 always have some varying circumstances that makes that par- .

I

10 ticular transient unique.

II I think at least I have felt that is how the procedure

12 should be used. You always can't cover it in every case. I

13 think the training we have received on the simulator always()
|14 dealt with single case failures.
|

15 The current training trend is multiple system failures. .

t

I
16 At the last simulator class I was at, tnat I have been at j

i
U about ten of them so far, but this last one was far above | ,

i

I6 the other ones in that there was multiple casualties. You .! ,

i
'

19 look more toward an overall objective more so than getting ',

2C bogged down in specifics and doing this, this, this, and that.'

!
21 Looking at what you are trying to accomplish and then working |

!

() 22 toward that end.

23 MR. FRAMPTON: Was this most recent session also a j

f'k 24 session that involved team response?
l Ace-usi Reporters, Inc.

25 WITNESS ZEWE: Yes.

,
I i

a
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I MR. FRAMPTON: And also played out the casualty over a

3(d 2 longer period of time?

3 WITNESS ZEWE: Yes. That was a very large portion
n

4 of it. They would give you a casualty and then just perpetuate

5 it longer periods of time until you reached a stable condition.-

'

6 It had other failures along the way.

7 MR. FRAMPTON: Let me ask you a specific question

8 about the training with respect to going solid. I think I

9 have been told or read in prior testimony that in the

10 simulator training given at B&W, there has previously been |

Il no simulation of what happens after you go solid. The
i

12 simulation ends when you go solid. Is that correct? |

|

O '' " '"zss zz"r= ve - Prior to the vait 2 ecciae=t- '

Id the B&W simulator was not programmed to go beyond a solid
i

i
'

15 plant. |
!

16 MR. FRAMPTON: What were the things in your training |
.

U and simulation that made you want to avoid or be wary of !
l
i

..

going solid, running solid? ;
'

| :

WITNESS ZEWE: It is inherently unstable. A solid

2C system changing with large flow rates is inherently a

21 very large pressure transient, either up or down.

22p) If you are putting in a lot of water or removing a lot. I

u t

23 It is inherently very difficult to control. From my previous
i

24 !p experience in the Navy also, we used to take the primary
Acevol Reporters, Inc.

25 plant solid every year to do instrument calibrations and ,

i

1
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1 pressure was very hard to control.

- 2 MR. FRAMPTON: When you say pressure is hard to

3 control, is that because small changes in liquid inventory

O d result in large changes of pressure?

5 WITNESS ZEWE: Yes.

6 MR. FRAMPTON: That is dangerous to the system for

7 stress reasons among others?

8 WITNESS ZEWE: The controllability aspect which

9 relates to -- from going solid, you are worried about over-
'

|
10 pressurizing '

II MR. FRAMPTON: What was your experience P the Navy

12 with these tests of going solid? Can you describe c. little

|13 more about that?'

Id WITNESS ZEWE: Well, we used to go solid just to
:

15 calibrate the primary instrumentation, but while we were !
'

i

16 solid, we took every precaution that we could to avert any |
!

II pressure change because of charging in water or adding heat h
!

18 to the system or draining any water or removing any heat from |
,

I9 the system, so that you didn't have this pressure excursion
l i

20 because of the change in inventory system affecting the

21 'pressure.

22 WITNESS FREDERICK: Are you done with that, about
,

23 going solid? i

f) 24 MR. FRAMPTON: I was going to go on to another
Ace AJr) Reporters, Inc.

I25 subject. Would you like to respond to that?

!

|
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1 WITNESS FREDERICK: Can I go back to the one you

O 2 sxed bout --

3 MR. FRAMPTON: Absolutely.

4 WITNESS FREDERICK: Somehow we got from looking at

5 reactions to reactor trips or other casualties, talking about

6 how sometimes the EP may not apply or more than one emergency

7 procedure may apply and whether or not the training was

8 deficient. Whether or not the operators felt confident

9 they could handle some kind of hot reaction in the plant on

10 any given transient.

II I think the training is based on staying away from the

12 emergency procedures as being the bible and what you have to

13 do during a transient. There is much more emphasis on an

14 in-depth knowledge of the characteristics of each of the ,

15 independent systems than there is on the rote response to

16
'

emergency.

17 The backup that you have to some abnormality during emer-

16 gency is the fact that you understand the systems intimately. j
l

That some slight perturbation during an emergency, you would bE19 '

2C able to figure out what caused it because you understand the j

21 system as a whole.

22 That backup is what allows the operator to have some

23 confidence that something going wrong during an emergency |

p isn't going to panic because they can probably figure out what|24

2ce d Reporters, Inc.

25 caused it. It is when you get more than one emergency j

!

|
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1 procedure going at the same time and several unexplained

O 2 recnrrences, and then you don't have time to fieure out

3 each one, that the training somehow got us steered in the

4 wrong direction during this accident. We kept looking for

5 more and more symptoms, more indications of what was causing

6 the problem instead of zeroing in on the safety aspects of
i

and 15 7 losing control of the plant.
!

8

9 '

10,

,

11

12
.

' o 13 :

14,
'

:
t

15 ,

16
|

-
,
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:
'
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;

i
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sbnLRd i MR. FRAMPTON: Had you ever had a training

(]) 2 exercise or simulation where you were given conflicting

3 systems and then required to find more and more symptoms to

4 determine which of the conflicting symptoms was the correct-( }
3 indication of what was happening?

6 Do you ramember any training that tested you along that

I line or challenged you along those lines?

8 WITNESS FREDERICK: Not spe cifically. I do n' t ,

9 think that is a valid method of training eitner. If the

10 idea is to go on the f ault tree type method of analyzing the

li proclem and if the f ault tree f ails you in analyzing the

12 proolem, then you should revert back to your basic safety

13 concepts. Jo we have heat removal? Is there flow? And

14 what is the temperature in the core as oest ve know it?

() 13 dITNESS FAUST: Given those indica tions at hand.

16 WITNESS FREDERICK: Given the fact that is

Ie available in the control room. Once you lose track of the

13 emergency procedure, once it no longer applies, you should

19 revert oack to, since we don't really know what will happen

23 next, are we protected at this moment? Are we moving in a

21 safe direction? Should we change what we are doing? Once

22 we nad throttle oack high pressure injection and it didn't

23 give us the indication we wanted, decrease in pressurizer

24 level, and the pressure, AC5 pressure didn't increase wnen

() 23 we wanted it to, there should have oeen those three criteria

j t's

[ L]
!

L
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sbnLRW I in our mind that says do you have subcoolant? We would look

2 for our saturation module. Have you been stable on high(])
3 pressure injection and low pressure injection for twenty

4 minutes?{}
5 Do you have the secondary loop coupling? If we had those

6 three criteria at that time, we would have started high

7 pressure injection and would have been able to survive the

8 casualty. Those generic concepts were not in the training

9 program. I don't believe they were --

10 MR. FRAMPTON: They are now?

11 MITNESS FREDERICK: They are now.

12 MR. FRAMPTON: Are those concepts that have been

13 part of the remedial training coming out of this?

14 WITNESS FREDERICK: That is the big diff erence

() 15 Bill is talking aoout in that the casualty is more complex

15 and carried out to a much more restrictive and positive

ie end. You have to get each casualty to a normal cool-down

13 situa tion before you can terminate, which was unheard of

11 cefore, spending two to three hours on a single casualty.

23 That change comes from this concept.

21 "R. FRAMPTON: The concept is when you have a very

22 complex situation or situation which is conflicting or wnere

23 more than one procedure applies or no procedure applies that

24 you try to fall oack to certain funcamental principles or

() 23 f undamental precepts and apply your overall knowledge of

1:2)
,

|
,

!
!
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sonLRW I how the systems work and interact. to those principles. In

2 e ffect, make up from first principles what you think is the(}
3 best emergency procedure to deal with this unforeseen

/'s 4 situationi is that right?
V

5 WITNESS FREDERICK: Not exactly. What it is is

6 unless you have a prescribed set of circumstances, that is

positively represented on the panel, you are not allowed toe

3 take any manual actions. You must fall back on the

9 automatic protection steps and assure that they are

10 functional. You must have high pressure injection in the

li automatic mode and low pressure injection and isolation.

12 Everything must be lef t automatic unless you prove you have

13 those three criteria outlined before.

14 Anen you do, you can begin to take manual action to

() 15 restore the normal cooldown. If you can never achieve those

16 casic criteria then stay in basically pressure injection

11 until sometning happens where you can gain control. That is

13 what saves you.

19 MR. FRAMPTON: If you had to abandon the control

2J room at 6 o' clock on account of high radiation levels, what

21 state would the high pressure injection and other systems be

22 left in when you all lef t there? Nould that have oeen the

23 basic position that things would have been lef t in? All

24 the safety systems actuated and on automatic and you just

([]) 25 walk out? Is there a procedure for that?

<3b
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sonLRW l WITNESS ZEWEs Not under these conditions, no.

() 2 Eirst, I can't conceive of any reason that I would have to

3 totally evacuate the centrol room for any period of tine.

() 4 If the radiation level got such that I would limit the stay

5 time, that would oe a different story. I could still occupy

6 the control room and take control. But I can't conceive

i myself of any case where I would have to totally evacuate

8 the control room for a long period of time.

9 If I would have to evacuate for certain periods of time

13 f or one reason or another, I would certainly have to

11 institute tne engineering safety feature system.

12 MR. FRAMPTON: Are there any provisions whatsoever

13 in your emergency procedures for having to aoandon the

14 control room for an indefini,te period of time?

() 15 MITNESS FR /DERICK: Yes.

la WITNESS ZEWE: The only thing is we do have a

1e procedure for cooling down the plant outside the cortrol

13 room which only deals with some proolem in th? control room

1/ like a fire that limits the -- which causes the operator to

23 leave the control roc: to wnere you can control a plant in a

21 remote cooldown station, but in this case if you are dealing

22 with high radiation the plant that -- the portion of the

23 plant that we would go to would have the exact same effects

24 as the control room because it is directly celow the control

I () 25 room and some of the local control stations which we would
i

|
|

| (3u/;
,
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sbnLRn I have the auxiliary operating to would be inaccessible

[]} 2 because of f urther high radiation.

3 The control room is designed for a certain postulated

{} accident with enough shielding to allow you to occupy the4

3 control room. So that would be the one place which should

6 be the last place where we should have to abandon.

7 Just to reemphasize the training now, is that we have one

3 oojse tive, to protect the core and the devil with everything

9 else. Before we used to worry about the coolant pump. You

10 have a three or four million dollar pump here. You have a

11 turoine. And then in real world you are dealing with

12 dollars and dollars is how the whole world survives, I

13 guess. And you are worried about tnat. But somehow you can

14 lose sight of the overall oojective of the core which has to

()'

15 supercede everything.

16 So the training objectives Ed was talking about, if you

1/ don't meet the basics to protect the core , you don't go any

19 further. You have to have that before you can go any

19 further to protect anything else.

2J M9. FRA4pTON: You think that's really different

21 than the emphasis in the training you received oefore the
i

22 accident?

23 MITNESS ZEME: Yes, because we were dealing with

24 specific procedures for specific symptoms which -- reactor

() 23 coolant puma procedure, you are worried about the r3 actor

:

.
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s bnLRd I coolant pump there. The turbine trips you are worried about

2 that the turoine is isolated and the valves shut and you got

3 oil pumps on and zero speed, you put it on the jack and all

'4 those sorts of things.

5 :fow casualty training is really a lot easier. Now you

6 know exactly what your objectives are for any category. You

l' go to the main thing. Is the core cool? Subc oole d? Could

3 you have control? Then you can branch out knowing that the

9 most important thing is all right and you just keep

13 rechecking that every 15 or 20 minutes to make sure that

11 whatever you do in oetween your initial conditions, that you

la go oack to check to make sure you still meet that core

13 c ooling criteria. It is really easy from a large accident

14 type status because you throw everything else out the window

15 and it is all secondary.

16 fou always protect that so you are always saf e, even

ie though you may ruin everything else in the plant, you do

13 prote ct that.
I

19 Tnat is the philosophy we needed that day. It is rather !

20- easy now because you know exactly anything that hap,Jens, all

21 right, it is multiple plant. You focus that one tning and ;

22 make sure of that. It makes the rest if it easy to do.

23 MR. ?RAMpTON: Let me move on to another subject.

~24 V4, WORAM: Before you'do, may I ask a question?
,

) 25 It may hs apVropriate here.

O
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sonLRW I I am interested to know what your opinion is on the

4']) 2 licensing examination process. Does it addre ss what is

3 really important for an operator to really know? Are the

4 decisions made for the right or the wrong reasons?{}
'

5 WITNESS FREDERICK: The NRC examination technique,

5 is that what you are asking about?

e MR. WORAM: Yes. The technique and general format

8 of the exam. I am sure the technique varies from examiner

9 to examiner, of course.

10 WITNESS FREDERICK: Tnere is a written and oral

11 exam. The oral examination format has been usually

12 acceptable to me. It gives under stress conditions to the

13 operator to think quickly and rememoer important f acts. I

14 think that is a good fundamental way of testing a person for

(O_j 15 this type of job.

15 The written examination, on the other hand, leaves a
,

17 great deal to be desired. The emphasis historically made in

15 each section of the examination. Emergency procedures are

19 memorization quizzes. How well can you memorize this sheet

2J of paper? .iot how well do you understand the ocjectives of

21 this procedure and the results of not performing these

22 steps. Or what can go wrong in this procedure that is not
,

23. outlined? In-depth questions aoout casualties that never
, i

|24 come up on examinations and never have.

() 25 !.iR . F R A',tPTO N : Do they come up on oral

-(~1
'

L
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sonLRd i e xaminations ?

2 WITNESS FREDERICK: I couldn't specifically
. {~ }

o' tline any questions that have been asked to everyone out I3 u

4 'have never neen f aced with mui'.iple casualty type questions

5 on an oral examination. Still the emphasis is on how we ll

6 do-you remember this emergency procedure but then on an oral

I examination you always have the option to say I will follow

3 the procedure now and rememoer what I forget or look up what

9 I forget.

10 rnat is acceptable to the examiner in most cases. The

!! written exam has a section on reactor theory. A section on

12 operational characteristics. And several other sections.

13 But the questions are nearly predictable in each section.

14 5o that a review session before the examination could get

(~h(_,/ 15 you ready for an examination if you already had the basi < 3

16 and nad oeen studying for several months. I think most

11 operators will agree the exams are in most parts

13 pr ed i ct acl e .

19 I don't think that is bad as f ar as an operator goes. As
|

20 far as the range of questions, the topic matter, things that

21 will be covered, the depth of the que stions hardly ever )
|

22 changes as f ar as if you look at a orand new operator who
'

23 was an operator for a year and an operator who nas oeen

24- there for eight years, they will be tested on the same

(~) 2a level. They are not expected to nave learned any more or
A-

'oO
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- sonLRd I forgotten any less.

2 And I don't believe that is the way it should be. There
(])

3 should be an initial operator exam that says, okay, now you

4 know the basics. Now progress and learn more and go into"

V)/

15 more depth and become a better operator. The exam does not

6 require that. It requires you to stay at the same level of

I knowledge with the same amount of expertise. It is like

8 learning algebra over and over every year and memorizing the

9 same axioms and same laws over and over again.

10 You don't learn any more about algebra, out you are ready

11 for the exam each year.

12 MR. WORAM: I gather you are ge tting into both the

13 initial e.xam and requal program.

14 WITNESS FREDERICK: They are identical.

() 15 MR. WORAM: That was going to be my follow-up

16 question. What do you think of the requal program? I think

1/ you nave answered that.

19 WITNESS FREDEoICK: Okay.

l/ MR. WORAM: Anybody else have any conments you

23 would like to make?

21 WITNESS FAUST: Sounds like an exam where you are

22 going to get tough.

23 MR. FRAMpTON: Are you cross-licensed, Mr. Zews?

24 NITNESS ZEWE: Yes.

( )_ 22 MR. FRAMPTON: You were licensed first on Unit 17

O
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s bnLRd .I WITNESS ZEWE Yes.

2 MR. FRAMPTON: When you got your cross-license for
[}

3 Unit 2 did you have to take that second oral examination?

(^}, 4 WITNESS ZEdE Written test administered oy the
v

5 company.

6 MR. FRAMPTON: That only.

7 WITNESS ZEWE Yes.

S MR. FRAMPTON: Do you think the cross-licensing

9 process absolutely required you to become as familiar with

10 the Unit 2 as you had been when you got your original

ll license on Unit 1, to be familiar with Unit I?

12 Do you think someone could gain a cross-license without

13 really oecoming f amiliar with the second unit?

14 WITNESS ZEdE: I think that somebody could gain a

() 15 license of any type and really not ce that proficient. I

16 don't think an NRC examination would necessarily make you a

1e cetter operator. I just feel that now can you have an

16 organization come in and examine you specifically on your
*

19 unic if they don't know the unit themselves?

23 They can certainly examine you on how saf e you would

21 react to key questions and overall operation from a casic

22 standpoint to tell when they f eel that you will operate in a

23 safe manner, when you can manipulate the controls, you know,

24 but not ' spec ifically. They really can examine you.

l') 2a Like if I gave an oral examination to a control room
'u

!

''T

w]
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sonLRW I operator, If I felt he was really acceptable, or if an NRC

(~T 2 guy went out' and examined him not knowing the plant, I think
s/

3 that an exam by a person who knows the facility is a lot

4 more worthwaile than the NRO examin because of the outside
(v^)

5 not knowing the plant.

6 He knows theory and the basics. You have to know that

e too, but I don't think 'that you could only examine on

8 generalities and not deal with T ery specific terms which I

9 don't believe the examiners are really that qualified to

10 do. I don't think there is any examiner at NRC that knows

li more about that plant than I do.

12 I better know more than he does if he is here for a week

13 or three weeks every year.

14 MR. FRAMPTON: Do you think a person can pass an

() 16 NRO license exam for a particular plant and still not be

15 compe tent to operate that plant safely?

17 NITNESS ZEWE I think how well -- not to evade

la your question with a vague answer, out I think it depends

19 more on the training program afforded the operator from the

2J company more so than the exam of tne NRO.

21 If you have a guy that is a very good talker, so to

2d speak, and really has a way with words, I think it's

23 possiole, yes. I think that the examiners I have dealt with

24 can look past this to a certain degree. I think they do4

(J~)
25 just examine you on generalities and pull out a procedure

O

. . . - .
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sonLRW. I and s ee if you could follow it and find all the components.

(~h 2 That is something, too, which needs to be done. I just
V

3 think the exams should be by more qualified people on the

(~3 4 particular plant and I am not sure what the oest raethod of
9

5 that would be.

6 MR. FRAMPTON: So you think the main weakness, if

i there is one, in NRC licensing exams, is the fact that the

S examinations are done by people who don't have sufficient

9 knowledge of the particular plant.

10 WITNESS ZEWE I think so because I think our

11 record shows that the operators were qualified more than

12 sufficiently to pass the NRC exams. Not meaning that the

13 NRC if they were to qualify on the plant could shoot them

14 down either. -

() 15 If they are qualified, they ar e qualified. It is just a

la veiw that I have, having somebody come in for a f ew hours to

1/ tell you when you can operate or not when you know the plant

18 and they don't. That has always been a negative aspect f rom

19 my aspect and it has always been, now you got your license.

2J now you can learn the plant oy operating. And that is

21 true.

2 MR. FRAMPTON: From your personal training

23 experience, was tnere any evidence that the NRC was really

24 monitoring the substance of the training you were getting?

(J 25 Did you see any evidence of that yourself while you were

ceing trained?

O
k_)

.
_ . .
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sonLRd I WITNESS ZEWEs They were here f or periodic review

' ]) 2 of the training records and the documentation that we do for(
3 our initial training and for the subsequent training and

4 even for the initial license.()
5 We mark down what training the person has gone through

6 and how many weeks of this and at this simulator and how

7 many hours of formal training and so forth.

8 I know tnese have all been reviewed to see if there was

[4 9 sufficient training done for the knowledge level the man

' 10 should have and then they come in to examine you to make
Y

11 sure you are where they consider you should be.

12

13

14

15

16

Ie

18

19

23
1
*

21

22

23

24

( }) 2aa.

O
1
<

l
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-itLRW l MR. FRAMPTON: Do you think from that kind of

() 2 review by NRC inspectors. they can really form a conclusion

3 as to whether the training program that a given utility has

.4 in place is a real crackerjack program or below-average-f }
5 program?

*

6 WITNESS ZEWE I think the final analysis is in

I talking to the people themselves to form their own opinion

8 rather than solely on paper.

9 MR. FRAMPTON: Mr. Scheimann, do you have any

10 thoughts about that f rom your own training experience ? Did

11 you have a sense that the NRC was really monitoring the

12 substance of the training you were ge tting?

13 WITNESS SCHEIMANN: I would soy substance, no. I

14 would say the requirements or the amount of material that
,

15 was covered, yes.

15 Sy means of their periodic inspections. However, I have

14 yet to see one that came and sat down in the damn class to
,

13 see what material was being presented.

11 MR. FRAMPTON: Mr. Faust, any thoughts aoout that?

23 WITNESS FAUST: You covered everything.

21 MR. FRAMPTON: Mr. Frederic k?

22 MITNESS FREDERICK: You missed my speech. The NRC

23 as I see it, even now they don't examine the content of the

24 lessons or the lectures that are given down there.

() 2; Iners is a huge retraining program going on now f or Unit-

L Q:

s
|
'

,
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(+1tLRW I I and they don't -- they review the written material

(])- 2 produced for electric plants and for tests and things like

3 that.

! (~T 4 MR. FRAMPTON: Outlines and study guides?
V

5 WITNESS FREDERICKt Yes, and study guides that are

6 used. As Fred said, I nE"er saw one in the classroom

evaluating teaching techniques or asking operators what theyi

8 think of the training program.

9 MR. FRAMPTON: Do.you think NRC inspectors ought

10 to do that?

11 WITNESS FREDERICK: It would give them a better

12 idea what they should have on their exam. The training

13 department reacts to previous exams as to what they should

14 teach, the way it is now.

() 15 The NRC is reacting to the exams that they give as to

16 wnat they should emphasize. It's kind of a closed cycle.

Ia There is no new input into tne system. The

18 training department will teach what they have to to get
,

| 19 operators to pass the exam or be ready for an oral exam and
.

-23 the NRC, in turn, examines people on what the format exam is

21 already cased on.

22 You never really expand beyond the boundaries of what has

23 been taught for the last many years. The new le ssons and

24 things learned from accidents are included in training

(])
'

-25 programs and occasionally show up in a question on an exam

(:).

;

l'
l
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ltLRW I out it's never really expounded upon as f ar as increasing

(~) 2 the operator's study of a particular area.
v

3 fou study reactor theory in general and cover the basic

(} questions out you never dig down and go beyond what you need4

5 to pa ss the exam.

5 WITNTiSS FAUST Somethina I seemed to know when he

was talking accut material coming up tht you are examineds

3 on, on recall exam or something like that, it seems like the

9 NRC picked up on something, it was a casualty or some sort

10 that happened.

11 You might end up getting questions along those lines.

12 Something. had to occur before you got questioned on it.

13 It just seems like a wait until it happens and then we

14 will talk to you a ttitude.

() 15 MR. CUN;4INGHAM: Could I ask a question? We have

15 pretty much concluded here, I guess, that you peole know

1/ these plants better than anyoody coming in f rom NRO. The

13 question comes to mind: Wha t do you think -- where do you

19 thin. the vulneraoilities of these plants are ? To what type

20 of accident is a plant like this going to succumb in your

21 mind?
1

22 elill it be a large break? A transiet-induced accident?

23 Whatever? As an operator. And is that oeing covered at all

24 by what NRO put forward in training requirements?

'([) 23 WITNESS FAUST: We are not covered for the

n(_/ j

l
l

|
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ltLRW -l long-term accident, or hadn't been anyway.

(]) 2 I wouldn't say that now. I haven't had the training down

3 at Lynchburg that Ed and Bill have seen, but it sounds

(~} 4 pretty good.
\_s

5 WITNESS ZEWE I think the vulnerability lies on

6 what we haven'tcall it major accident that nuclear power

i will have, no matter whether it is or if it ever happens, it

8 ain't going to be the same.

9 All right, I don't think we will ever have another
.

10 stuck-open relief valve that will end up like this one did.

Il That's not saying we won't have some othe r problem that

12 won't lead to a more serus problem or not so serious when

13 it's something there that you are unprepared for, either

14 trainingwise or whatever it might os. I think that is where

( 15 the problem lies.

15 It's just a continual thing that you never know at all

1/ and it's always the unexpected that gets you. The things

13 you a ren' t prepared f or. I am not sure I know what that

11 is. Some of the things now that have been identified 15 ;

23 years ago tnat we thought were incredible could be very
;

21 credible. ,

|

2c Like this one. It was brought up and for some reason put |

23 on the re'- irner or rear shelf, well, saying it isn't too-

24 credible so we won't r xr,lora it further and it will crop up

() 23

0

-
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ltLRW l because it's a growing industry yet and there is a lot of

'(}) 2 other problems out there that we don't see.

3 WITNESS FREDERICK: One thing, my experience with

(}) 4 the two units, one thing Bill pointed out, he may have

5 forgotten, is that the industry doesn't seem to learn fror

5 itself during construction.

i Unit I turned out to be a f airly good plant. Unit 2 had

8 a lot more problems as far as I can see. And Unit 2 was

> ouilt after Unit 1. There was no attempt made to change

10 Unit 2 to conform with all the good things they learned

11 about Unit I.

12 I am not sure how other multiple units or even how the

13 units of the same manufacturer feed each other to improve

14 each model.

( 15 I don't s ee it happening. If you don't learn from your

15 mistakes, you will make them over and over again.

1, MR. FRAMPTON: Do any of you disagree with that

13 assessment?

19 tlITNESS .:AUST: Me? I was just talking. I know

23 another man in ano' 'er plant, Millstone, that I was talking

21 to recently and he was pointing out some of the

22 instrumentation of what they have and how they handle their

23 training as far as who gets it.

24 They have three units up there. He is talking aoout

() 25 separation cetween units and diff erent things we haven't
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ltLRW I done here. I was saying it sounds like their operators

() 2 designed their remaining two control room units, the panels.

3 They had a lot of input into the panels. We just --

() 4 MR. FRAMPTON: Didn't.

5 MITNESS FAUST: Didn't. Somebody is learning in

6 the industry, I am saying. It sounds to me like there is

7 information out there that isn't getting spread around.

8 That is what it's amounting to. We haven't been talking

9 nationwide as well as -- as much as it sounds like they have

10 been talking between companies, their own companies

11 possibly?

12 WITNESS ZEdE Also, to point out one exar mle, I

13 had 7one to the B&W similarity for a couple of years before

14 we had a similarity primary- to secondary-tube leak. They
7

15 had an actual one at the Oconee plant for Duke Power.-

16 They had a procedure for preliminary-to-secondary leak

11 and we didn't even have one. We went to the similari ty. I

18 am not sure if it was 1975

19 They gave us a preliminary-to-secondary leak. We pretty

20 much handled it f airly well, but we didn't have a procedure

21 for it. The re was no formal procedure for i t. Yet, Duke

22 Power Oconee had one, an approved procedure, and there

23 are two Bad plants, like sister-type plants, yet they had

24 procedures we didn't have. Generic-type proc edures. Tnat

( 23

|

1

(~s1
;

~
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ltLRW I is true for natural circulation. Like we didn't have a

() 2 natural circulation procedure prior to their accident as

3 such were Toledo Edison had one.

( })- 4 I am not sure how long they had it prior to the accident

5 but they had one and we didn't.

6 Maybe it would have helped. It certainly wouldn't have

/ hindered. I think one manuf acturer that only has seven or

3 eight units like B&d does, they have B&W user meetings where

9 the superintendents and so forth from the various companies

10 get together.

11 I am not sure that they trade all the information that

12 they necessarily should. At least they should all have the

13 same generic procedures.

14 MR. FRAMPTON: In a similar vein, am I correct in

O
(l 15 understanding that you had never had knowledge of the

16 transient at the Davis-Besse plant that occurred in

Ie September of 1977 which involved stuck-open EMOV prior to

IS the TMI accident, is that correct?

'

11 WITNESS ZEWE That is true. I heard aoout it for

23 the first time two days af ter the accident.

21 MR. FRAMPTON: Is that true for the other three of

22 you gentlemen?
!

23 WITNESS FAUST: Yes.

24 MR. FRAMPTON: All of you are nodding your assent.

| () 25 MITNESS ZEWE Normally, the shif t trains

O

.
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ltLRW I together.

O 2- ta. treiaiao we 9et e21 ene tatormetioa we 9et, we 9et -

3 either I get it or Fred gets it and I get it both or

[] 4 everyone gets it.

5 If I get it, I always pass it on. If it isn't covered in

5 the training week, we don't have the information.

e MR. FRAMPTON: You had never seen in training or

8 simulation a f ailed open EMOV on the pressurizer, I take it.

9 WITNESS ZEdE I have had transients at the

10 similarity where we have had the valve fail to recede. I

li have had that. But it was just level and pre ssure went down

12 and plus you had the indication of it.

13 MR. FRAMPTON: Did the similarity have a position

14 indication showing that the valve was open when the

15 simulation was supposed to have f ailed to recede ?

15 WITNESS ZEWE: I don't recall exactly how they

17 simulated it. There was no question in your mind the PORV

13 was teh culprit, so to speak, for tne accident.

1) EtR . FRA'.iPTON : Were you supposed to figure that

20 out or told in advance that that is what you were going to

21 be seeing?

22 WITNESS ZENE: You had to figure it out.

23 U . FR A'.tPTON: But it was either shown on the

24 similarity console or it was easy to figure out? One or the

25 other?

O

!
. _.
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itLRW I WITNESS ZENE: It was easier to figure out. We

-s

.(_) 2 had the quench alarm right overhead on the trip. You had

3 the pressurizer also never increased in the level.

() 4 You always had a loss of coolant which resulted in a

o low-pressurizer level. They could only simulate at that

6 time a loss of coolant of a certain magnitude and they can

vary that magnitude but it would be f rom the system and not4

8 f rom a certain portion of the system. Not from the

9 pressurizer or not from the hotleg or -- just a leak f rom

13 the coolant system which would result in reduced pressurizer

11 level even though it was from the electromatic valve so you

12 knew you were still losing water and then you put the

13 quench tank - you looked and I can't rememoer if they had

14 the red indication on it or not for that simulation, but you

15 isolate it and terminate the transient.

16 MR. WORAM: May I ask a question here? You

1/ indicated tnat - particularly Mr. Frederick -- that

19 training is improving in terms of getting back to basic

19 things that you have to protect against.

20 Do you f eel that's true across the board for all
,

,

21 categories of responses or is it just being dwelled upon in

22 this specific small break analysis and everything else is

23 the same?

24 WITNESS FREDERICK: No, I don't consider it ;

$) 25 getting back to basics. I conside it an advanced form of

1

t
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ltLRW l training in that you progress beyond memorization of basic

()) 2 e merg encie s. You progress on to multiple casualties and how

3 you -- they are very complex casualties. That is not
-

O 4 restrictee to 'oc^=-

.5 They do it for loss of feedwater and steam generator leak

6 and loss of within-reactor coolant pump and a f ailed

I pressurizer level instrument.

9 .They will do two or three things at the same time. It's

9 seem to me like a random selection of f ailures. They say

10 this, this, and this fails. What do you do?

Il~ It gets very complicated.

12 MR. WORAM: If I understand it, you said this is

13 really reflecting a general change of philosophy rather than

14 a small response to a specific problem.
O
'N / 16 WITNESS FREDERICK: Right. Every casualty we

16 attac k now in the similarity takes in this casic

1s concept-type approach, whereas if tne symptoms are simply

IS and cleanly represented as there is a reactor trip caused by
.

19 one thing, then you f ollow the procedure.

23 fou follow right into that and keep in mind there is

21 casic generic constants at the same time. But if something

22 ' nappens that doesn't exact 1/ fit an emergency procedure,

23 then you still have this new concept with which you can wor.;

24 and s till protect the core.

() 25 It_ makes the operator f eel much more comfortable and less

O.
.

1
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1tLRW I emphasis on transient behavior of the plant.

R( ) 2 Now, they eliminated that with chaning of the EMOV set

3 point. Every transient results in a trip just about.

() 4 Before there were several minutes or a long time for the

5 transient to progress before the trip just oecause of the

6 capacity of the system to absorb pressure changes, which it

/ no longer has, so the casualties are, in one respect, more

8 complicated but in the operator's eye s, it becomes more of a

9 controlled situation.

10 MR. FRAMPTON: Let's take about a two- or

11 three-minute break.

12 (Recess.)

13
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1 MR. FRAMPTON: On the record. I have already askedjcri 1

2R about the role of NRC inspectors in the t:ontrol room on the

3 first couple of days after the accident began. Did the nature
-

(
'' 4 of the NRC presence or the amount of responsibility that the

5 NRC people on-site had for operations change after the first

6 several days? Was there any different a:crangement between

7 the people in the control room and the NRC people on-site on

8 Saturday or Sunday or Monday?

9 WITNESS ZEWE: I am not sure of the time frame there

10 from what day their role changed but it definitely did change.

II They were more involved and wanted to see more and wanted to

12 be explained more. It was a tremendous influx of various

/^% 13
t ) inspectors where you dealt with X number of inspectors for a

Id one- or two-week period and then you would have five or six

15 new ones come in and start all over again.

16 Bring them up to speed, so to speak, on the problems we

17 were having. ,

i
18 MR. FRAMPTON: On Friday afternoon, the 30th, Harold

Denton and a large group of people from Washington arrived |I9
|

20 with communications gear and so forth. Was there any change

21 then or within a day or two after the arrival of all those NRC

{} 22 people in terms of when NRC would be informed more of what was

23 going on or have more veto power over plant operations?

b 2# WITNESS ZEWE: Not that I was aware of. The only timeI<

4cedikt Reporters, Inc.

25 I ever seen Mr. Denton was on TV. That is the only interface ,
,

! !

! |
4 ,
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jcri-2 I I ever had with him other than he was walking around with the
'

3-(O 2 President on Sunday in the control room. That is the only time '

3 I had any interface at all, which wasn't any personal thing

4 at all. Just that I seen him.

5 MR. FRAMPTON: From your point of view there wasn't

6 any increased NRC involvement in or veto power over operations

7 come Saturday or Sunday directly in the control room.,

I B WITNESS ZEWE: No. As far as I knew, all the

9 decisions and all the responsibility was entirely the utility's. |
l

10 WITNESS FAUST: We felt the pressure of the NRC

II presence, if you want.

12 MR. FRAMPTON: What kind of pressure was that?

13 WITNESS FAUST: IT seemed like we didn't do something

14 unless we were. forced to do it. Every step of the way just |
1

15 about, if you look at it. When we went to another mode or |

|

16 something, we were forced into it. In other words, if we I

17 wanted to do something, we didn't do it until it came about

18 that something forced us to the next step, so to speak.

19 MR. FRAMPTON: Talking about beginning Saturday and

20 Sur. day af ter the accident? |

21 WITNESS FAUST: Even Saturday and Sunday -- even on

22 the vent, we were forced into that. I consider that forced, i Ip''
| |

23 MR. FRAMPTON: You are talking about Friday morning. | !
!

xe ;O How did that relate to NRC presence or non-presence? | !24
I

dt Reporters. Inc. ;

25 WITNESS FAUST: I am saying, and this is on my level ! |
;

1

!,
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~jcri 3 -l of it, from what I know. What I don't know is tremendous.

'(ns' 2

-

But it just seems that we were told to minimise releases, which
3 is understandable, when plant conditions started warranting we,q

U 4 should maybe release a little more to get into a better
5 situation, it took a relief valve lifting to get moving where

6 we were actually able to do something by trying to bottle it
7 up and not getting rid of it sooner -- I am just talking,
8 it seemed like generally I don't know if it was stated or

9 what, it seemed like it was keep that in there. Don't. leave

it out no matter what.

- MR. FRAMPTON: Did you want to comment?

12 WITNESS FREDERICK: In the beginning, when the NRC

13 first arrived, they wanted to observe everything. As far as

" I could see they didn't take much part in the analysis or the

15 directing. They just wanted to watch. In the days after the

16 arrival of Mr. Denton they became more active in watching.

I7 They required that we give them hourly readings in writing.
18 MR. FRAMPTON: Of major. plant parameters?

WITNESS FREDERICK: Of many plant parameters.
!
!20 Hundreds of plant parameters. And the readings became very
I ;

21 aumbersome. Almost impossible to deal with in the fact that
'

22 'O severe 1 NRC oreeniseeions e11 wented cogiee end ther wented

!23 them over the observation center and in the supervisor's
I

ffice and here and there. Every hour.
ac. e a porteri, ine.

25

They shif ted from watching what was going on to taking !,

I :
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~jcri 4 1 an active role in confusing things by making it mandatory that

.R
(_) 2 we produce readings that they could look at.

3 ~ MR. FRAMPTON: When did this begin? Saturday? Sunday?

b)
''' 4 After that? Before?

5 WITNESS FREDERICK: It began to mount Saturday and

6 Sunday as far as what parameters were supposed to be

7 monitored. In the weeks following,the readings they were>

8 taking continued to grow.

9 MR. FRAMPTON : Would you say as early as Saturday

10 and Sunday the NRC demands for information and the fact that it

11 had to go to more than one NRC source was detrimental to the

12 efficient operation of the plant?

() 13 WITNESS FREDERICK: I can't blame it all on NRC.

14 There were other organizations that began to see that as a

15 nice way to go. They all wanted readings. B&W wanted'

16 readings. GPU wanted readings. Everybody wanted their own

17 set of readings so they could monitor this. But there was

18| never any feedback from this, at least on the operator level.
I !

19 Okay, we have been analyzing all this. This is what you !
,

i

20 | should do now.

21 Still it was left with the shift supervisors and Met Ed ,

l

(), 22 people to decide what to do next. They would decide and tell,

!

23 NRC about it and it would be held up until somebody decided |
I|

We~;}onepon.n,ine.
either you can do that or just wait until something changes. || (~ 24

'

|

25 Normally the answer as don't change anything. Wait. '

!,

!

!-
I

- - - - ..
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Ijeri 5 Which frustrated a lot of us in the fact we wanted to move on
2 to natural circulation or something that was more permanent.

3 And the pump back operation was delayed I feel by the NRC
O 4 until they were absolutely sure of what would happen.

5 Getting the waste gas decay tanks -- it was hooked up

6 within a few days after the accident but not used for many

7 days. That may be just the way I remember it'. You can look

8 it up I guess. Primarily my interface with the NRC was giving

9 them readings which took up a great deal of the operator's

10 time.

II As a matter of fact, there were three operators working on

12 it almost full-time during the first few weeks. Three

O I3 11 censed overetore.

Id MR. FRAMPTON: Did you feel the burden of these

15 requests for information, Mr. Zewe, or was this something a

16 matter of being laid on the operators' shoulders?
i

17 WITNESS ZEWE: Well, it became troublesome in the

18 control room in that it tied up the operators and caused an

19 awful lot of people to be transient through the control room

20 looking at parameters, looking over your shoulder, trying to
.I
!

21 get data. I personally felt it more in the ensuing period

;O 22 ia erviae to write egeoi 1 grooedures for the evo1utio#- we
4

23 wanted to conduct to go through the review chain. {
'p 24 It took days and days for NRR and NRC to review the changes

ce4Gid Reporters. Inc.

|
25 and bring back their comments and do this. It seemed like by ,

!
;

i
! i

.
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Ij eri -6 and large an awful lot of it really wasn't tremendously
.O
.) 2 constructive. It seemed like we couldn't do anything from

3 that point on. All procedures we had were void and anything
C' 4 you wanted to do you had to rewrite a new procedure for.

'

5 We ended up writing all these procedures and recovery and
6 special procedures, some of which we really didn't need, nor

7 did we ever use.

8 It seemed like for a large part we did operate from one

9 crisis to another where we ran something as long as we could

10 and we had some alternatives but no initiative was taken
11 until a pump quit or something else happened where we were

12 forced into another area.

() 13 It seemed like we just fell from one pit into the next one

14 and not a great deal of forethought and planning. The answers

15 were there but it took so long to make sure that everybody

16 approved of it and to get that approval. But the burden was

17 clearly on the utility, on us, meaning Met Ed and GPU to come

18 up with the answers and come up with the procedures and they

19 : were there by and large to audit, to make sure we followed

20 what we said and somewhere down the line they had more and

21 more and better input as they got more and more f amiliar with

{} the steps.22
'

23 Their details and things they asked, there were a lot of

g d inputs then. But I think that developed over some period f
n 9 nwoners, inc.

!

25 i

of time. j

1

i
'

i
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jcri 7 MR. FRAMPTON: I would like to move to another subject.I

y 2 I would like to ask you a couple of questions about the

3 emergency feedwater block valves. The twelve valves. Had

O- 4 these valves been found closed on previous occasions during

5 normal operation when they were supposed to be opened, to your

6
.

knowledge?

7 WITNESS ZEWE: No.

86:p.m_ MR. FRAMPTON: Do you know of any indication they

9 were previously closed when they were not supposed to be,
10

Mr. Faust? That you can recall.

11 WITNESS FAUST: I feel like they have been. Not both

of them. But I don't even know if it was those valves in

O verticu1er es to suse the emereency feed system hevine'

something out of alignment in it. I can't place it now.

15 It was just like we would be starting out with maybe a start-up|
16 procedure, since we didn't always start from zero and go up to
I7 where the plant stopped at, it might have been overlooked that

18 way.
i

19 That is my problem with trying to remember. Yes, I think !
I

I came across them like that. It was just noted. j
i

2I MR. FRAMPTON: Would that have been noted in a log? !
i

.

22 WITNESS FAUST: I don't know. I think it would have

|6 p.m.. been just informing the foreman at that time. f23

|A 24
! ! MR. FRAMPTON: Mr. Scheimann, do you recall any '

|ce& _al Reporters, Inc.c

25 on which the valves had been closed or found closed?occasions

4

'
4

. _ , .
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)ori 8 I WITNESS SCHEIMANN: I physically haven't seen them

2 closed when they weren't supposed to be. As far as knowing

3 about it, if there had been, I can't recall any incident.

O 4 MR. FRAMPTON: You don't have a present recollection

5 as you sit here now of any occasion on which those valves

6 were closed or found closed when they were not supposed to

7 be?

8 WITNESS SCHEIMANN: Not to my recollection at the

9 moment.

10 MR. FRAMPTON: Mr. Frederick?

II WITNESS FREDERICK: I don't recall a time when the

12 valves were shut when they weren't supposed to be..

O ' an ra^xeron ceu1a eno e v 1ve aeve weea usea --

Id I guess I should ask Mr. Scheimann -- could those valves

15 nave been used to delay emergency feed in a turbine trip

I0 reactor trip?

I7 WITNESS SCHEIMANN: In what way? Intentionally?i

18 Somebody saying, hey, I will sabotage you by doing this?

MR. FRAMPTON: Not sabotage but for the purpose of

10 trying to prevent the primary system shrinkage and ES

21 actuation?

22 WITNESS SCHEIMANN: To that I would have to say no.

23 The valve line up for the system calls for those valves to i

24p be open. I don't recall any place in our procedures that
IDCthdot Reponers, Inc.

25 tells you that you are permitted to close those valves for

|
| 1
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jori 9 1 that reason. 1

/~T
'

(~/ 2 MR. FRAMPTON: Do you know of any occasion on which

3 that had been done prior to the accident?

O 4 WITNESS SCHEIMANN: No.

5 MR. FRAMPTON: Mr. Frederick, do you?

6 WITNESS FREDERICK: No.

7 WITNESS FAUST: I don't either.

8 MR. FRAMPTON: Mr. Zewe, do you have any knowledge

9 of how those valves got closed or came to be closed in the

10 case of this accident?

II WITNESS ZEWE: I have no idea at this point, no.

12 From hearing previous testimony, I don't have any idea.

() 13 MR. FRAMPTON: Mr. Scheimann?

14 WITNESS SCHEIMANN: Likewise no.

15 WITNESS FREDERICK: No, sir, I don't know how they

'

16 were shut.
i

.

17 WITNESS FAUST: No.

18 MR. FRAMPTON: I know you have been asked these

l9 questions before but we are on the record and you are underi
!

I
20 oath and I thought it's important to ask them again. |

|
21 Ron Haynes, I think you have two topics that you want |

i

I')- 22 to take up. Why don't you go ahead.
\_

23 MR. HAYNES: Mr. Zewe, I would like to talk a bit
!
'

(~} 24 about the discontinued use of the atmospheric relief valves
IAm4m>W Reprters, Inc.

25 on'the afternoon of March 28. I believe the previous testimony
|

|
!

'
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jcri 10 I has shown that these valves were closed about 1:15 in the
( 'l
t~/ 2 afternoon. Why were the' valves closed at that time?

3 WITNESS ZEWE: I was i.nstructed by senior management
'' 4 to shut the valve. I didn't agree with it but I shut the valve.~

5 MR. HAYNES: Who was that who instructed you?

6 WITNESS ZEWE: Gary Merrill did. He was instructed

7 by his upper managment to shut it.

8 MR. HAYNES: Who would that be?

9 WITNESS ZEWE: Jack Herbein is as far as I can go,
i

10 the vice president, instructed Mr. Merrill, who instructed me

II to shut it.

12 MR. HAYNES: Do you know where Mr. Herbein was at

() I3 that time?
'

i-

i

14
! WITNESS ZEWE: At that particular time I believe he
'
I

!15 |wasattheobservationcenter.
!16 MR. HAYNES: Did you receive directions from ;

17 Mr. Herbein or other personnel at the observation center to |3
|

| i

16 perform particular operations at the facility other than this |

! |

I9 - one event? !
t

20 WITNESS ZEWE: That day all the direction came from

!i

21 'i Mr. Merrill or through Mr. Ross to me or from Mr. Merrill to ;

I |
'

,,

22 me directly. I received no direct communications from off-( ;
'

! |'~'

23 | site. Other days, I had. The ensuing several weeks, I had ! j
I:

,

{ 24 taken direct communications and orders directly from the i l

l

| !
An . a s cemnm. ine.

25 ' observation center. Mainly Mr. Herbein.
;

I

-

1

; , i

|
.
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Ijori 11 MR. HAYNES: In these ensuing days, was this the

\' , 2 Thursday, Friday or Saturday immediately after the accident

3 or when? When was it?,3

( )
4'

WITNESS ZEWE: More like the following Monday,

5 Tuesday, Wednesday, sort of deal.

0 MR. HAYNES: What kind of instructions were they

7 Mr. Herbein gave you?

8 WITNESS ZEWE: It depended on the situation. He

9 would call in by radio or by phone and give some direction

10 that he had for that particular situation that we were in :

11
at that time. Whether it was part of the natural circulation

12 or what have you, venting off the hydrogen bubble or what have
i

13 |dh8 you. It varied as time went on.

14

|

15 |

16

i
17 |

!

|I18

I !

19 |, !

I

il
20

!

21 1 |
- !

f ') 22
'%d I

'
23

(~b 24
i |

M6wJOI Reporters, Inc.
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LRW #19
jc 1 I MR. HAYNES: I believe you stated earlier that there

2 wets a camand organization in place during the days i=~btely
,

3 after the accident that included, I believe, Mr. Miller

4 and Seelinger trading off, 12 on 12 off, this type of thing

5 and Mr. Floyd and Mr. Ross; is that right?

6 Was that the sort of chain of command?

7 WITNESS ZEWE: Yes.

8 MR. HAYNES: Were these orders from the observation

9 center coming directly to you going around those people?

10 WITNESS ZEWE: Directly to them at that time.

II MR. HAYNES: And what did they do? They passed it on

12 down to you?

() 13 WITNESS ZEWE: Yes.

Id MR. HAYNES: So Mr. Harbin was not directing you

15 specifically? It was through the chain of command?

16 WITNESS ZENE: There were days after the accident

17 where he addressed me personally with a direction. I don't

18 believe that he bypassed the other group. In some cases Mr.

l9 Miller handed me the phone to talk to directly to Jack. He

20 had already related to Gary that he wanted Mr. Harbin to relate
!

2I it to me directly. Just to save representing it back.

() 22 MR. HAYNES: Has that been a normal practice during

23 plant operation, for you to receive directions directly from
i

sa? s)o nworten, ine. the vice president of generation? f( 24
j

25 WITNESS ZEWE: I have on many occasions, yes.

I

i
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I MR. HAYNES: Is that one method of the way Mr.
^\

(V 2 Harbin operates?

3 WITNESS ZEWE: Well, Mr. Harbin was assistant

O d superintendent and superintendent and station manager and

5 operations nuclear and he is very familiar with us and very

6 familiar with the plant. And we have often taken directions

7 directly from him at his varying capacities.

8 MR. HAYNES: All right. Back to the atmospheric

9 relief valves. When they were closed at that time, I

10 understand that was your haat sink; is that correct?

I WITNESS ZEWE: That was our only heat sink. The B

12 steam generator was completely bottled up, isolated both steam

13 and feed. We were steaming the A generator out to the atmos-

Id pheric dumps because we didn't have vacuum in the main

15 condenser.

16 MR. HAYNES: How long before you reestablished vacuum-

I7 in the main condenser?
|

IO WITNESS ZEWE: I am no't sure, but it was 3:00 or !
!

4:00 in the afternoon I believe.

20 MR. HAYNES: You were without a heat sink for up to
i

1
21 three hours, something like that? !

l

22 WITNESS ZEWE: I would say so. I really don't

23 remember the exact time, but I am certain it was a couple

#
hours. '

sce4ude Reporters, Inc.

25 MR. HAYNES: What were your instructions,if any, for ;
!

!

i
'

|
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1 reestablishing flow through the atmospheric relief valves

'm ) 2 in the event you needed it? Say that suddenly you got
'

,
3 na tural circulation reestablished in the A loop. But the

k ')'

4 condenser vacuum wasn't available.

5 WITNESS ZEWE: My instructions were not to use it

6 at all, with no other leeway at that point. It was my

7 interpretation from asking Mr. Miller that the state governmen:

8 had instructed us to shut the valve. It was really their

9 decision in ordering us to have it shut. We were merely

10 complying with them. Not that it was in our best interest j

Il to do that.

12 I mean from a plant standpoint. I felt it was totally

() 13 acceptable to do that. I

Why do you feel it was totally acceptable |14 MR. HAYNES:
1

15 to use atmospheric relief valves?

16 WITNESS ZEWE: The State was worried about any
I

17 release of radioactivity in the steam that would be released !
,

; 1

18 to the atmosphere. We had no reason to believe we were
,

!

19 releasing anything and we had also had an operator at the !

'

| | 1
,

20 valve itself where it was discharging dew into the atmosphere )
I ! '

21 with a hand-held instrument checking for any sign of ! |
'

c !

( 22 radiation.

23 We had none on our installed instruments for that
|

9er'J Ceporters, Inc.
24 generator. We didn't have any at the final discharging point

2ce F

25 of the operator on the reof holding it right by the steam |
i4

!
<
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1 being passed to the atmosphere. We had no indications at all

2 that that steam in any way was contaminated.

3 MR. HAYNES: Did you do any chemistry tests on the
f\
V

4 water in the steam generator?

5 WITNESS ZEWE: We sampled on water in the A and B

6 steam generator and the generator A didn't show signs of

7 contamination. B did. The first samples that we had all

8 showed the A was contaminated and B was not.

9 We found there was an error. They confused the samples.

10 We subsequently rectified that and drew another sample and

11 confirmed there was no activity there. We had the sample of

12 the water.

13 The other monitors showed that initially we only had a

14 primary-secondary leak in one generator and we were monitor-

15 ing the steam locally at the final exit point. That proved

16 to me without a doubt we didn't have a problem.

17 MR. HAYNES: At this time you still had high

18 pressure injection going into the reactor coolant system. ,

!

19 I believe the data shows you possibly got a bubble shift out l
I

f20 of the A loop somewhere during this time. There was some

|
21 heat transfer to the A steam generator.

22 Do you recall that?
,

23 WITNESS ZEWE: In vague terms, yes. I don' t recall

h) 24 if that coincided when I shut the atmospheric relief valves
,b4wx4 Reporters, Inc, |

!
25 or not.

t

.
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1 MR. HAYNES: Subsequent to that?

(-
2 WITNESS ZEWE: I didn't correlate that with that

3 indication. I didn't have the time frame there to correlate

O 4 it. It very well may be.

5 MR. HAYNES: I am not saying it was related to shutting

6 the atmospheric dump valve.

7 I am saying it occurred about two hours after the

8 atmospheric dump valves were closed, but about an hour before

9 the condenser vacuum was reestablished, which would give

10 you the --

11 WITNESS ZEWE: Okay, well that is a fact from the

12 time frame and that is how it was, I guess.

IT 13 MR. HAYNES: Let's say that the natural circuiation
G

14 through the A loop would have stayed or would have taken,

15 would have kept the natural circulation, that would start

16 transferring heat from the core to the water and steam

17 generator which in turn would heat up and be able to remove

18 ' heat from the core; is that correct?

19 WITNECS ZEWE: It should have, yes.

20 MR. HAYNES: What would you have done if that would

21 have occurred and you needed to get the heat -- get a heat
:

() 22 sink reestablished?

23 WITNESS ZEWE: I would have shut the valve like I !

!

24 was directed to do, but I would have certainly, if it had |(~}
hm4%Jd Reporters, tnc. ;

25 changed the parameters any, gotten right back through Mr. !

i
,

- - - ,
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I Miller and back to Mr. Harbin. It would have been imperative
,
,

(_) 2 we would have reestablishing steaming on that generator and

3 it would have been his decision at that point.

4 I got the impression at that point, because I did try

5 to argue with Mr. Miller on a -- not really arguing but

6 discuss my concerns that it is ridiculous to do that and we

7 were advised to shut it in no uncertain terms.

8 MR. HAYNES: During this time Mr. Harbin and Mr.

9 Miller were in transit and also at the governor's office or

10 lieutenant governor's office; is that correct? To your

Il recollection?

I2 WITNESS ZEWE: I was. instructed to shut the valve

() 13 before Mr. Miller left.

I4 MR. HAYNES: But then he left to go to the state

15 house; is that correct?

16 WITNESS ZEWE: He did leave, yes. |
!

17 MR. HAYNES: Did you have a way to contact him?

I6 WITNESS ZEWE: They took a beeper with them and
,

|
l9 also a walkie-talkie, but as soon as they arrived in Harrisburg,

20 they established phone communications from the lieutenant
,

!21 governor's office to the control room.
|

(3 22 MR. HAYNES: So in fact the natural circulation had
'%)

23 taken in the A loop, you had to wait to notify Mr. Miller and ,

[')
' Mr. Harbin of that to get the decision changed to get the i

W&msd Reprms. Inc.

25 atmospheric relief valves back in operation if you needed them';
i

|
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1 is that correct?

(3(-) 2 WITNESS ZEWE: I could have, yes.

3 MR. HAYNES: That is speculation, of course. It
~h

(G 4 didn't happen. I wanted to see what the decision would have

5 been or what your approach would have been to that problem.

6 WITNESS ZEWE: I would have certainly related to

7 them, but it would have still been their final decision

8 because I was still taking their directions.

9 MR. HAYNES: What do you feel about that type of

to direction since you have the license and you were the one

11 that had the license for the safe operation of the facility?

12 WITNESS ZEWE: If I felt it would really do a

() 13 tremendous amount of harm, I would not hesitate to go

14 against any other direction, whether it be from NRC or my

15 own corporate management.

16 I felt that closing it would not affect it a great deal.

17 I didn't think .t was necessary, nor would I have chosen

18 to do it if I had my own decisions. khedier the governor wanted

19 it or not or whoever it was that ultimately told us to shut

20 it. But if it would have placed the plant in real danger,

21 I would have certainly gone against it if I felt in my own ,

I

() 22 estimation that that was the best thing to do. I wouldn't

23 have hesitated in that. ,

i

~}pws{ Jo reconers <ne.
24 MR. HAYNES: Now let's flip over to a new subject.

,

. 25 This has to do with the diesel generator automatic start system

|
:

!
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1 and the core flood tanks during the course of the accident.

\/ 2 You had a chance co -- I believe you testified earlier

3 to the I&E investigation report. In that report it states
,_

! )
#

4 that early in the event that the automatic start system on

5 the diesel generator was placed out of service and also

6 that the core flood tank valves were isolated early in the

7 course of the accident. Are you aware?

8 WITNESS ZEWE: I read that, yes.

t

9 MR. HAYNES: Do you agree with that? With the

10 systems placed out of service on your shift?

II WITNESS ZEWE: The diesel generators, as far as I

12 can remember, ran for at least 30 minutes just sitting there

n
(_) 13 running unloaded before we had an auxiliary operator go |

|

14 down to shut them down locally. At that point I assumed |
!

|

15 they were in auto-standby. Only from interviews that I i
i

16 had later on with the operators involved, did I know that theyi

17 weren't available.

18 MR. HAYNES: So your intent was not to place the j

19 auto-start feature of the diesel generator out of service;
1

1

20 is that correct? ;

I21 WITNESS ZEWE: My intent was not to do that
I

J

( w,)
-

22 specifically, no. My intent was to shut down the diesels to I

i
'

23 save them from just sitting there at 900 RPM unloaded,but I
'
,

9er:
really didn' t concern myself with the diesels af ter that i24

A Reporters, Inc.Ace 4

25 because I didn't need them. But I felt they were available
!

| |
i
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1 for use if I didn't need them.

O 2 *R . ExYNES: xnd that they wou1d heve autematic 117

3 started and loaded on the bus if needed?

4 WITNESS ZEWE: I made that assumption, yes.

5 MR. HAYNES: You say later you found ort that the

6 automatic start feature was placed out of service in your

7 interview with the operator; is that right?

8 WITNESS ZEWE: This was on the order of two months

9 later or so when I was approached repeatedly. by two of the

10 I&E inspectors saying that did you know the diesels were

11 inoperable? I said no, they were operable. They said they

12 had testimony from the sequence of the events from the

13 computer and so forth dealing with the air compressors, if

14 the diesel had started, the air compressors should have come

15 on to restore the pressures and so forth. And then they had

16 an interview of one of the auxiliary operators that went

17 down there to secure the diesels and from that interview and

t

18 from my interviews with a few of the operators, which is months
!

19 later, that they very well could have been disabled from the i

20 automatic start feature.

21 MR. HAYNES: Did you ever get a chance to talk to

22 the operator yourself?

23 WITNESS ZEWE: I did ask who the operator was that

O did it and his mind was somewhat vague on who he talked to !24
bv t Reporters, Inc. |a

!25 and why.he placed the diesels in a certain condition. But

!
i
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1 one thing that I have tried to do is I have not really tried

() 2 to talk to a lot of eople in their involvement. I have

3 tried to keep my own mind as clear and uncluttered as I

4 can for the whole evolution. I let the investigative part

.5 up to other people.

5 MR. HAYNES: Mr. Zewe, I understand that the

7 automatic start feature was placed back in service a little

8 bit later on on the 28th. I believe that morning or so.

9 Is that your understanding?

10 WITNESS ZEWE: From what I recall, it was placed back

11 on automatic somewhere mid-morning, yes.

12 MR. HAYNES: You didn't know at that time that it

I~T 13 had been placed back in service?
U

14 WITNESS ZEWE: I didn't know that.

15 MR. HAYNES: Were you aware of this evolution?

16 WITNESS SCHEIMANN: No, I wasn't.

17 MR. HAYNES: Mr. Faust?
i

i

18 WITNESS FAUST: I am aware vaguely that morning we had
!

19 the diesel coming on. Vaguely. I will tell you what I |
!

20 remer.ber is that the diesel did come on initially and ran. |
|

21 We sent an operator down to shut it down. We had another ES ;

I

(} 22 actuatic n where the diesel came back up on line again. It

i

23 was goint to be a problem with the diesel coming on every |
i

('T 24 time we had an ES actuation and I don't know who said it, but i'

ha k.39 n mnm, w. .

25 somebody said put that thing so it won't come back on right now.

I

i
|

'
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1 If we need it we will turn it on. That is not the

h 2 exact words. I am just saying it was along that line. It

3 was becoming an annoyance or something else we had to take

4 care of on top of what we were doing.

5 It was a hng those lines that it was probably taken and

6 put out so it wouldn't automatically respond to an ES

7 actuation. I don't know who directed the operator to do that

8 or who did it. .

9 WITNESS FREDERICK: May I ask by what method the

10 diesel was rendered inoperable?

11 MR. HAYNES: My reading of the report -- you have

12 not had a chance to read the report?

T 13 WITNESS FREDERICK: No.
(%)

14 MR. HAYNES: My understanding of the report is the

15 fuel rack was blocked out.

16 WITNESS FAUST: Not reset. j
l !

17 MR. HAYNES: Therefore, it 'couldn't rack in for a
|

18 fast start. Is that your understanding of it? )

19
| WITNESS FAUST: No. I thought it was from the

20 control room that somebody went through the exercise position

21 and switch. All the operator would have to do to put it back

r 22 in ES position or start it manually himself. |

V]
23 MR. HAYNES: That is -- that is your understanding?

24 WITNESS FREDERICK: That is my understanding.
Ace-(v]ct Reporters, Inc. ;

'
25 MR. HAYNES: Okay.

|

|

[
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I WITNESS FREDERICK: That the diesel was lined up for

( 2 ES actuation but placed in maintenance exercise so it would |

3 not start unless you put the switch on Es which is a control

4 room function. |

5 MR. HAYNES: That is your recollection or what you )

6 heard?

7 WITNESS FREDERICK: What I heard, yes. I was not

8 aware of the status during the day, but that was related to

9 me by the operators.

-10 WITNESS FAUST: Part of what I am saying is probably

11 pieced in but I remember-the diesel giving us a problem.

12 Something was set to keep it from coming on automatically.

(} 13 So I guess partially I might have assumed it was done from

end19 14 within the control room.

15

16

17
',

18

!
19 !

20

21 i

|

!

C) 22

23
,

i

'
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1 MR. HAYNES: It is my understanding, and it is in the
,m
(_) 2 report, that it was later in the morning that the fuel rack

5 was put back in position and the switch was placed in the

O 4 exercise position in the control room so in the event there was

5 a loss of off-site power the operator could take action in the

6 control room and get the unit back on line. That was a second

7 step.

8 MR. FRAMPTON: Let me ask one or two questions about

9 that.

10 When the diesel is running, do you have to send an auxiliary

11 operator down to turn it off?

12 WITNESS FAUST: Yes. In ES. If it starts on ES

() 13 single we have to go locally to shut it off. The problem with
,

14 it running like that for no reason unloaded is it does carbon

15 up. We don't know at what point we might end up with a fire

!

16 in the stack on that because of the carbon buildup in it.

17 It is stupid to let it run. It is there for your function. i

i

18 It is foolish to let it run. Put it that way.

19 MR. FRAMPTON: When the auxiliary operator goes to |j
! I

20 turn it off at the site of the diesel, does he have to do i
| |
; .

)21 something additional affirmative to disable it from being i

{} 22 reactivated Dy another ES actuation?

23 WITNESS ZEWE: In order for him to stop the diesel |

(~}.
24 after this, he has to trip the fuel rack. Then he must set j

4esamarat Remnm, Inc.
,

25 the fuel racks after that to put it back.

,

r
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1 MR. FRAMPTON: If he does nothing more than trip

() 2 the fuel racks, then the diesel is in a condition that it will

3 not automatically restart on another ES actuation; is that
.p
k- 4 right?

5 WITNESS ZEWE: It won't start anyway. Not manually

6 or from the control room.

7 MR. FRAMPTON: In order to reset it he has to not

into? 8 only turn it off but reset the fuel rack into it; is that

9 correct?

10 WITNESS ZEWE: Right.

11 MR. FRAMPTON: So if you wanted to, from the control

12 room, to set it up so that it was ready, available for

(' 13V) another ES actuation down in the plant but it would not

14 actually respond, you would have to instruct the operator to

15 completely reset it and then in the control room you would have

16 to put the switch on to test, on to exercise; is that right?

17 WITNESS ZEWE: Yes. |

18 WITNESS FREDERICK: That is not a common practice,

19 but it Scas through the in-depth knowledge the operators had ,

|
20 they could reason that out and say they could prevent unneeded i

i
!
'

21 wear on the machine by using that position of the switch.
i

q{) 22 It was not the intent of the switch. i

.23 MR. FRAMPTON: Do you know when the diesel came on

(~} 24 the second time and it appeared it would keep coming en that
ce4wd Reporters, Inc.

25 instructions were affirmatively given to an auxiliary operator i

i

! i

l
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I to reset it in the plant or whether that operator was told to

2 turn it off so it wouldn't come on, Mr. Faust?

3 WITNESS FAUST: That I can't answer.

Q
4 MR. FRAMPTON: Do you know who gave that instruction?

5 WITNESS FAUST: I am saying that was one over

6 those just hearing -- I was over near that side during that

7 period and I remember hearing that.

8 MR. FRAMPTON: Mr. Frederick, do you know who passed

9 that on down the line?

10 WITNESS FREDERICK: No, sir.

11 MR. HAYNES: Mr. Scheimann, do you?
!

12 WITNESS SCHEIMANN: No.

13 MR. CUNNINGHhM: One more related question. If the

14 diesels had been racked, and the fuel racks had been tripped
,

i

15 electrically, and you found that you had a need for the |
|

16 diesels to start, how long would you estimate it would take to |
|

17 send somebody to the diesels and reset it and start it? j

18 WITNESS ZEWE: Five minutes.
:

19 MR. HAYNES: I assume if that occurred, the wholej

20 building would have been dark; is tha : correct? Or would i

i

21 there have been lighted passageways from DC lighting system to |

!
22 show the way to the diesel generator? |

!
23 WITNESS FAUST: There was a flashlight. The operator |

i

24 carries a flashlight with him anyway. But there is a certain ff)bee %3T.A Reporters. Inc.
|

25 amount of lighting, I believe. |
|

.
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1 WITNESS ZEWE: Diesel generators are approached from

2 outside anyway. From outside .into the diesel generator

3 building themselves.
Od

4 MR. HAYNES: With respect to the core flood tanks,

5 the statement is made the core flood tanks were isolated early

6 on in the course of the accident. Do you have any recollection

7 of that, Mr. Zewe?

8 WITNESS ZEWE: I don't. It is only in talking again

9 with another person who was there that night a couple of months

10 afterwards that I learned that that may have happened, but I

11 was totally uanware of it at the time.

12 MR. HAYNES: Do you believe that these valves were

13 closed at a time that I guess they were supposed to be open

14 according to the tech specs?

15 WITNESS ZEWE: I can't think of any reason why we

16 would shut them or attempt to shut them at this point in time,

17 but I believe if the man says he deliberately went and shut
,

i

18 them, that he shut them. I

|

Thesetankswerelaterfloatedontothef19 MR. HAYNES:
!

20 system early or in the middle of the afternoon on the 28th. !

I
21 If that is the case, if those valves had been blocked out, ;

!

22 wouldn't someone have to go down to the breakers and

23 reestablish the power to them?
I

. (] 24 WITNESS ZEWE: Yes. Plu;., someone would have to go i

ke-Swtr,A Reporters, Inc. ;

25 and reopen the valves from the control room too, using the ,

i
I

'
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1 Ope rators .
/m

k_) 2 I have not yet heard testimony or otherwise that anyone

3 ever did that.

4 MR. HAYNES: How many people were operating controls

5 in the control room on the 28th?

6 WITNESS ZEWE: The only ones that I know of that

7 should have or could have operated anything were the four

8 of us or Ken Bryan. The other shift supervisor.

9 WITNESS FREDERICK: During the entire day?

10 WITNESS ZEWE: That's early on.
I

11 MR. HAYNES: I am talking about the time the core

12 flood tanks were floated on to the system which I recall was
I
I(mg_) 13 about mid-afternoon.
~

14 WITNESS ZEWE: Then there were several other people

15 that would operate it. There was at leasu two full crews that

16 were there or more people available who could have been |
i

17 directed to operate the valves.

18 MR. HAYNES: Who was in charge (,f the control room i

19 at that time when the decision was made to depressurize and

|
20 float the core flood tanks? |

21 WITNESS ZEWE: Mike Ross was there.

( )! 22 MR. HAYNES: Was he issuing orders directly to
;

23 operators? f
1

(~} 24 WITNESS ZEWE: The chain of command that day was
Sce iLfcl f.eporters, Inc.

25 Mr. Miller to Mr. Ross to me to the operators. |
|

.
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1 MR. HAYNES: Do you recollect telling any operator to

) 2 open up the valves on the core flood decks?;

3 WITNESS ZEWE: I don't. The valves were open, as I
'

:
.

k/ 4 recall. We didn't have to reopen the valves. We had

5 discussed closing the valves during that same period because

6 I had suggested, which Mr. Scheimann had said before, that I

7 thought it might be better to try to depressurize below 600

g pounds and keep the core flood valves shut and let a PD

9 develop between core flood and reactor coolant system and ,

I
<

10 surge the core flood tanks. I

!,
'

11 That is when I had the first idea of closing the breaker,

>c? 12 is we could operate from the control room. The only time that
,
i

./~ N 13 day I addressed that, other than actually not doing that, just
L)

14 letting them come in gradually as we tried to reduce pressure.

15 MR. HAYNES: These core flood tank valves may be |

16 closed to isolate these tanks according to a certain pressure ,

:

17 on the reactor; is that correct? |

18 |
WITNESS ZEWE: That is true. At approximately 700 |

!!

19 pounds you would isolate it on a normal plant. Cool down ;

il !

20 h pressure reduction so you didn' t empty the contents into the ,

|
21 reactor coolant system. ;

r~'; 22 MR. HAYNES: You were in the control room that day
't,|

23 on the 28th, Mr. Scheimann. Do you recall the valves being

24 [ closed or having to be reopened to float the --
gD FGal Reporters, Inc.

25 WITNESS SCHEIMANN: No, I don't. To my knowledge,
,

!

!

i
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1 those valves were open during the whole course of the time. The

() 2 only thing I knew of concerning those valves was at the time

3 Mr. Zewe was walking about, we did have the breakers closed.

() The normal condition of the breakers was to be open. In
4

that case the valves themselves would be open, but the
5

breakers closed. There would be no way of closing the valves.
6

However, in anticipation of coming down and attempting to
7

close the valves just prior to a sudden surge into the vessel,
8

I had had the breakers closed.9

10 But to my knowledge, the valves were never closed.

11 MR. HAYNES: So the breakers were closed in

12 preparation of closing the valves from the control room switch

rs 33 if you wanted to?

b
ja WITNESS SCHEIMANN: Yes. As to valves, to my

15 knowledge, they were never closed.

16 MR. HAYNES: The fact that the breakers were closed

17 in preparation for closing the valves, did you view that as a
;

I

18 problem, Mr. Scheimann? |
!

|19 WITNESS SCHEIMANN: No.

I |
WITNESS ZEWE: No. The first time that I had heard ;

20 I

the core flood valves were shut and reopened and so forth, I
21

thought that there was confusion relating to the time that that |N 22
s_) !

occurred. i
23 i

,- 24 I am referring here to when we made the depressurization j
Be.s d ReMnm. inc. j

25 attempt, which was early afternoon. But the time the I&E

|
!

I
'
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1 inspector rela * d to me was when the core flood valves were

O 2 shue ear 1r into ehe eccident, before >=00 o'c1ock, somewhere

3 between 5:00 and 6:00 o' clock is when he said he had found

4 out that they had been shut.

5 For that time period there I said no, it should not have

6 happened at all. It was later on in the day. But I have

7 talked with the operator who kosed the valves the first time

8 and he went to the valves for the control center to close the

9 power supplies and he was not wearing a respirator. He was

10 not in special clothing, meaning it was done before the site

11 emergency was decleared. It had to be done before 7:00

12 o' clock.

13 MR. HAYNES: At that time breakers were closed or

14 what?

15 WITNESS ZEWE: That the breakers were closed by the

16 auxiliary operator to provide power to it. He was not the

17 one that said the valves were closed from the control room. !

18 WITNESS FAUST: That is where I am saying I j

|l9 i remember something, once again, and it as in anticipation -- |

|
20 it was early into the accident when we were actually

21 anticipating future event of cooling down. This was before

'
22 we started getting longer.

23 I think that is when they said why not close the breakers

'
24p now just so we close the valves as we need to as we cool them

Sce%jl Reporters, Inc. <

25 later on.
|

!
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1 MR. HAYNES: The normal shutdown procedure, if you are

rw(,) 2 Planning on going down to the delay heat removal system, would

3 be to close the breakers first. As reactor pressures comes
(3
\~ below 700 psi, close out the tank valves; is that correct?4

5 WITNESS ZEWE: That's right. But the fact is that

6 just closing the power supply to the breaker wouldn't have

7 altered anything but it is physically closing the valves is

8 the real question.

9 MR. HAYNES: Are you satisfied in your mind that

10 the valves were closed that morning or not from what you have

11 learned since?

12 WITNESS ZEWE: Talking to the man who says he

() 13 thinks he closed them, and he is pretty sure he closed them

14 in those words, I think I did. I am pretty sure I did. But I

15 couldn't say positively. But I would have to say he did.

16 MR. HAYNES: Who is the man?

17 WITNESS ZEWE: Ken Bryan.

'
18 MR. HAYNES: Okay.

19 WITNESS ZEWE: This was also a conversatien that I

20 had that was at least 60 days after the accident. Once I

21 learned from the INC guy that that happened, he said that he f
|
4

() 22 had testimony to support that, but he wouldn't tell me who, so

23 I went asking around to try to find out who it was. |
! l

(~') 24 MR. HAYNES: When you heard this from the I&E man, j
!

|wemso n.oon., . ine.

25 inspection and enforcement inspector, this was about two
i

| ,
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1 months after the accident he learned about it?

() 2 WITNESS ZEWE: I would say the time frame of month

3 and a half to two months that he related it to me that I can

O 4 remember as far as a time period goes, yes.

5 It wasn't, you know, hours or even days or just one or two

6 weeks later. It was in the order of a month and a half to two

7 months that he first related it to me.

8 The first time he questioned me, I believe he questioned me

9 and Fred together in the control room. I said, you know,

10 something is just screwed up. There is no way I did that. I

11 don't know where you are getti-7 your information from. I

12 never did that. There is no reason for me to dc. that. So

{} 13 he said, well, he would check further and then he brought it !

14 up two or three other times and I said well, where did you get
:

15 that information. He wouldn't say that other than that he had

16 verbal testimony to that effect.

17 MR. HAYNES: So you issued no order to close the j

!

18 valves early in the accident. |
|

19 j WITNESS ZEWE: No, I didn't. !

! !

20 MR. HAYNES: You issueo no such order. |
1

!

21 WITNESS SCHEIMANN: No. I had directed somebody to
I

/~V 22 close the breakers, but being unaware that -- quotes unquote - ! l

. (-) l,

I
23 they were supposedly shut already. !

!' /"] 24 MR. HAYNES: All right.
mL u neooners. im. ,

25 MR. FRAMPTON: One more question that I omitted to

i |
'

t

| b |
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1 ask you. Mr. Zewe, were you aware on March 28 of the pressure

n
; () 2 spike in the containment building?

3 WITNESS ZEWE: Yes.
s

-) 4 MR. FRAMPTON: What did you learn or what were you

5 told about the magnitude of it?

6 WITNESS ZEWE: Waht I was told about the magnitude

7 of it? I seen the magnitude of it. I probably seen it first

8 because I war directly in front of the RB pressure indicatcr and,

9 I was directing the evolution we were doing for depressurizing

10 and Mr. Scheimann was operating the electromagnetic lock

11 valve, opening it up to reduce pressure, and I was trying to

12 have him open it up at a point where we would not have another

(~T 13 four point engineering safety feature actuation, so I was i

I%.)
14 picking the point where the RB pressure was rather low so he

i

15 could vent and we wouldn't have another actuation on four pound

16 pressure, i

i

17 As soon as I said all right, open it, Fred and I was right

18 in front of the recorder. As soon as he hit it, I was !

i

19 watching it the whole time. Up and down. I stepoed back. |

20 Everybody there did because it was -- you know, I said did you
!

21 see that. Yes. Wonder what that was, j
i

{~J3
22 We looked at Lynn Wright, one of the control room operators ,

|~

23 said the building spray pumps were on which were about six feet

24 to my left. So we -- and then we waited a few minutes and then;(~s,
tc.q;.t a,pon.u, inc.

25 we looked at everything and everything looked normal.
,

1
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1 The pressure returned immediately to zero as fast as it

t' 3 2 appeared. And we secured the building spray pumps cince the '

V
3 pressure was down and they were no longer needed. We didn't

,

() 4 see any other effect of it. We didn't know what it was. We

5 had a limited discussion on what sort of electrical transient

6 or instrument malfunction could give us that pressure spike.

7 No one had any really good ideas or answers. And we went on

8 with the evolution at hand at that point.

9 MR. FRAMPTON: When yousay "we" discussed this, how
,

!

10 many people were in the control room at that time in total?

11 WITNESS ZEWE: I don't know, but I would think in

12 the neighborhood of 25 people. There were three shift j

13 supervisors there. Myself, Joe Chwastyk and Bryan were there.7s()
14 There were operators there. Two different sets of operators. ,

15 NRC inspectors there. Mr. Miller and Mr. Ross were there.

16 MR. FRAMPTON: Was there -- this was after

!

17 Mr. Miller came back from the Lt. Governor's office? i
*

|i
18 WITNESS ZEWE: Prior to him leaving.

!

19 ] MR. FRAMPTON: Before he left?

I i

20 | WITNESS ZEWE: Yes.

|
21 ' MR. FRAMPTON: Do you recall discussing the spike

,

!

22 with Mr. Miller specifically?,_

v
23 WITNESS ZEWE: I don't. I heard his comments later

i

e

24 saying he heard a thud. He hadn't witnessed the spike, but
e=J|gecemnm.ine.

25 |heardthethudandhadreportedthattoMr. Ross, and he had
i i

|

|
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1 attributed that to maybe a ventilation change in the control

,e ~

L) 2 tower.

3 MR. FRAMPTON: Do you recall discussing the pressure
/ s
(- 4 spike with Mr. Ross?

5 WITNESS ZEWE: Yes.

6 MR. FRAMPTON: How about Mr. Kunder? Was he there?

7 WITNESS ZEWE: I in a't discuss it with Mr. Kunder

8 directly. The discussions mainly were between myself and

9 Mt. Chwastyk and Mr. Ross. What was it sort of thing. We

10 sort of concluded it was some sort of electrical transient.

11 It was just unexplainable to us.

12 MR. FRAMPTON : You reached a tentative conclusion,

(^T 13 if any conclusion, that it was an instrument malfunction in
V

14 effect?

15 WITNESS ZEWE: Or some electrical spike that caused

i

16 a malfunction. Not really --

17 MR. FRAMPTON: Not a true indication of increased |
|

16 pressure, in other words? I
!
*

19
|

WITNESS ZEWE: Yes. We hadn't perceived we had
l

20 hydrogen at all in the building. We didn't perceive we had i

!

21 temperatures to create any hydrogen. All our training as far

22 as hydrogen in the reactor building goes is that sometime

23 after the event, in the order of days and weeks, you build up i

24 hydrogen in the reactor building from the reaction with the(^3
,

saq ;s r,mortm. ine. j

25 aluminum in the building. It is a long-term type effect, not i

| |

| |
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1 an immediate type.

( ) 2 MR. FRAMPTON: Do you recall whether Mr. Ross said

3 anything about whether he was going to relate this to Mr. Miller

(j
4 or anyone else in the chain of command?'

5 WITNESS ZEWE: I wouldnot see why not, but he

6 didn't relate to me I am going to go and call Mr. Herbein

7 about this right away or something of that nature.

8 I don't see how anyone in the control room at that time

9 would be aware of it. I find that very hard to believe. I

|
10 remember just backing up right after it happened and literally

11 stepping on two or three other people's shoes because I was in

12 a hurry to back up to look at it. Actually stepped on one of

|

(~'s 13 the NRR guy's shoes, as I remember, too.
U

14 MR. FRAMPTON: Do you recall whether any MRC people
:

15 were in on any discussions about what it was? {
t

16 WITNESS ZEWE: I don't, no. They were there 1

-

!

17 observing the same sort of thing that I observed that was ;

!

18 available. I didn't specifically sit down and talk to them i

l
19 ;; about it. Like I stated before, my interface with them there

!
20 ' was very limited. I didn' t ask anything of them and they

':

21 +' certainly didn' t come forth with anything.

1

22 I just went on with what I had to do and what I was directed

ad20 23 | to do and the observations were there to be observed. i

l

r~n 24 :
Aced __, I Ceporters, Inc. !
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$R6978 1 MR. FRAMPTON: Was there any discussion of whether
#21

rig 2 the fact that there was a thud in the building was inconsistent

LRh
3 with the possibility this was just a stray electrical pulse

,,

C) 4 of some kind?

5 WITNESS ZEWE: I had personally not heard any

6 ?.his nor did Mr. Miller relate to me or anyone else he had

7 heard anything. I learned this from testimony at the Udall

8 Commission in Washington for the first time that he heard

9 anything and had questioned that he heard something. I

10 hadn't heard it before.

11 MR. FRAMPTON: Your jumping back was not from

12 anything other than seeing the spinning on the instrument?
!
I

r~N 13 WITNESS ZEWE: Yes. I was probably 10 inches :

Q) I

14 from the record looking at it very closely. This spiked up, |

15 I stepped back, a natural reaction. Nor from any noise or I

16 anything else. I found it so hard to believe that anyone !
|

i
17 who was in the control room observing anything would have

! |

13 'j missed that or turning off the pumps or any of the
i

19 discussions at all.

0 '
MR. FRAMPTON: When you say missed it, you mean

20 g
i

21 i missed the discussion that ensued. !

;

f3 22 WITNESS ZEWE: Or missed what was -- that the
; !
s

23 spike had happened or that we secured two building spray
'

i

gs 24
' pumps 'because of it. We actually had ES actuation because

bee 5. ,hl Reporters, Inc.

25 of that, too. On high pressure you had isolation again so the
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81p 2 1 spray pumps were on and everything else went to ES position.
SR

2 MR. FRAMPTON: When you say missed that, you mean

3 missed the flurry of activity caused by that?
n
(x J' WITNESS ZEWE: Yes. I'm observing something.4

5 Even if I didn't see the spike, I see a flurry of activity

6 and say what was that? I don't see that --

7 MR. HAYNES: On the pressure spike, I believe

8 4 psi you get containment isolation?

9 WITNESS ZEWE: That's correct.

10 MR. HAYNES: 28 psi is the trip point for the

11 building spray system?

12 WITNESS ZEWE: 30 or less is the set point.

('T 13 MR. HAYNES: I believe the pre'ssure peak was ,

\_/ j

14 28 psi as indicated on the chart and the building spray |

15 |
system came on?

!

16 WITNESS ZEWE: True. !

17 MR. HAYNES: Are you aware in the control room |

|

1E j logs, I believe you have the chief foreman's log and also

h !
'

19 0 the operator's log, the pressure peak is not recorded in those
d

20 i logs? I
"

t, !

21 WITNESS SCHEIMANN: May I comment as far as that
I

(~') 22 is concerned? You have four people in that control room.
,

m/

23 You have a piece of mess going on in front of you. There is

(~') 24 no way in hell you got time to take and worry about inking
fcek,let Reporters. Inc.
I 25 an entry in your log.

l ;

I

}
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rip 3 1 WITNESS ZEWE: We had log takers at that point.

h 2 Like you mentioned before, Mr. Berry was taking logs, so

3 to speak, on timed events and writing down the sequence of
(3

4 events. We relied on him and the other people that were\>

5 taking time sequence type data. It wouldn't surprise me at

all we didn't write it down in the book.6

7 MR. HAYNES: That's correct about Mr. Berry's

notes showing that he was taking data in the afternoon of8

the'28th and that also he made the late entry in the control
9

10 room perator's log, I believe it is. You have a foreman's

11 log and you also have an. operator's log. And there is a

12 late entry in that where he notes the four psi and then the

f) 13 securing of the spray system. So I would-say from that,
xs

14 what would you deduce from that? That Mr. Berry was not

15 aware of the spike also?

16 WITNESS ZEWE: Either that or like the rest of us, .

I

|17 he failed to grasp the significance of it. Greater than

18 j four pomxb was greater than four pounds. I don't know if

19 he was -- since it was there and gone, not thinking that it ;

d i

20 |; was significant, maybe it didn't make any difference. Maybe
i

i

!! i

21 " the most important thing to him was we had an actuation of an i

|

22 ES system. Mr. Berry has a very long experience in the nuclear,
(')/w

23 power field and I think that he, too, also just thought the !
i

b ,

(~) 24 ES at that time was the most important thing and the spike

hed _ Jat Reorters, Inc. )

25 | was inconsequential to the event, so he elected not to write i
'

i

! l

>|
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1p 4 1 about it. I guess. I can only surmise. He was behind the

URW

(n_) 2 panel looking at all the operations and everything that was

3 done and said and watching the clock. I'm sure he was aware of

O' 4 it.

5 MR. HAYNES: The control room operator's log

6 er+ry for that day is four to four and a half psi spike.

7 The shift foreman's entry for that afternoon also said there

8 is about four and a half to five psi pressure in the contain-

9 ment. Do you know why the two apparently independent logs

10 would have the same value recorded and ignore the 28 psi

11 spike? You're shkaing your head, Mr. Frederick. Do you

12 know why?

13 WITNESS FREDERICK: First it's two questions.{}
14 The narrow range instrument showed a spike as well as !

:

15 the wide range instrument. |

16 MR. HAYNES: I understand it did. It goes up
i

17 to 10 psi. I understand that was at full scale? i

,

18 WITNESS FREDERICK: Why did they write down four j

!

19 ; instead of 10?

I !
20 MR. HAYNES: Four instead of 28. ,

i

i

21 WITNESS FREDERICK: Just the same logic as '

| |
t

22 the thermocouple readings. If you have 150 readings that'

)

|
say four pounds and one that says 29, which do you consider23

.t
-

!24 h is correct?bnp%_srJ Reporters. f N. ;

25 MR. HAYNES: I understand one reading was on a !

l .

! i
e
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1p 5 1 10 psi scale that went full scale. Another went up to 26.

;RW ) 2 That's not inconsistent, is it?g

3 WITNESS FREDERICK: It seemed to everybody in

DN/ 4 the control room, whether they were NRC or GPU or B & W, they

5 call came to the same conclusion, that there wasn't anything

6 aprticularly significant about that spike.

7 MR. HAYNES: That it was not due'.to a' pressure

8 spike. It was due to electronic signal or transient. Electri-

9 cal transient.

10 WITNESS ZEWE: Some sort of transient that we would
:

11 investigate through the electrical department to see what |

,

12 sort of interaction would case that.
i

13 MR. HAYNES: That was your evaluation?

|14 WITNESS ZEWE: Sure.
1

4

15 WITNESS FREDERICK: What type of transient can ! !

16 cause a 2 million cubic foot building to pressurize and

17 depressurize that quickly? |
|

|

18 MR. HAYNES: I thought we were talking about j
!
'

19 s the instrument.

!

20 ' WITNESS FREDERICK: That's why none of us

21 considered it plausible. It's impossible to do that. [
;

22 MR. HAYNES: I wouldn't say it was impossible.

23 I thought it actually occurred.

24 WITNESS FREDERICK: Based on our training, it {-}ice-(tsu nemrms. ine. ,

25 was impossible. It was completely foreign. If you look back !
!

I
'

I

!
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1p 6 1 through everybody's training and the FSAR and safety
n

V 2 analysis and the building construction, you will not see

3 a paragraph that projects that type of transient. Nor

O will you see it in anybody's training as far as -- that is so'V 4

S Particularly foreign and unbelievable that it has absolutely

6 no significance. That's why nobody did anything about it

7 for two days.

8 MR. FRAMPTON: Would you say the same about the

9 in-core thermocouple readings?

10 WITNESS FREDERICK: Yes. Looking back on

11 them, they're very logical but at the time they were read

12 they make no sense.

13 MR. FRAMPTON: Would it be fair to say that at

14 the time these readings came off the wires that they were

15 so incredible that they weren't believed? |
|

16 WITNESS FREDERICK: The engineer that took them |

17 said they're garbage. They don't mean anything. Wait until ;

|
I tune these instruments and we will take some readings. j

18

! i

| 19j MR. HAYNES: Do you agree with that?
I

I |'
20 WITNESS ZEWE: Which part of the statement? |

,
i r

4 21 MR. HAYNES: That the fact that you had some iF

I |

O 22 thermocouple temperatures there in the core that were high
'

G
23 and that you hadn't been trained for it, that therefore they ,

i

24 were unbelievable, the readings? |q
c kset Reporters, inc. |

I 25 WITNESS ZEWE: Not-totally, no. If the indications |
!
i
i

'

l
i
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|

flp 7 1
off scale are high enough, I would hope in retrospect it

1RW)(, 2 would have meant something more to me then. But I couldn't

3 say that it would have.

Ok' MR. HAYNES: I guess my question is, is the fact4

it's not discussed in the FSAR or covered in the training,
5

6 does that make such indications on the instrumentation

7 unbelievable. therefore you would not consider them in

evaluation of an event?8

9 WITNESS ZEWE: No, that isn't true.

10 WITNESS SCHEIMANN: I would have to say that

11 isn't necessarily true also.

12 WITNESS FREDERICK: I believe I said indecipherable

(~} 13 or meaningless, not meaning that they would be -- that they
b

14 should be purposely ignored just because you have never seen

15 it before. If you don't understand it, there is not much you

16 can do about it.

17 WITNESS FAUST: I don't know that it would have

18 ! changed what we did.

19 MR. HAYNES: I'm not saying it would. I'm ,

l

i
20 trying to understand why something that is not covered in j

{ 21 the training or in the FSAR, your perception of why it would

- (') 22 be meaningless to you.
,

\/ i

23 WITNESS FAUST: I wasn't aware of the thermocouples,

!,

(~') 24 for one thing. I'm not so sure even if I was aware of them j
MMulct Regerters, inc. i

25 and -- hey, that's not right. If anybody would have |
t

|
.I i

. . __ _
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l

|
|

rlp 8 1 considered my saying it that significant. j
LRW )em

i i 2 WITNESS FREDERICK: Again, none of us were
v

3 presented with that thermocouple information. We were
. ,- m
!,_) 4 presented with this information and obviously made no con-

5 clusion from it. I'm saying the reason I made no conclusion

6 from it, I was the one he stepped on by the way, that it

7 was absolutely meaningless because it tells you nothing. If

someone said to me that an explosion will cause an instantan-8

9 eous spike like that, I would tend to disagree with that

F 10 anyway. I would expect to see the pressurizer dive slowly.

11 MR. HAYNES: I believe this pressure peak was

12 something like a 6-second duration from the time it started

13 until the time it came back down to pressure. Just a few
(a-],

14 second.
i

15 WITNESS FREDERICK: If someone deciphered that from !
!

16 that strip chart -- excellent work. Commendable. i
I

I
.

17 (Laughter.) |
:
!

18 WITNESS SCHEIMAN:: Especially since the darn |
t

| 19 chart is only in 15-minute increments.

i ,

20 MR. RAYNES: Is this the only place pressure for |
| I

!

21 the containment is reported?
|
'

|
(~/g

22 WITNESS FAUST: All we saw.
\_ ||

| 23 WITNESS SCHEIMANN: As far as I was concerned i

I

g-] 24 was like this, that quick. Boom, it was there. Boom, it was -

hul,_Jat Resmrters, he.
.

25 gone. It wasn't: " Hey, this is increasing," that type of |
i

i

i

|
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Glp 9 I thing.
IRW

() 2 MR. HAYNES: So your .rrecollection is the spike

3 was much faster than a few seconds; is that correct?

O
(_) 4 WITNESS ZEWE: Yes. I'm convinced even that day,

5 I was convinced that it didn't go completely off scale high

6 and that it only recorded up to 28 pounds. I don't know

7 how high it got.

8 MR. FRAMPTON: What would off scale be in that

9 case?

10 WITNESS ZEWE: 60 pounds.

11 MR. FRAMPTON: Gentlemen, this has been a long

12 day. Thank you very much for your help and your cooperation.

13 As I said at the beginning, we had a chance to review

14 and we have available to us all of the transcripts of your

15 former interviews with I & E and your depostions taken by

16 the President's Commission. I would like to give each of you

17 a chance before we finisg to bring up anything in addition
|

|

18 to the subjects that have been covered in those interviews

19 and in our questioning today. That is, are there subject

20 matters or areas that haven't really been gone into at all

21 in your previous interviews with I & E or the President's
.

22 Commission or today that you think are important to the

23 accident or important to the ramifications of the accident

|
- 24 or the lessons we ought to be learning from the accident j

dee.(, }ci Reporters, Inc.
,

'

25 that really haven't been covered before that we ought to be

4 :

! !
! !

! !

a
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rip 10 1 looking for? Are there any areas or-ssubject matters that
LRW

(~ 2 haven't been touched that you think are pretty important?L),
3 I would' start with Mr. Frederick.

A
(_) 4 WITNESS FREDERICK: Having been given the

5 opportunity to voice such comments before other committees, I

6 feel I have been properly verbose on that subject.

7 MR. FRAMPTON: Mr. Scheiamnn?

8 WITNESS SCHEIMANN: I kind of go along with

9 what he says.

10 MR. FRAMPTON: Mr. Zewe?

11 MR. ZEWE: I think the reason we are where we ;

12 are at now, and I'm looking at it more personally as the

(~g 13 company Met Ed goes, is that I think the undue press coverage

V
14 and media coverage has contributed to our situation right

15 now, which has certainly hurt the industry and hurt us and

16 hurt the people and certainly contributed to the effects of

17 the whole industry in general. I don't think enough has been

18 said and I don't know if enough could be said about the

i 19 media coverage and the very poor response that they have
1

20 shown and the dissillusionment they have over the accident,

21 over covering the accident, the effects and the real detri-

22 mer.tal offect that they had on the nation as a whole. I J

23 think we could have gotten through this accident and
;

24 corrected it to sufficient magnitude so that it would not |i

W4 ,S
g-

24 Reprters, lr*, ,

25 endanger the public again, and we could go on from there, but |

|

i i,

t
i i

'
|

,

, - , e
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I'm not sure if we can ever go on from here with the way the1p 11 i
;RW

f') media and press has really made a circus out of it. That
2v

includes their tremendous influence and pressure certainly
3

f~) influenced and pressured all the commissions we talked to at(- 4

every level, particularly when -- a fine example of that was
5

related to me very strongly by the subcommittee -- the Udall
6

Commission. This was related to me from Mr. Miller because
7

I was not involved in the public hearings with them. They
8

were very nice to us. We went there as a group. As soon as
9

10 they got the camera people there, they were totally different.

11 Totally vindictive was the word, and pointed. No longer

12 dealing with human beings. It was on another latitude.

I think I could see that same thing with the President's
(~} 13
(-

Commission. I could see that same thing with members of the
14

NRC when they were trying to have the right light in
15

16 respect to the press coverage to show that they were good and

17 we were bad. I could not, being a member of Met Ed now, go

out to the public and say anything that they wouldn't totally
18

disbelieve and that wasn't because we didn't tell the truth. |19

20 I totally believe that.
i

!

I believe during the whole thing, and I was immediately |
21

!
t

involved with an awful lot of the decisionmaking and some of ,

k'_')T |
22I

!

the related words that were put out by the company, and |23
t

24 totally tried to be honest. They got slaughtered for it.
~}

r_ao noonm. ine. |

25 When a Congressman tells a vice-president of the company who j

i

I

. -
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31p 12 1 I felt acted very, very well that maybe everybody's too
stRW

~hj 2 defensive and that's why they took him apart, but to call

3 him a liar, that he lied, wilfully lied, is totally disrespect

4 for a human being. We can't say to a Congressman that you're

5 a liar, but they can certainly have any freedom of speech

6 they choose for whatever reason they want. I:'s a lot of

7 Pclitical soapboxing. I think we all realize thac.

6
I don't know if we can overcome that, but it certainly

9 hurt everybody involved and certainly hasn't helped anything.

10 And that is only my subjective views. Some of it is very

11 objective, though, because it's cases that actually happened.

12 That's why I totally refuse to talk with any member of the

13 press. 'I have been contacted quite a bit. I make no
{

14 comments. Not that I didn't have comments or not that

15 I didn't think they could be constructive, but I would be ,

1

1

'

16 misquoted. I have relatives in the area here that have told |

'
17 me that the reporter has gone down the street and asked five

18 or six different people things and passed six by until he

i
19 came to the seventh one with something derogatory to say or

20 something really enlightening and then the camera lights
i

21 were on and they had a story.

22 We didn't educate the people about nuclear power for

23 the last 25 years. It's a black box and they're using i |

24 that tactic to sell newspapers and the right stories. I

ka ('j]sl Remners. Inc.k._ | |

f 25 just wish something could be done to put the responsibility f
|
i i

l i
i

- - - - . _ _ __
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1p 13 1 on the press. I think they do have tremendous responsibility

,RW )( 2 and certainly are not living up to it. Even though I was

3 involved very heavily in the accident and some of the

4 decisions I made contributed to the accident, I feel I acted

5 more responsibly than they did.

6 MR. FRAMPTON: We appreciate your candor and

7 your comments. Mr. Faust?

8 WITNESS FAUST: I couldn't relate to that any

9 better.
.

10 MR. FRAMPTON: Gentlemen, thank you very much.

'
11 (Whereupon, at 7:02 p.m., the interview was adjourned.)
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